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"THE CLUSTERING PINES"

All ye that love the olden songs to sing,
That know the charm forgotten mem'ries bring;
That sigh sometimes a kindly pal to see,
From days that were, and now no more can be;
That wonder often, sadly wonder why
The fairest hours we live end with good-bye;
And pathways that we trod with friends today,
Tomorrow part, alone we plod the way
To mould our destinies anew, our eyes
Ahead, our hearts behind, with older ties;And ye that wear nor dark nor aged brow,
But make to laughter light and love your vow,
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/11\ UR farewell to our professors cannot but be a sad one. During the
\!II pa~t four years they have e~deared the~selves to us by their paternal
·

gmdance and by ever holdmg out a kmdly hand to those who were
distressed. We have learned to appreciate their whole-hearted fidelity to
honorable and just principles and their unselfish devotion to their high aims.
May we ever be faithful to their teachings. May we be actuated during
our entire lives by the principles of right which they have labored long and
diligently to inculcate m us. May we ever be true disciples of such learned
and noble scholars.

REV. JOSEPH N. DINAND, S.J.
PRESIDENT

REV. FRANCIS X. A BYRNE, S.J.
PREFECT OF DISCIPLINE

REV. JAMES A. MULLEN, S.J.
VICE-PRESIDENT, DEAN AND PREFECT OF STUDIES

REV. FRANCIS J. McNIFF, S.J.
Senior Professor of Ethics and Evidences

REV. ROBERT SWICKERATH, S.J.
Senior Professor of Pedago gy

REV. PETER J. SCHWEITZER, S.J.
Senior Professor of History of Philos op hy

REV .. JOHN X. PYNE, S.J.
Senior Professor of Political Economy

REV. GEORGE L. COYLE, S.J.
Senior Professor of Organic Chem is try

REV. PATRICK

J. RAFFERTY, S.J.

Senior Professor of Astronomy

1

REV. WILLIAM C. NEVILS, S.J.
Senior Professor of Public Speaking

REV. CARLOS M. HEREDIA, S.J.
Senior Professor of Spanish

REV. FRANCIS P. DONNELLY, S.J.
Senior Professor of English

MR. WILLIAM R. CULLEN, S.J.
Senior Professor of Geology

MR. JOHN A FRISCH, S.J.
Senior Professor of Biology

WILLIAM I. McLOUGHLIN, AB., LL.D.
Senior Professor of Jurisprudence

I

Wo tqt (!Hass
OU are about to survey what we consider the most important part of this
volume. In compiling this department, our thoughts have been only of
Seventeen, the happy, generous, manly Seventeen, that we loved and revered.
Our guiding motive has been to tell in a pleasing vein the story of each man's life
on the Hill, to picture him as his fellow-students knew him.
'

We sincerely believe, therefore, that there is nothing for which we must
apologize, nothing that will bring regrets. Not a line, not a word has passed
through our hands that a David might not affirm of a · Jonathan, for, after all,
THE PATCHER is not ours alone, but yours. Its purpose is to open on some faroff tomorrow the flood gates of memories, and bid the tide of a golden yesterday
advance to rise lovingly and longingly and majestically, flashing the glories of the
old days in a new light such as never was on sea or land. Perhaps some troubled
heart will gladden at these recollections, the rejuvenated blood will quicken in its
course, and the fired spirit will plan new mansions for future endeavors.

If the PURPLE PATCHER of 191 7 attains this, then surely our efforts were
not in vain, and the spirit of Seventeen will be perpetuated.

J

A mnu qr !lttm!l nf rqrrrful ye.atrrbnys, .
J\ub rnutibrut tnmnrrnws.
-Bnrhainnrtq
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NICHOLAS

E.

New Rochelle, N. Y.

BATES

"Nick"

"Eski"

"Mex"

"Naughty, Naughty, Naughty"
Senior Smoker Committee; Consultor Sodality ( 4); Cheer
Leader ( 4); Class Dramatics (3, 4); Associate
Editor PURPLE PATCHER; Press Agent
Pasteur Chemical Society (2).

The gates of college Ii fe had opened and closed, and
the Class of I 91 7 had settled down to make for itself
a remarkable epoch in history at Holy Cross, when
without commotion, pretension, or anything redolent of
the proverbial brass band reception, "Nick" came into
our class.
The only wonderful thing about "Nick's" entrance
to Holy Cross was that it was so quiet, but as the old
song runs, "Things Have Really Changed a Lot Since
1861," so times have changed for "Nick." As soon
as the boys learned to know him, they continually demanded from him entertainment, jokes, stories, and in fact, all those things which make
coilege life in the "Movies" seem what it is not.
Born in Yucatan, Mexico, "Nick," a living symbol of the knighted days of old
~pain, has always proved himself a true friend, a noble gentleman, a scholar of ability,
and a peerless entertainer and conversationalist.
As a "movie" actor, "Nick" is superb. No one who attended our Junior banquet
will ever forget the part he played in making that evening the jolly event that it was. So
successfully did he portray the role of "Relentless Rudolph," in "The Perils of Pearline,''
that the fall of Caesar seemed but a bit of comedy in comparison with that tragic fall of
·•Rudolph" in the last scene of this gripping drama. "Eski" next made his appearance as
an end man in the Junior Minstrels. From that time on, we knew "Nick" as a laugh
provoker of the first class, a comedian through and through, from his "Wicki Wacki" steps·
lo his double jointed eyebrows. Senior year saw him appointed as Cheer Leader.
We know that "Nick" will never become a dictator of Mexico, but he will be chief
adviser and minister-plenipotentiary of a little Utopia all his own, when his inevitable success shall have taken him by the hand and welcomed him to the realm'" of happiness and glory.
[ 21]

Rochester, N. Y.

JOS EPH H ENRI BAYLE
"Henri"

"French"

" Pretty Baby"

Dramatics (2, 3) ; Chairman Committee on D ebates (2); President Scientific Society (4); Treasurer Aquinas Club (4) ;
Vice-President Pasteur Chemical Society (2); Chairman Class Day Committee ( 4).

"Henri" came into our midst in Sophomore, and
from his first day he has fitted with the class more or
less like an egg fits its shell. By his unassumed dignity
of bearing and natural attractiveness, he made not close
acquaintances of the members of the class, but rather
a close friend of each member of it.
His first prominence in college activities was attained
when, as "Rosalind" in "As You Like It," he caused
many hearts other than "Orlando's" to beat faster with
. that quickening fiery pulse . which by some is called
maudlin sentimentality, by others, the zenith of asinm1ty, and by others, and these are the ones who know-well, he scored a great success.
As the wise man says, "Coming Events Cast Their Shadows Before Them," so was this
merely a miniature, though unpremeditated, forecasting of his future and crowning success
when in the "Perils of Pearline," he played the role of Delicious Dolly Dimple, the
Divinely Devoted Dupe of a Dastardly, Deep-Dyed, Dare-Devil, Dirk-Dangling, Disgracefully-Disguised, Drink-Devouring Dago-Dude.
T he frivolities of the footlights , however, merely furnished a pastime for Henri.
Having a natural propensity for things scientific, and being a prospective matriculant at
M. I. T. , he has honored himself greatly by legitimately taking all the scientific prizes
upon which he could lay hands at the annual distribution of prizes to the few who got up
when many were called.
We are glad to know "Henri"; we would go out of our way to do anything for
him. We do not prophesy a bright future for him, because in prophecy there can be no
present grounds for the thing predicted, and in "Henri's" case there are grounds so strong,
that it is indeed redundant and tautological superfluity to prophesy that which will certainly happen. Health, wealth and happiness. is the wish that will be fulfilled before this
very book becomes a mere memory.
[ 22
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joSEPH M. BERGEN
"Joe"

Adams, Mass.
"Tou-Pollou"

"My Hom e T ow n"
Banquet Committee ( 1) ; D ramatics { 1) ; Varsity Football
Squad (I); Class Football (I , 2, 3, 4); C oach
{4) ; Varsity Baseball Squad {I) .

Our first impression of ''Joe' ' - and it was a good
one-was formed one afternoon at Fitton Field, as we
watched him, a mere Freshman, nonchalantly and consistently, dropping the pig-skin between the uprights
from the thirty-five yard line, while many of the Varsity
v<:terans eyed him wonderingly.
We had heard of him before, for "Caesar" Dolan
and "Bill" Hanlon never tired recounting the story of
the historical "Adams-Pittsfield" game, won by a magnificent drop kick, executed by our own "tou-pollou,
hoi-polloi" Joe, himself. We were glad to see that
the reputed warrior found little trouble in securing a
berth on Varsity ' 13, but we were dismayed and Holy Cross felt a keen loss when "Joe"
was so severely injured in the Harvard game that he was authoritatively advised to lay
asi de his football togs permanently. However, it was due to "Joe's" knowledge of football
tactics, and his coaching ability, together with that of "Joe" Cain, which in our Senior
year gave Seventeen her lucrative victory over the Junior team.
We shall always remember "Joe," and we shall remember him as a fellow of wide
experience and sound advice. If you want to hold a "post-mortem" about the several
plays and players, or even about the fair spectators at some late game, call on "Joe"
Bergen. If you would rather talk in scholastic phraseology on some question of metaphysics you will find in "Joe" a quick thinker. But if you are contemplating a plunge
in Common or Preferred, listed or otherwise, by all means, consult "Joe" first.
Yes, "Joe' s" hobby is Finance, and if betting were in order, we would lay heavy
odds that the first thousand greenbacks earned by any of Seventeen's sons will be in the
hands of Mr. Bergen. Go to it, "Joe," and good luck!
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WILLIAM

P.

BOLAND

"Bill"

North Brookfield, Mass.
"By-Hang"

"Could the Dreams of a Dreamer Come True:•
Varsity Track(), 2, 3).

In considering our next feature, left us first overlook the fact that he hails from North Brookfield, because we must realize that it is not his fault. For the
benefit of those who would otherwise have to consult an
atlas, we w:H explain that North Brookfield is a sister
metropolis of Worcester, consisting of about a dozen
houses and another barn. If its name graces the map
of Mass a ch usetts, all credit must be given to "Bill,"
for putting it there. For from the very first, he started
right in, and convinced everyone on the hilltop, that he
was some runner, some student and some boy.
Pre-eminent among his accomplishments, is his ability to run. In every meet in which he has been entered, he has done some star running, and has made almost as many records as the Victrola
and Columbia companies combined.
His class work has always been uniformly high, and he never seems to have any
difficulty in separating a good mark from a professor. All in all he is a royal fellow, which
may account for the fact that he believes in the old adage that there is a certain majesty
in silence. But "Bill" is the kind of fellow who "speaks in deeds and is deedless in
his tongue."
We bank on it, that when this "Bill" gets into circulation out in the bustling world,
there will be a great demand for him, and that he will be as successful then as he is popular now. Good-bye, good luck, and more power to you, "Bill."

[ 24]

JOHN

F.

BULGER

" Jack"

"Red"

Pittsfield, Mass.
"Handsome"

" He's a Devil in His Onin Home Tonin."
Banquet Committee ( 4); Class Dramatics (3 , 4).

"Jack" is a big fellow, not alone in stature, but big
in every way. His hair tends to the golden persuasion,
and John himself is the real gold all the way through.
John is a fellow of no moods; rain or shine, holiday or
examination eve, finds him always the same with the
same old smile and a brand new story.
John glories in the fact that he come;; from the
Berkshires and considers Pittsfield the social center of
the universe. While some of us who do not know
"Why is Pit,t sfield?" must discount the value of this
opinion, we must admit that John's social education
has never been neglected. Even from our Freshman
days, John's acquaintance with the outside world was
extensive and as time went on, it was a rare Wednesday night or Sunday afternoon that
did not see him decked out, betaking himself to pay a call or "trip the light fantastic."
However, it must not be inferred that "Coop" was a social butterfly. He is rather
of a serious turn of mind, and has always been a real student in his quiet and unassuming
way. He takes each day as it comes, and does its tasks and does them well, and never
worries about tomorrow because for him, tomorrow is never dark. Moreover John is versatile. His power to illustrate well known sayings and doings of famous men has brought
him much renown, and his ability as a public speaker is worthy of no passing notice.
On several occasions, he has eloquently brought matters of great moment before the class
and his speech on the fame and glory of Columbus is considered a local masterpiece.
John is a fellow who will make his friends miss their college days. Whatever our
future associations may be, John Bulger's unique humor and sincere friendship is something we shall always remember and value.
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JOSEPH F. CAIN

Greenfield, Mass.
"Joba"

"Joe"

"Floatin g D own th e Old Green River."

Varsity F oo!ball ( l , 2) ; Class Basketball ( I , 2, 3, 4) ; Captain ( l); Class Dramatics ( l, 2, 3, 4) ; Glee Club (l , 2);
Promoter League Sacred H eart (l, 2); Dramatics ( l);
Cap and Gown Committee ( 4).

We call him "J oba." The etymology of the word
1s thus explained : his first name is Joseph, hence
"Joe." Now who that knows "J oba" will not say
that his very pre:;ence says "Bah!" to gloom, pain,
sorrow, melancholy, and all other feelings of sadness,
woe, and misfortune? Hence the "ba" in "Joba."
From the first day of our Freshman year, we knew
"Joba." It took him just two minutes to acquaint
himself with all the members of the class and he succeeded in winning our friendship in as short a time.
One of the essentials of a good entertainer is that he be a "story teller,'' and our "Joba"
is a fun -maker supreme. In the language of the schoolmen, "he's there with the goods."
"Joe" is as witty as he is a good fellow, and as original as he is popular.
This is not all about "J oba." Oh, no! He is an athlete. He started in by "making" the Varsity Football team in Freshman and again in Sophomore. In Junior we got
the surprise of our lives, when "Joba" told us he had decided not to play during hi'S last
two years in college. '1 7 regretted it and Holy Cross felt the loss to the team. "Joe"
believes in the principle :-studies first.
We cannot stop here, for "Joba" was a star member of '1 7's champion basketball
Learn for four years, being one of the most consistent players we have seen during our
course. Oh, no, this is not all ; "J oba" is an actor. He was a principal figure in Class
entertainments. In the memorable minstrel show, "Joe" scored a touchdown and a home
run when his songs and jokes went over, and proved himself a thespian, as well as a singer.
We cannot say with certainty just what "Joba" intends to do, for on this point he
is very reticent, and we cannot venture an opinion for "Joba" could excel in ~" many
things that we fear nothing for his success.
[ 26 1
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WILLIAM V. CALLAN
"Bill"

Worcester, Mass.
"Cal"

"All That I Ask ls Love."
Baseball Squad (I, 2); Freshman Baseball T earn (I).

In the course of the world's history, the name of
William has ever played an important part. We
learn of William the Conqueror, of William of
Orange; the field of literature is glorified by the name
of William Shakespeare, and down even in our own
age, this name has been immortalized by the William
of "Grape-Juice" fame. But as for Seventeen, suffice
it: William Callan is a thirty-third degree member.
"Bill" lives but a short distance from the college,
and on this account is almost a boarder. In our
Freshman year he was pointed out to us as a ball player
of great ability and promise. His record in High
School, where he had played the dual role of pitcher
and outfielder, was an enviable one. When the call for Varsity candidates was issued,
and the baseball season had begun, "Bill'' was a member of the Varsity squad. On
the Fr~shman team he showed a "Barry" brand of baseball. In our Junior year, "Bill"
retired from the game, and devoted his entire attention to the class room. To us, it seems.,
this act gives a true insight into the character of the real "Cal": namely, a determination
to handle one thing and do it well.
To many who do not know "Bill," he may appear conservative. Drop along
quietly some time, and "listen in" on one of the spirited discussions in which he and "Si"
delight to indulge. If the question turns on "current topics," be prepared for the surprise
of your life; you will find invariably that the decision rests in favor of "Cal" himself.
That's our "Bill."
"Cal" is one of the few who can listen and listen well. He knows the art of agreeing to differ. He is never boisterous but always cheerful; he is never sullen, but always
amenable. In a word, we shall seek friends in the world who are of "Bill's" type.

[ 27]

J

]AMES E. CANNON
"Jim"

Windsor Locks, Conn.
"Jimmie"

"/ Can Dance With Ev eryb ody But M y Wi fe ."

Class Football (2, 3, 4); Chairman Prom Committee (4) ;
Class Dramatics (3).

And now, permit us to do ourselves the honor
of introducing "Smiling Jim, " Connecticut's Finest.
This roseate complected chap made his debut in things
Holy Cross in general, and things Seventeen m particular, at the beginning of Sophomore year.
His natural propensity to perfectly adapt himself
tL' all conditions at all times, be the environment either
"he" or "she," received instant recognition from classmates and ere long, the lovely, irresistible little dears
in town were bubbling and boiling with an unusual
effervescence of interest and · joy a~d all such silly fox
stuff, which in ordinary parlance would be that "Jim" had· scored, that his was a "RollsRoyce" reception. Needless to say, he continued to score until in Senior we have the
efficient and perfectly organi'zed firm of Cannon & McGrath "teaing, " "dancing," and
" partying" their way to Worcester Immortality.
However, "Jimmie" is a many-sided man and his record in the class room has been
a thing of admiration, the inevitable result of application. His intimates are aware of a
determined, serious, inner phase of his character which has shown him to be a man, who
knows what he wants and how to get it.

In Class Football, Cannon fought physically and morally for Seventeen, and displayed not a little prowess as fullback.
With the "Prom" in his hands, as Chairman, we are assured of a function exceedingly Elysian.
"Jim' s" courtesy, straightforwardness and sound reasoning will always stamp him
as one well worth while.
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RAYMOND L. CARMODY
"Ray"

Springfield, Mass.
"Chick"

"Bab)) Blue E)) es ."

Class Football (I, 2, 3, 4); Captain (3); Class Baseball (I) ;
Class Treasurer (2) ; Secretary (3).

The hero of this little sketch, and he is some sketch
-beg pardon-some hero, gave his first "hoiah" 111
that charming little suburb of Worcester, yclept Springfield, and grew up there, although he did not grow up
very far. After distinguishing himself every way at
school there, "Chick" cast his lot in with us and ever
since Freshman, has been one of our "creme de la
creme."
(We do not know what it means, but it
sounds well.)
He started right in to make things boom up on the
gcod old Annex, by trying to promote a bout between
"Fighting Bill" Joyce and "Blacksmith" Connors.
F or once his efforts were of no avail.
He has backed up class activities in every line. On the gridiron he has shown us a
brand of "Brickley" football, and on the diamond a little of the "Rabbit Maranville"
variety of baseball. In boxing, he might have shown the Marquis of Queensbury a thing
or two-but space forbids us going into any further details; suffice it to say "the kid is
clever."
Even had "Ray" not won undying laurels for himself in all these sports, he would
still be remembered affectionately by us as being the discoverer and the press-agent of
those charming little "two-bit" teas, where we could meet the elite of Worcester and Millbury. Oh, yes! the truth is out-be it confessed that "Raymie" is also a ladies man
and is the pet of many a Worcester parlor. But who would not have fallen for those blue
eyes and that cherubic smile?
"Ray's" life has been one wild thrill after another. He has taken all sorts of
adventurous trips, some of which have been "freight"-with perils! The obstacles of the
class room he battered down with ease, and in the class itself, no one is more popular.
He may not wear a sixteen collar or a size eight shoe, but, oh my!
[ 29]

JEROME J. COLLINS
Scranton, Pa.
"Jerry" "J. J." "Jeeves''
""Drinq To Me Only With Thine Eyes."
Class Football (3, 4) ; Class Debating (3) ; President Aquinas
Club (4); Chairman Banquet Committee (4) ; Business
Board PURPLE. PATCHER.

"Well, here now, I distinguish"; we liked the rich,
low tone in which this statement was enunciated. It
came from a stranger at the beginning of Junior year.
The distinction which followed, was not only clear,
but to the class room "also rans" the mental acumen
manifested was amazing. It was finely drawn, devilishly so.
Needless to say, Jerome J. Collins, for it was he,
debutanted that day to Seventeen, and Seventeen was
verily elated with the splashing son of sinking Scranton, for really, don't you know, Mr. Collins is awfully
"getting," but- er-at times just an atom too responsive.
Every man has his hobby. Collins has hobbies. Just now he is interested in developing his will-power,- making great progress, too. He can will to arise at five A. M.
and Verdun-like pound his way through until noon, unless disturbed by a "Report at
once" commumque.
"Jerry" greatly aided us in Class Football, playing a stellar game at guard. As a
debater, "Jerry" is, in fact, he is again. His logical arguments and convincing delivery,
easily earned him a place in Junior year.
A necessity for a party,- and how he does love them (not the silly school-girl
affairs) , but just a gathering of fellow "Seventeeners," where the atmosphere is right,
where the repartee gleefully twits from place to place, where everything is epicurean (he
loathes anything rustic), and then to follow up with a clinking, good musical comedywhy, for days "Jerry" will gurgle "Perfect, perfect; ah! it was perfect!"
The Senior banquet under "J. J.'s" guiding hand will, no doubt, close the sparkling days of Seventeen with an elixir of fellowship, so tingling, so effervescent, that our
memory will be permanently saturated.
To use an old one, " Jerry," we say "Good-bye, good luck, God bless you!,.
[ 30]

JOHN E. CONNORS
"John E."

"Jack"

Fall River, Mass.
"Effie"

"When You ~Vear a Thirteen C,ollar, and Your Shoes Are
Number Three."
Promoter League Sacred Heart (3, 4); Banquet Committee
(4); Secretary Freshman Literary Society.

Dur fee High, in Fall River, favored us with this
excellent dandy, who was immediately "Annexed" as
a valuable asset to the class. Bubbling with the chatter of the age, "Effie" straightway introduced us to
h1f. charming vernacular of adroit, abrupt abbreviations, all his own, so that Broadway's lingo of the
Twentieth Century literally passed out of existence.
It was superseded by John's modernized, picturesque
and expressive dialect. In fact, so well did we become acquainted with it, that if there be any Senior
who cannot now readily understand us when we call
for "Psych," "Histophil," or "Polecon," well might "Jack" say in indignation: "Where
do you get that stuff?''
On more than one rainy day "Effie" has helped us to see the silver lining, and to
forget the cloud. Testimonials and prizes for scholarship, he has in abundance. His
victories, however, have not been confined to the classroom. He has been dined and feted
by the blond and brunette crowned heads of the best in the land, and his successes in
the social world of Worcester have caused much comment, always favorable.

In his Senior year, "Effie" held the popular position of being loved by all, for
"everybody loves the mailman," and this little dispenser of dainty, perfumed epistles and
bulky checks was truly no exception. We cannot but pay him also a tribute of sincere
gratitude for his tireless efforts and success in arranging that anxious and bi-weekly list
of nocturnal passports.
For his future-who knows ?-except that he will realize all that we could wish
for ourselves in glorious day-dreams.
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EDWARD

P. Coax
"Doc"

"Eddie"

Quincy, Mass.
"Ted"

.. He May Be Old, But He"s Cot Young Ideas."

Varsity F oo:ball ( 4); Stage Manager Class Dramatics (I, 2, 3,
4); Vice-President Class (2); President Philomathic
(2) ; Treasurer Scientific Society ( 4).

The following recipe may be found in Seventeen's
Cookbook :-One pair of luminous batteries; one delicately tinted, pinkish morning dew complexion; a
handful of dazzling, inked red locks; about one hundred and sixty of avoirdupois; two yards and a half
of careless, reckless, don't-give-a-care attitude; an unusual amount of clear, penetrating intellect, and worlds
of clean-cut, straight-from-the-shoulder virility. Put
all these ingredients into a melting pot, stir thoroughly,
ccok well, and on cooling, the result, "e pluribus
unum," well, the result will be "mirabile dictu," a
Cook, not any old cook or chef, but the Cook, the terpsicho;ec,1n , big-hearted, generous,
Doctor Edward P. Cook, Ph.B., Quincy, Mass., U. S. A.
For four years "Doc" has shown the stuff that wins in football, and this year received his coveted H. C.
His record as President of the Philomathic Debating Society was "Short, but oh,
how sweet!" "Doc" often remarks that he would like to meet and console with New
York's former Governor, Sulzer. 'Tis true, they have much in common.
During the entire course "Rusty" has shown almost an intuitive knowledge of the
sciences, and his knowledge of Physics, Astronomy, et cetera, has often placed him in the
role of tutor to the eleventh-hour boys on the night before.
"Ted" has undergone a wonderful metamorphosis in his four years in college. From
an irresponsible, bed-turning, midnight rambler, we have now the comparatively sedate
and intent demeanor of a man quite engrossed with the important side of this little pastime
of living.
We hate to say it "Doc," but truly, we part here, so "vale" old man, and may you
ever bask in the shadow of the horn of plenty.
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JosEPH L. CURRAN
Hawley, Pa.
"Joe" "Ben" "Matches"
"Blow th e Smo/rc Awa_y."
Picture Committee (4); Class Foo:ball (3 , 4) ; Class Baseball
(I) ; Promoter (I).

It must have been an inland zephyr from the West
that ushered in our youthful "Joe" on that bright autumnal morning, for if we rightly recollect, old "Pennsy " harbors not th'e salty sea but still pursues her
Quaker traits, snugly resting beyond the briny domam.

years.

Quakerlike, too, was "Joe's" entrance, dignified,
rather than rpectacular, a thorough gentleman, requesting rather than demanding recognition. Plainly we
remember that auspicious day when "Ben," as we
afterwards called him, tip-toed into the vanguard of
old Seventeen, and volunteered his services for four
We smiled, and "Ben" smiled, and he was one of us.

"Ben,"-that's his surname, or, rather his name by common consent of the O'Kane
dwellers. Why? We cannot explain. Perhaps, Fate or Fortune, in her own inimitable
w ay, with the aid of a suggestion from "Ted" or "Mac," saw fit to style him so. Of
one thing we are sure : there may be many "Big Bens" and "Little Bens" giving good
5ervice, but there is not one timepiece around here quite as reliable as our own "Ben"
Curran. He never worries al:out the correct time of the day, but he always knows how to
use every hour of it to advantage.
"Ben's" college life has been complete and well rounded; he can throw a baseball , play a "heady" game of five-hundred , recite passages from Horace, roll a perfect
cigarette, talk intellectually on current topics, enjoy a joke, serve table, sing a song, and
read "Russo" and "Maher" with a zest.
With men like "Joe" Curran out in the world, boosting for Holy Cross and Seventeen, why worry?
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JOHN

w.

Pittsfield, Mass.
''Jack''
"G ee , But I Li/ee Music With M y M eals."
CURTIN

Picture Committee ( 4) ; Class Baseball (I).

You can stroll into John's room almost any time
and find him there, sitting comfortably in his veteran
rocker and reading the Outlook. When you enter
he politely lays down the cherished Ou tlook, and
asks you to sit down. There you find yourself with
a man who can talk seriously on any topic worth
while, and sum up any situation in a mo :t logical way.
After you have talked with "Jack" a few times,
you cannot but feel that you have wasted time somewhere during your college course.
The ordinary
school work which furnishes the bane of our existence
to most of us is no trouble at all to <'Jack," and besides maintaining a leader's berth in every branch of
study, he finds plenty of time to satisfy his taste for good reading of every kind.
F or all his studious ways, John has by no means developed a one-sided nature. How
could he, coming from Pittsfield, that den of social lions? It was there, amidst the
\Vintry Berkshires, that he mastered the art of fine skating which has served him so well.
H e has probably the unique distinction among us of having skated his way into society,
but skating is not the only clever foot-work he does. He also excels in the Terpsichorean
a rt and there is hardly a polished surf ace in Worcester where John's graceful form has
not glided by in rhythmic sway.
T here is but one thing which John needs to make his ability startle the world, and
that ·;s a social secretary. Unless carefully watched, "Jack" can invariably be relied on
to do the right thing at the wrong time--in a social way. Not but what his manners are
most elegant, and his deportment unimpeachable, but the nonchalant way in which he
accepts his social duties furnishes a continual source of amazement and dismay to Worcester femininity.
But, seriously, John is a fellow who holds the respect of all who know him, whose
opinion on any question is valued by all and indispensable to his friends. You cannot
know "Jack" in one day, but if once you have secured for yourself his friendship, you
·will never look for a truer friend, because you will realize that there is none.
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TIMOTHY

J.

DALEY

"Tim"
0

"Purple Pleb"

Waterbury, Conn.
"Stripling"

'When I dream of Old Erin f'm dreamin g of _you ."

F reshrnan Baseball T earn ; Varsity Baseball Squad (2, 3, 4) ;
Varsity Football Squad (I , 2, 3) ; T earn ( 4) ; Class
Track (3 , 4); Banquet Committee (2).

Columbus had only to discover A merica to immortalize his name; Villa had only to raid Columbus
lo get in the limelight; Waterbury had only to produce
T. ]. Daley to make itself famous, and if T. J. had
done nothi.ng else in all his sojourn amongst us 1.han
to win the Harvard game in 1914, pulling it out of
the fire after the star of all Purple twirlers had failed ,
he would still have done enough to blaze his name in
rosy characters on the pages of Holy Cross athletic
history. It was the eighth inning of what promised
to be a Crimson game. "Bob" Murray, prince of
college pitchers, had been knocked from the box and the bases were full. And then.. Billy" Oyer signalled to this stocky young recruit with the broad shoulders ·and confident poise, and behold !- the game was saved. Unmoved ·in this great crisis, nerves as
steady as a rock, this cool, heady pitcher calmly proceeded to shut out Harvard for the
rest of the game and Holy Cross won in the tenth, 7-6. Yes, he has done many other
things, but he will always be remembered by his meteoric debut into the world of college
athletics, and pointed out with pride as " 'Timmie' Daley, the boy that won the Harvard
game.''
In football, too, "Timmie" has been one of our most consistent players, and, on the
defense particularly, played a hard, clean, heady game. No one can remember a play
getting by his staunch back, and we all can remember many a play that he got before it
got to him. Those who know tell us he was a tower of strength in that memorable 14-14
Army game of 191 5, and his coolness and spirit were an · inspiration to his teammates.
Ladies seem to have small place in "Tim's" well-ordered life, though it is rumord
that "Peoria" offered to be his social mentor, Southbridge and Cambridge Streets preferred. A fine example of the "mens sana in copore sano," "Tim" faces the future with
that calm smile, and it is as eloquent as volumes of assurance.
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GERARD

C.

DE GRANDPRE

Plattsburg, N. Y.

"Jerry"
"That's th e Son g of Songs for M e."
Class Dramatics ( 4) ; Class Foo ball ( 4); Banquet C ommittee

(4).

You know how serene and tranquil a body of water
is on a still, perfect, moonlight night in August; how
comforting and really chum-like it seems, and yet, so
capable and forceful.
The analogy may be elasticated a degree or so, but
de Grandpre creates the same impression. He always
manifests a perfectly composed appearance; he is a very
courteous and friendly chap, and has a certain manner
about him, both in speech and actions, that connote:;
the ability to cope with any difficulty.
"Jerry" allied himEelf with us in Junior year, also
with one Ronan of Buffalo, and it has been a reciprocally well satisfied alliance. "Jerry" and George are a cute little family, and both to9k
to Seventeen, like "Arakel" does to a nickel.
As president of the incorporated "one-eye-on-the-door, play-while-you-can'' five hundred club, "Jerry" has met with wonderful success, so much so that, as we go to print,
the house has yet to be pinched.
In our famom Junior Minstrels he scored a tremendous hit with his rich baritone
voice, singing a clever parody on the "Song of Songs."
Oh, this lad is thoroughly mmical; he also picks the mandolin and teases the guitar,
which accomplishments the mercenary R onan effectively used as his striking caption in
advertising the room.
"Jerry," here's the farewell handshake with a word of best wishe::. for the years to
come, and a regret that time calls a separation.
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]OHN

B. DELANEY
"Jack"

"Del"

Waterbury, Conn.
"Johnby"

"Only a M essage F ro m H ome Sn,e et H ome."
Varsity Football Squad (I , 2, 3) ; C lass F oo'. ball ( I , 2, 3,
4); Basketball (I , 2, 3, 4); Cap tain (3); Banquet
Committee ( 4).

To push a pillow through a keyhole, or to pack an
elephant into a trunk may seem to be particularly
difficult things to do, but they are child's play compared
to compre;;sing the life of this son of the Brass City
on one page. Why, to chronicle his popularity and
character would take a ream of paper, his athletic
achievements could fill a fair-sized volume, and his
stunts and escapades could exhau~ several more.
"Jack" is one of the old Annex boys, be it said
to his credit, and was always one of the prime-movers
in any jollification that took place there. 'Twas there
we first came to realize what a great city Waterbury was to produce such a fellow as
.. Jack," and ' twas there we heard the corridors so often ring with his famous cry, " Mouvrez
la porte, Halp."
As a student- well "Jack" agrees with most of u~ that hard study is the secret of
rnccess, but that it isn't nice to learn secrets. However, he always has played around the
lJO-yard line in class.
As the center on our class football teams his playing has always been brilliant, and
,-vas one of the many reasons for the enjoyable party the Seniors had at the Worcester
T heatre when " T he Blue Paradise" came to town.
In basketball "Del" has always distinguished himself and de: ervedly won the captaincy in our Junior year. His love of hikes through the country prompted him to organize
the "Bonum Tempus Ambulans" Club of Beaven Hall, which remi nds us of the ad ve"f1turous walk he took down Cambridge Street with the MacD'uffs last year. It was on that
memorable occasion that Greece declared war on Ireland.
There is many a trump in the Class of 191 7, but "Jack" is· our right bower, and in
the game of life- well, we would advise our readers to start subscribing to Th e World' s
fV orR, if they want to follow "Del's" career.
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JosEPH T. DILLON
"Joe" "Duke"

New York, N . Y.
"Dominie" "Joba"

"Give My Regards To Broadway."
President B. J. F . (4) ; Chairman Inter-Collegiate Debates (4) ;
Class Dramatics (3, 4) ; Toastmaster C lass Banquet (3) ;
Class Treasurer (3) ; Secretary PURPLE PATCHER
Board.

From Broadway to Paris is not as long as from
Broadway to Worcester; at least "Joe" does not seem
to think so. Be that as it may, we are "mighty glad"
that "Joe" took the trip which he thought was longer.
There are many reasons for our stating that we need
"Joe" in our midst as there are inches in the distance
from Broadway to Worcester, and if Holy Cross were
in Florida, and "Joe" came from Seattle, we would
say the same thing.
One of the elements of the definition of "Soul" in
Psychology is: "That principle by which man lives," and fittingly do we say that, since
·'Joe" is the life of the class, he is the soul of it. His rare humor has kept us bubbling
with enjoyment through four years. Whether in class , in the debating societies, or in our
rooms, "Duke" invariably made things cheerful by adding a spice of wit to his remarks.
He lives the axiom "It's the individual that makes the conversation, not the topic."
"J oba" is a natural entertainer of supreme degree and furnished us with many a pleasant
hour in our smokers and minstrels. As "Spinoza," the ventriloquist, he made his debut,
and brought down the house with applause. ••Joe" was also sole owner, manager, promoter
and president of •'Dillon's Arena," a tilting place where the flower of Seventeen's chivalry
vied with Castor and Pollux of old for the honors of the boxing art.
T o fry to write "Joe's" history in the space allotted would-well, "it can't be did."
T here is not a line of college activity in which "Joe" has not taken an act-ive part:debating, dramatics, track, boxing, and last but by no means unimportant, scholarship.
L ike the Empire State, from which he comes, his motto has been throughout the course
" Excelsior," and we will say without a minute's hesitancy that "Joe" will rule whatever
empire of endeavor he chooses.
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JOHN

F.

Worcester, Mass.

DOLAN

"Jack"
"At the Fountain of Youth."

Class Vice-President (2, 3, 4); Dramatics (I, 2, 4); Class
Debating T earn (I, 3) ; Intercollegiate Debate (2) ; Banquet Speaker ( i) ; Secretary Dramatic Club (3) ;
Vice-President ( 4); Prom Committee ( 4).

The noblest Day Lad of them all is John. For
three scholastic seasons he has acted as "Vice-Prexie"
of the class, and virtual leader of that section of
Seventeen who seize their books after the last period,
and silently steal away. "Jack" has been a perpetual
link between what the catalogue classifies as resident
and non-resident, and has contributed no little to the
class solidarity, which is the boast of Seventeen.
In our Sophomore year, "Jack" made the Southern
trip with the Deliberative Oratory Team, which faced
Georgetown, and acquitted himself with credit, while without his dulcetly delivered lines
and virile grace, the annual performances of the College Dramat;c Club would have been
appreciably less praiseworthy.
No account of "Jack" would be complete without mention of his alliance with
" Dinger," and more than Damon could be put into a story without Pythias. Quite as
perplexing as the problem concerning the priority of the egg or the hen is the puzzling
question of who smiled first, "Joe" or "Jack"? Be that as it may, we have been delighted
for four years with the perpetually visible countenances of these two compatriots, and they
have tended to more than offset the efforts of diverse pessimists, who are always "taking
the joy out of life." No hat-rack in any Worcester foyer ever bore the thatch covering
of one, without the other's being there to mate it, and due to "Joe's" social efficiency,
that Sunday eve must indeed be counted lo3t when the inseparable pair did not scrape a
little of the WELCOME off some hospitable door-mat.
To prophesy a brilliant future for "Jack" seems to us akin to have predicted Washmgton' s elect~on in the days after the Revolution. Ability and personality have, somehow, a power of bearing a man along the crest of every wave, and John has all our wishes
and confidence, and none of our fears.
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JOSEPH T. DONAHUE
"Joe"
"Smile!

Worcester, Mass.
"Dingbat"
Smile !

Smile!"

Marshal Day-Scholars' Parade (4); Chairman Day-Scholars'
Banquet (4); Class Banquet Committee (3).

"Laugh and the world laughs with you," is "Joe's"
motto, and we have always been forced to laugh with
him. His life, as a member of '1 7, has been one
grin after another. "Joe's" ever cheerful disposition
and his natural ability to create a laugh has often
brought us back to earth when some abstruse, philosophical subject had set us nodding in class. "Joe"
never neglects his studie3, but he never for a moment
forgets his obligations to the fairer sex of Worcester.
No party is ever complete without his presence and he
has never been known to miss a dance. It is his boast
that he knows almost every milkman on Vernon Hill,
,vhom he meets while wending his weary way homeward.
"Joe" spends his summers at a familiar Cape Cod hotel , serving in the capacity of
a waiter. To see "Joe's" smile at its best, one has only to ask him: "Who spilled the
soup?" On Vernon Hill he is famous for his ability to "carve the beef" and this was
the reason why he ref used to join the biology class, avowing it was a disgrace to his profession to ask any self-respecting butcher to spend his time in dis:ecting worms.
"Joe" was chief marshal this year for "Day Scholars' Night" and led his cohorts,
or.e hundred and thirty strong, against Putnam & Thurston's Restaurant. The latter, expecting the attack, quickly submitted to the ultimatum pre£ented by the marshal and an
excellent banquet was placed be fore the "day boys." Recently "Joe" has been parting
his hair in the middle, but he stubbornly refuses to divulge the secret of the change.
"Joe's" future plans are unknown at present, but if Dame Fortune smiles on geniality
and personality, she will laugh out loud at "Joe."
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WILLIAM

E.

DROHAN

"Bill"

Whitinsville, Mass.
"Curly"

"It's Been a Long, Long Time Since I've Been Home."
Class Day Committee ( 4).

You must know a "heap" of geography to locate
the Blackstone Valley-unless one lives in it-and the
fame of Whitinsville has hardly reached as far north
as Fitchburg, yet "Bill" himself has. reached "way
down" in us and we can forgive his natal village.
During a triennial period, "Bill" tumbled out of
the feathers each morning before the clarion call of
Chanticleer had d:sturbed the stillneJs which settles
down upon Whitinsville each night at nine; he was
always to be found in the clas:;room before the first
ambitious boarder ever put in appearance. At the end
of Junior year "Bill" tired of the daily commutation
and despite the cogent coaxings of fair Normalite passengeresses, he decided, during the
final lap of the course, to join Seventeen "toro et mensa," as he always has been with us in
spirit. Scholarly ambition also may have played some part in "Bill's" change of residence;
at any rate, we gather from rumored gleanings that he stands in line for the coveted words
of praise, which are inserted after one's name when the final tabulations have been made,the Victorian Cross of scholarship. Yet, "Bill" has never been so frantically studious
as to forget that man is a social being. Ask "Ted" and "Ben," the day lads, and,-we
hate to make him blush.
The crack of sturdy ash against horsehide and the thud of one of "Al's" steamers
in the bulky mitt of Daniels make far sweeter music to "Bill's" ear than the commandinr.
cry of "Signals." Yes, he devours baseball, does "Bill," and the "hum" team is not
the least of his hobbies.
Application to duty, fortitude and optimism under difficulties form the nucleus of an
indomitable character; they are the worthy qualities we have noted in "Bill," and will put
him where we all wish to see him-at the top.
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WILLIAM J. DUFFY
"Bill" "Duff"

"Chesty"

Fall River, Mass.
"Doify"

"On the Old Fall Ri1Jer Line."
President Philomathic (2); College Dramatics (I, 2); Property Man (3, 4); Chairman Smoker Committee ( 4); Assistant Editor-in-Chief PURPLE PATCHER; Banquet
Speaker (I) ; Promoler League Sacred Heart
(I, 2, 3, 4); Class Football (I, 2); Class
Track (I , 2, 3, 4); Inter-Collegiate
Debate (4).

"Bill" is truly a Holy Cross man. He has 'i.he
rare distinction of being one of the few in our midst
who saw service under the banner of the "Old Prep."
When we arrived as Freshman, ••Bill" was at hand
with a smiling face to acquaint us with Holy Cross
and w1th the traditions and customs of the college. On
rainy days, when time hung heavily on us, and we
were at a loss to know what to do, invariably we would
call on "Doify" and demand a story, or rather, an anecdote, if this distinction is permissible. Leaning far back in his chair, with the ease and bearing of Mark Twain, he would
tell of his experiences during the summer vacation, and they surely were "some experiences!" Verily, as an entertainer, "Duff" is "par excellence non plus ultra." •
Thus he continued during his four years of college, cementing a friendsh-:p among us
which Horace would have called "aere perennius," and which served to endear him to the
hearts of '1 7.
As chairman of the Smoker Committee, "Duff" won stellar reputation. We have
often admired originality and artistic ·design in decorations at Holy Cross, but have yet
lo find a more pleasing and truly original and aesthetic setting than the one which "Bill"
planned in the Senior Lecture Hall on the night that Seventeen welcomed the Freshmen.
The decorations were the talk of that memorable evening, and "Bill" won the merited
praises of both faculty and students. Seventeen, aye, and Holy Cross, can never forget
that night and "Bill" Duffy.
Somehow, we feel that "Bill" is destined for big things, for truly he has shown us
that "the bigger they come, the harder they fall." "Bill," we "only hope we'll meet
another day. "
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WALTER

E. DUGGAN
"Walt"

Whitinsville, Mass.
"Dugg"

"You'd Never Know That Old Home Town of Mine."
Class Day Committee ( 4).

Some men there are, who seem to captivate by
the keen look in their eyes; others bespeak intelligence
in their very appearance; again, there are others, whose
grip of the hand is such that they are constantly making firm friends of new acquaintances. Walter Duggan belongs to all three of these classes.
A "day-boy," journeying from the distant hamlet
of Whit·~nsville, "Dugg" has been spending the hours
from seven to seven away from home, not because he
dislikes the fair populace of his fair home town 7" Bill" Drohan will vouch to the contrary,-but rather
because certain "Normalites" also make the daily trip
on that six-thirty, and "Walt," it is rumored, is partial to the future "school-marms." Be that as it may, no one has been more faithful and
punctual at class than this Whitinsville lad.
During Senior year "Walt," together with "Si," "Bill'' and "Jack," formed a day
scholars frat, hav.:ng its headquarters in Drohan' s room. It is said that at the election of
officers, Duggan nominated and elected Walter to all offices. One of the primary functions of his office was to see that all "Mecca" boxes were duly assigned to Curran's apartments. The mission was straightway put into execution, with the result that "Ben" was
exalted to the office .of "Past Grand Master of Buttdom" by the overseer in charge.
As for Walter himself, we can pay him the well-deserved tr~bute of being pure gol'd,
through and through. His kind, sincere, winning disposition has earned for him a host
o f warm friends, and all of them wish for him a golden future.
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Springfield, Mass.

]OHN ]. DUMPHY

"Joe"
"He LolJes Them All, the Large and Small."

Promoler League Sacred H eart (I, 2, 3, 4); Aszistant Librarian (4); Class Dramatics (3 , 4); Class Football (3) ;
Banquet Speaker (3); Senior Advisory- Council;
PURPLE P A TCHER Board.

Ladies and gentlemen, we now take great pleasure
m introduc;ng to you our stellar attraction, straight
from a £enrntional run of four years through Holy
Cross, John Joseph Dumphy, intellectual giant and
prince of good fellows.
"Joe" is a living refutation of the theory that handrnme men are not brainy, for he is able to qualify for
every adjective in the dictionary meaning brilliant or
clever. He started early in Freshman year to corner
the market in testimonials and prizes, and was a decided
:;uccess. At his pre:;ent rate he will soon need a card index and a museum in which to
keep and catalog his trophies. The fact that he is so brilliant is made all the more remarkable when we consider that he is far from being orre of tho,:;e queer college phenomena commonly called "grinds," and that he can still wear the same sized hat as when he arrived in
F reshman year.
His honors and distinctions have been many and deserved. At the Junior banquet,
he was chosen as the one best qualified ' among the many "lady-killers" of the class to
respond to "The Ladies. "
No sooner had "Joe" reached Worcester, in the fall of '1 3,
than he started to wage a remarkably successful campaign against the fair sex, and now
he can chant a veritable litany of broken hearts. That touch of Chestertonian wit in his
speech, that radiant smile that lasts through sunshine and rain, that willingness to help
others out of difficulties and cheer them along-all combined in "Joe" -make everybody
fall for him and fall hard.
There are many things that make a Holy Cross man feel that his college years have
not been wasted. But even were there none, association w:th a fellow of "Joe' s" type
is a reason all-sufficient to make us feel that our course was worth while.
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FABIAN

s.

Newport,

DUNPHY

"Fabe"

"F abie"

R. I.

"Fay"

"Oh, You B ea utiful D oll!"

Class Dramatics (3); Finnegans (4); Prom Committee (4) .

If any of tho:e £cientists who hold that radium is
the ultimate constituent of all matter, ever want to apply their theory to humans, they had better look up
Fabian. Like the bad penny, he turns up everywhere,
but th~re his likeness to the bad penny ceases. There
is no one more welcome than "Fabe" at any gathering;
no one has had as many experiences to tell, and no one
can tell them quite as happily. He possesses all thm:e
characteristics we attribute to the ideal "good fellow."
Popularity is thrust upon him, but does not turn his
head; his manner is free and easy, but never offensive
nor tiresome; his wit and repartee are brilliant, but
never sarcastic.
Moreover, he also possesses those
deeper traits of thought[ ulne~s for others and real ability, which make him more than a
".good fellow."
Nature has made Fabian rn that he cannot worry, but has not stopped there,-she
has also made him so that he need not worry. The depths of philosophy or the intricacies
of science, "Fabe" accepts like the morning paper, and when the final reckoning comes,
few of us are as near the top of the list as the same Fabian. His ab:-lity, along with his
Quixotic disposition, gives Fabian ample opportunity for adventure, an opportunity which
he has not wasted. We are firmly convinced that if one of the Fates were to tell Fabian
that in three days he would lose his eyesight-God forbid any such misfortune to his dancing Edisons~but in the unhappy supposition, "F abie" could answer with all truth, as one
man is said to have done under such circumstances, "Well, I guess I have seen everything."
All in all, Fabian is a real gloom dispeller, and more than that he is a sincere and
thoughtful friend to have, and will go far towards making many of us in after years fulfill
the old grads' predictions, wishing we were back in college again.
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JOHN J. DUNPHY) JR.
"Jack" "Dunph"

Worcester, Mass.
"Doc"

"He's a Rag Pi~leer"

Track Team (1,2,3,4); Relay Team (1·,2,3,4); Banquet
Committee (2); Banquet Speaker ( 1).

Bulwer Lytton describes one of his heroes thus:"He was a tall, sinewy youth, whose honest, open,
handsome, hardy face argued a frank and fearles3
nature." If we could add every word in the vocabulary signifying cleverness, the description would coincide with our opinion of thi:, fair-haired, fleet-footed,
seraph, "Jack" Dunphy.
"Jack" first compelled our attention on the day of
the lnter:.Class track meet in Freshman year, when he
ran several spirited races, and helped greatly to augment the Freshman score. From that day, "Dunph"
has been one of the big men of Holy Cross, and of
Seventeen in particular.
For four years a member of the Varsity Relay team, "Jack" could always be trusted
to run a brilliant quarter or half mile. Especially, shall we remember the Holy CrossTech meet in 191 6, when "Dunph" ran some of the finest races of his career. Trophies
of his prowess he has in abundance. If he were at all demonstrative, he could wear a
different watch every day for a week.
The separation of the college body into athletes and students is a distinction wholly
unwarranted as long as men of "Jack's" type are •:n evidence. For "Jack'' is a grand
oid runner of pluckiest kind, but he is also a student supreme. Just now 'Ye predict that
this same spike-shod lad will carry away a substantial portion of the scholarship honors
on Commencement Day.
This inadequate account of the Worcester lad would be totally absurd without mention
of his ability as a "Rag-Picker." Suffice it to say that where there is a piano with "Jack"
Dunphy to thump it, there will be shuffling of feet and banishment of care.
As long as men like our own "Jack" enter the ranks of the medical world, the lofty
ideals of that profession will not be lost. The well wishes of Seventeen are with you, to
a man, "Jack."
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WILLIAM

A.

Worcester, Mass.

FORAN

" Bill"
" God Sa\Je the King"
Class Debating T earn ( 1, 3) ; intercollegiate Debate ( 1, 2) ;
Captain ( 1, 2) ; President· Philomathic Debating So' ciety (2); Critic Biological Society ( 4) ; Juni_or
Banquet Committee (3) ; Class Orator (4).

"Bill" is one of those fellows who g:ve people confidence in the first impression of him. The first impression you form of "Bill" is that he is a fellow of unmistakable ability, of sincere and sterling character. This
opinion you never have to change, but if it is your good
fortune to learn to know "Bill" real well, you do have
to enlarge upon it. "Bill's" friendship is not to be
lightly gained or ligh_tly lost; nor does he consider any
favor too small or too large to do for a friend.
Sincerity is the keynote to "Bill's" whole make-up
and manifests itself in all his acts. It is little wonder that he has had such success, because he gives the best that is in him to all he undertakes, and "Bill's" best is synonymous
:with success. Not alone in the cla~sroom have "Bill's" efforts been crowned with . the
laurel wreath, but his reputat:on as a public speaker was established even before he entered
upon his college days, and it has suffered nothing since then. He captained our Freshman
Debating team to the first Freshman victory in interclass debates in years; in Sophomore, he
captained the Holy Cross team that debated Georgetown in the Capitol City, and in Senior
he was chosen as Class Orator for the Class Day exercises.
Although "Bill" is essentially a hard and earnest worker, he has by no means developed a one-sided nature. Really, he is not at all indifferent to the amenities of life .
. \1/hy, Worcester itself has been unable to afford a sufficiently large sphere for his social
actIV1tles. Having passed through all the vicissitudes of boarding E.fe, from the Annex
to Beaven Hall, "Bill" is yet a loyal native of Worcester, and his wide acquaintance in
his home town has enabled many of his classmates to make their bow in W orcesterean
social circles, even before they knew Worcester itself.
Great things are in store for you, "Bill," and we shall rejoice with you.
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GEORGE F. FYNN
"Bertie"

Rumford,

R. I.

"Fine"

"Save Your Kisses for Me."

A postleship of Prayer, Promoter (1 , 2, 3, 4); Civil Service
(3 ; 4); Treasurer B. J. F. (3) ; Senior Library Treas- ~
urer ( 4); Class Dramatics (3, 4).

"Isn't 'Bertie' just the jolliest kind of a chap! Oh,
deah, his breezy nonchalant attitude is so rippingly
irresistible!"
We happened to hea r a giggling little bundle of
femininity bubblingly emit the above remark, and manlike, we snarled out an inaudible "darn" or so, indicative of disgust a t such irresponsible silliness. But
now that we come to analyze it, the thought is per- ·
fectly sound, although expressed in chattering· piffle.
The "fair one" had properly diagnosed the impression
F ynn makes, and rightly "nut-shelled" it according
to the code of her species.
There is just one thing a ~out which F ynn is serious, and rightly or wrongly, it is
study. All things else he meets with a flashing eye and a display of Pebeco-groomed
teeth, but in all his four years he has been one of those intellectual cyclones, and will be
labelled above the average at graduation.
George has always more or less "bleached out" the crucible, balanced test-tubes
ond filtrated chemical theories, but in Senior he discontinued that indiscriminate "hopping"
from Analytical to General and back again, and concentrated his "hopping" along one
definite line, sort of specializing in "hops." We even heard him soloing one evening "on
Lhe use and abuse of hops," and "what wonderfully perfect specimens of organisms
they are."
He has had a thorny path since his amorous room-mate "fell." Still "Bertie" avers
that by careful treatment, he expects to heal the patient entirely, and send him forth with
normal palpitation.
A man perfectly thorough and abo,'e-board, with force of personality, is of the type
that naturally and capably fits into things worth while; so "Bertie, old top," we are proud
to off er you as a " Seventeener," and here we are to the inevitable, final farewell.
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JOSEPH L. GENEREUX
"Joe" · "Gen"

Webster, Mass.
"De Kid"

Cet Out and C et Under."

Class Track (1,2,3,4); Class Football (2,3) ; Class Basketball (I); Elocution: "The Daffodils" (I).

A cherry tree, a small hatchet and a small boy made
one famous incident in history. An automobile, a
small town and a very large lad make an indelible mark
on the history of Seventeen. In fact, the li~tle town of
Webster with its big-hearted "Joe" has scored more
than once in the eyes of most of us. Let us explain.
A long trip with a · "gang of regular boy3," means
a trip to Webster with "Joe" among the crowd. Now,
travel, even at its best,-we shall not mention "travel
under difficulties"-is most conducive to the pangs of
hunger, especially when the appetites of those in question have been sharpened by extensive periods of slow
starvation. Howe , er, when the party arrived at their destination, which, somehow or other,
always happened to be Webster, "Joe" would invariably come to the rescue by insisting that
the Genereux apartments were clo:e z.t hand, and waited but the consent of the travelers to
be at their service, house and boa rd. Needless to say, the necessary agreement on the
part of the famished wanderers was always joyfully and unanimously passed, with the results that the paternal home was invaded and the fatted calf was once more brought to
slaughter at the return of the prodigal, though royally attended, son.
This same generous spirit was evidenced in " Joe's" every action. He ne ·,1er tired
of helping others, nor was any task that involved the good name of Seventeen too great
for him. In Junior, his brawn contributed much to Seventeen's championship eleven, for
this iron-bound, rational supposit left the word fear behind when he jumped from the cradle.
Even the long, strenuous list of classical duties held no terror for him, for he wandered
through them without the slightest betrayal of emotion.
"Joe" never crosses a bridge, until he steams up to it in his lovable "Flivver. " He
never counts his chickens before they come into view. In a word, he never worries about
l.is future, and neither do we, "Joe," when we consider your successes of the past.
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THEODORE F. HAMMIL
"Ted"

Hudson, Mass.
"Luther"

"Where ls M')) Wandering Bo')) To -night?"
Class Day Committee ( 4) ; Class Football (3) ; Promoter
League Sacred Heart ( 1).

Here is our treasure, Seventeen's only "Ted," with
his snappy eyes and shock of ebony head-dress. Yes,
'tis our "Teddy," of the debonair intent, a model of
society's best product, a staunch member of the "hoipolloi," "tou-pollou" duet, "Ben's" trusty roommate,
whose Lutherean views, due to religiom scruples,
marked him as a Theologian of high repute, i:1 the
estimation of "Sull" and some of "the boys."
Since those Freshman days, when the "Dorm" gang,
like the Ku Klux of antiquity, held their nightly powwows and played their boyish pranks, "Teddy" has .
made amazing progress in the palpitating social world.
His conquests have been in number like unto the "innumerable caravans."
The Romulus and Remus of '1 7 was our Darling "Ted," his very name, Theodore,
being significant of the gods' singular indulgence. Attractive he is, and good to look upon.
My, how the Worcesterean beauties did oh! and ah! at his approach!
Is this all? " Ah, no"! "Ted" was a favorite among the boys, and in their opinion
was a "prince of good fellows."
There are times when positive statements fail to justify. In "Ted's" case, we prefer
a negative argument, and eulogize him as a chap who never shirked his duties, never . forgot
a friend nor made an enemy, a pal whose ever radiant smile spelled peaceful contentment,
bespoke a sunny character and endeared him to all.
A true· son of '1 7 was "Ted," and be it said that such a numeral attached to such
a name as Theodore cannot but warrant success. We will not gamble on "Ted's" future;
his fields are too varied. We know that our hope and trust in his future are nor misplaced.
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WILLIAM A. HANLON
"Bill"

"Adrian"

Adams, Mass.
"Will"

"Waltz Me Around Again, Willie."
Consultor B . V. M.
bates (3); B. J.
ments ( 4);
Track

(1,2,3,4); B. J. F. Committee on DeF. Chairman Committee on ArrangeSmoker Committee ( 4); Class
(3); Class Tennis (3, 4).

There are many reasons why "Bill" could have
gone to his neighboring college in the Berkshires, but
there are many more reasons why we are glad he did
not go, for there is only one "Bill" Hanlon, and that's
himself a neat, steady, unassuming "Bill," with an
enormous capacity for hard work, and an ever-receptive nature for any kind of joy-fest.
If we did not know "Bill" so well, it would be less
difficult to say just what we like in him best. Of
course, we will always remember him as the ethical
argument for human efficiency plus perseverance. His life on the Mount? Well, it has
been a happy combination of "inspiration, aspiration, and perspiration," whether on the
tennis court, in the classroom, or at the "movies."
"Bill" is, moreover, a philosopher. If you don't believe it, just ask him to explain
hi.; preference for the "Talmadge" rather than the "Bara" profile; or tell why a mental
restriction should be treated with a "per se" and "per accidens" distinction; or why
Adams is on the map. "Adrian" will no doubt make some startling revelations to you
concerning that immortal home-town, but be not skeptical, for "Gene" and "Norb" will
readily vouch that too much cannot be said in favor of that charming little haven which
boasts of two mayors.
In things social our "Adrian" is an infallible index. Often has he been consulted
relative to the propriety of a soft collar at certain functions, and always have we · found
him a tireless defender of the "carefully careless" mode of attire. His knowledge of
"what was being done" in select sets, started him off "in a cloud of dust and a ball of fire,"
so that at all invitation or open meets of the Parlor A. C. "Bill" has always qualified.
"Bill," that speech of yours, "Business After the War," was real "stuff." Going
into finance? Here's hoping you will hit for a million.
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JOSEPH

B.

HANNON

"Joe"

"Bennie''

Waterbury, Conn.
"Nig"

"Good-B})e, M}) Dear Old Bachelor Days"

Class Secretary (2); Treasurer A. A . (3); Assistant Editor
PURPLE ( 4); Class F oolball (2, 3, 4); Class
Dramatics (3) ; Civil Service (3).

Introducing Mr. Joseph B. Hannon of the "good"
state Connecticut; connoisseur of high marks and ladies'
hearts, gentleman of adventure, and consort of convivial companions.
After spending four very successful years at Crosby
High, "Joe" joined us early in the fall of '13, up in
the Annex, and though they have not yet placed a
bronze tablet on the door of his old room, Number 1 2
will always be famous. No man is a hero to his roommate, but "Jim" and
" Doc" are both agreed that "Joe" is a capital fellow;
L eo and "Faby" recommend him as an ideal. So we must state that from the Alpha to
the Omega of qualifications for success, "Joe" has them all. Looks? Well, you ought
to hear some of the flattering remarks passed on Main Street, whenever he takes one of his
jaunts that way. Popular? Another species of the question foolish, for that is "Joe's"
middle name. Famous? Well, just · ask him about Willimantic, or Beaven Hall showers.
"Joe" made a rattling good Secretary for the Class in our Sophomore year. He is
very clever as a verse-maker, and can write athletic notes for the Purple in such a smart,
r ithy style that we all read them first, before perusing any of the other articles. His other
honors and offices have been many and varied, and in all he has been equally successful.
As a Seventeener, he has teen loyal to the letter in backing up every class interest, from
donning football togs to convincing Waterbury J ubilants that Seventeen has it over all
the others "like a tent."
And so it is but befitting that we should confer upon "Joe" the honory degree of
F. F.F., which shall entitle him to all the success and happiness that accrue to the Finest
Fellows Found. Here's to you, " 'Joe,' old kid" ; there's no one like you and no one
likes you better than we !
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FRANCIS

M.

Stamford, Conn.

HARRISON

"Mickey"

"Mitchell"

"Mekah"

"On tlic Banles of th e Brandywine."
Class Track (I); C lass Foo'. ball (1,3); Smoker Commi ttee (4)

Silently, quietly, unobserved, " Mickey" wended
his way upward along Linden Terr ace one September evening four years ago, and although he is still
a bit quiet, yet he did not remain uno bserved for any
length of time. To a youth constituted as Frank is,
the sincere esteem and genuine friendship of his classmates, and all with whom he come3 into contact, is a
necessary sequence.
From the very first days of
Freshman year, "Mekah" won immediate favor with
every member of the class. It is indeed an enviable
thing to be considered a friend and a good fellow by
all in a class, without a single exception, and "Mickey"
holds this distinction. He is one of that rare and true kind who would offer his l:ed to a
friend, while he himself walked the night away, seeing that all was well.
Studies and everything intellec~ual seem to be "Frank's" hobby, applying himself
to his books like a true scholar, yet finding time for enjoyment and sport, for, understand
clearly, "Frank" is not a book-worm. By way of illustration: "Mickey" belonged to
that famous aggregation commonly styled the "Army of the Dorm," his office being commander-in-chief. Many a battle royal did "Frank" lead before sunrise, and many times
did "Bob" Mahoney pay the bitter penalty for being found "asleep at his post."
"Mitch" likes everything that call~ for a red-blooded man. For four years he was
a member of the Class Football Squad and helped '1 7 to win the laurels acquired during
our course.
Again, "Mickey" is not a "white hope," but if one wants a taste of real boxing,
let him measure blows with this short, stocky youth. At "Dillon's Arena," "Mekah"
was a well-known figure, and never was he known to refuse a challenge. It w as remarked
that he could face his "weight in wildcats" and never blink an eye-lash.
On his future career, "Mickey" is reticent, and apparently is not worrying ·very
much about it. Why should he? He has all the qualities essential for success-determination, ingenuity, and a great congenial disposition: In one word, "Mickey" is a "regular
fo llow."
1
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ROBERT T. HENRY
"Bob" "Doc"

"Brother"

Pawtucket, R. I.
"Bobbie"

"Who Are You With Tonight?"
Class Football (2, 3, 4); Banquet Committee (3); President
Biological Academy ( 4).

All large cities throughout the country are important for many things, some small cities for a few things,
but Pawtucket gets its fame at Holy Cro3s through
"Bob" Henry.
In "Bob" we find the quintessence of versatilii.y.
As a musician, man of social affairs, athlete and
student, "Bob" has had marked success. A charter
member of "The Amalgamated Association of Ivory
Ticklers," "Bob" pianoed his way into our hearts,
and many an otherwise dreary afternoon did we spend,
singing the latest song hits or practising the newest
intricate steps of terpsichore to the tune of his "raggy
melodies.''
As a social entity-well, " 'Bob' is there." It is rumored that many heated discussions and warm arguments have taken place in Worcesterean parlors for the supremacy
of "Bob's" favor and it is largely a matter of conjecture as to whether or not he has
escaped unscathed from the meshes of his fair admirers.
Class football saw "Bob" holding down a tackle position, and he did his full share
to bring ' I 7 her continued glory on the gridiron. .
One would never° accuse "Bob" of being a "grind," and yet his work in the classroom clearly shows a keen mind, a fluent speaker and a logical thinker. Many a pleasant
hour did we spend in "Bob's" suite, discussing Philosophy, War, Prohibition and "quid
non?" As president of the Mendel Biological Academy, "Bob" can readily tell you
how many teeth a crab has, or why a tadpole has no legs.
His "Damon and Pythias" friendship with "Mac," with whom .he roomed during
his entire course, in itself, is indicative of "Bob's" affability and genial disposition.
Truly, "Bob" has undou 1:tedly fulfilled the real purpose of a college educatio~; a
character that can bear the scrutiny of the most critical, and a disposition that fully answers
our ideal of a college man. Bon voyage, ami !
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NORBERT

J.

HENZEL
"Norb" "Yaqui"

Albany, N. Y .
"Henz"

"Old H eidelburg"

Class Dramatics (3,4); Class Track (1 , 2, 3); Class Tennis
(2, 3, 4); Harmony Four (3, 4); Editor-in-Chief
PURPLE PATCHER.

Trite, but true it is, that actions speak louder than
words, and accordingly we must remind the peruser
of this sketch- all too brief to be just--that he ( or
she) is about to be introduced to the patient planner,
the general director and zealous constructor of this
whole book, none other than the Editor-in-Chief himself. The PURPLE PATCHER of 1917 must stand
always as a testimonial to and reminder of "Norb,"
but turning aside with admiration from his official
efficiency, let us look to "Yaqui" of yore.
A student of no mean ability and not infrequent
distinction , "Norbie" has been one of those scholars who approach each exam "Sans peur"
and come forth "Sans reproche." Possessed not only of knowledge, but also with a happy
faculty of expressing himself elegantly and clearly, his compositions and essays during our
first two years lightened many a burdening English period, and the fact that his work did
not appear more often in the Purple was due more to a lack of aggressiveness, ·which must
be deplored, than facility of pen, for which we can vouch.
The quartet, which has gloriously survived the sarcasm and inappreciativeness ~hat
the unharmonious "oi polloi" have heaped upon unreputed musical genius for three long
years, found in "Yaqui" a strong fourth of its volume and dulcity. In class dramatics
and entertainments, "Norbie" never failed to win his share of the occasion's applause.
In the corridor leagues "Yaqui" was for two seasons Alumni' s best bet on the slab
and in very few innings did his supporting out-fielders earn their " licks.' ·
That the days of our companionship must end is, perhaps, not altogether devoid of
comfort lest their joy be mixed with an alloy which has never yet tainted them. The finale
of graduation is not the culmination of friendship, but only the inauguration of a long
:season wherein we shall continue to rejoice in the happiness and prosperity that must be his.
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FRANCIS M. HICKEY
"Frank"

Worcester, Mass.
"Hick"

0

"Hc s A Dear, Good Boy."

Assistant Prefect Day Scholars' Soda:ity (3); Prefect (4).

A sincerer and more devoted stude!lt than "Frank"
never passed within the portals of Holy Cro3s. Quiet
and unassuming, as you might imagine, yet there is a
firmness about "Frank" which makes itself felt more
than seen, and a cheerfulness which silently beams
rnther than loudly guff aw3.
Coming amongst us with the reputatio~1 of being
an honor man, "Frank" has never rested on the laurels
of his high school days, but has demo::istrated clearly
that they were well-deserved. He is possessed of a
poise potent enough to earn him the position of arbiter
of the daily arguments-physical and metaphysicalin the day-scholars' "salle-a-manger," between those two eminent philosophers and pugilists, Dunphy and Boland. His decision is final~but often called for.
It is impossible for a man to be a good student and at the same time good for nothing
else. Many a member of Seventeen would have rubbed his eye3 often, if, stealing back
to our winter home about the middle of July, he should take a trip out to the Holden dam
--in course of construction-and see "Frank" picking out a tree-stump or a boulder, with
the same ease with which he could "tear" through the principal parts of the most Grecian
verb. A youth of brain and brawn, such as he has given good testimony of, "Fran~" has
some talent too, quite hidden from most of us; in the capacity of amateur Thespian,
he acquitted himself with all the power and finesse and none of the mercenary spirit of
a professional. You never heard of "Johnny Watson"?
Whether "Frank" will, in the immortal words of "Bill" Drohan, "swing the anvil,"
or have recourse to the sedater and more profitable part of the world's activity, we know
not. We can vouch, however, that whatsoever "Frank" bends himself to, will be well
dom: ; we hope, well rewarded, and surely blessed with our well wishes.
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JOHN

M.

HIGGINS

"Jack"

"Hig"

"Higgy"

Wellsville, N. Y .
"Montgomery"

"Rosie Ros enblatt, Don't Ma~e a Theatre of M e !"
Captain Freshman Baseball T cam; Banquet Speaker (I) ;
Chairman Junior Hop (3); Banquet Committee (2) ;
Senior Advisory Board; Chief ' Marshal Holy Cross
Night (4) ; Chairman Bangu~t Committee (3);
Class F oo'. ball (I, 2, 3, 4) ; Class Track
(2, 3); Associate E ditor, PURPLE
PAT CHER (4).

The gentleman before you is " Higgy, " our " Broadway Jones" of Arrow Collar, B. V. D., Hart, Schaffner and Marx fame, straight from the me tropolis of
Wellsville. With his two feet planted Napoleon-like
on "terr a firma," his wondrous locks arranged in that
carefully careless manner so distinctive, his bright eyes
sparkling and eager for his new conquests, why there, in
September, 1913, stood "Beau Law" himself, an ultra
iiberalist, half amazed at his puritanic surroundings.
From that psychological moment, we loved " Jack." We shook his hand, smiled a
mutual acceptance, exchanged a friendly word or two, and watched him set out to make
things hum. His first success came when as Captain Higgins, he guided the destinies of
Seventeen's Freshman nine in such wise that Holy Cross has never seen another aggregation of like calibre.
Football, in "Jack's" estimation lacks calculative energy. When Track, however,
is mentioned, this Higgins always smiles meaningly ·; yet a slow 440 in 55 seconds is not
half bad, as 'twere, especially when the Penn games loom up on the horizon.
How "Jack" did revel in philosophic discussions when "Zim," "Rustic," and the
other boys were gathered together! But in return for his effort he received but a loud
guffaw. His great day came to pass when our "Royal Bengal," as Marshal, led the
gowned lads of Seventeen to Fenwick Castle, and there sent forth in his stentorian voice
a warm welcome to Holy Cross celebrities. His one-act comedy, "Seventy-five to Twentyfive," written, produced and directed by "Jack" himself, was the event of that evening.
Thus will "Higg's" memory vibrate in the bosom of Seventeen's future . A l:etter
chap, a more lovable pal, a sincerer friend than "Jack" is yet to be found. May his
future years be many, ever filled with days of glory and nights of gladness.
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JOHN

T.

Worcester, Mass.

HOLLAND

''Jack''
" S ome Bo')) !"

Class Track (I) ; Varsity Track Squad (I) ; Business Board
PURPLE PATCHER

(4) .

To appreciate the qualities of any particular brilliant in a setting of ninety odd scintillating stones is a
difficult,-aye, an impossible task for ordinary eyes;
but prescinding from his ninety fellows and focusing
the psychological lens upon ''Jack,'' we may be able
to scrutinize some of his angles, and enjoy the contemplation of his solitary excellencies.
His quiet and steady, but not reticent mien might
have obscured him longer from our acquaintance, were
it not for the fact that at the very first reading of
marks, "Jack" strode across the platform in Fenwick
Hall to receive the reward of studious prowess, and
never has he fallen from the pedestal where our first gaze found him. However, had
"Jack's" abilities as a student kept him always in that shady land 'twixt eighty-five and
" too-low-for-marks," he would have still merited our admiration and praise for his sterling
support of Seventeen's pennons in the annual track meets on Fitton Field. Though giving
great promise as a middle distance Mercury in high school, "Jack' ' never went out to
overtake Meredith in college, but contented himself with upholding the honor of the class
in the relay and half-mile, and thankfully we record it.
At those spasmodic, socia.l, dansant affairs, which the ebullitions of our restless spirits
have called forth, John T. was ever a prominent figure-as central a mark for admiring
female glances as ·o nly six feet of man, topped off with a shock of golden hair can be.
And as for the stag side of sociability, we always shall miss those noon-time smoke-talks in
" Eddie's" room, the more for "Jack's" having been there, and, lest we forget , the Toastmaster's wit at the Day-Dodgers' Banquet of 191 7 was every bit as keen as "Fatty"
McGrail's appetite.
We shall rejoice at the prospering of so true a friend and envy the new circles of
acquaintances wherein " Jack" shall abide.
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FRANCIS

J.

"Frankie"

Denver, Colorado.

HORAN

"Velvet"

"Cow-puncher"

"Denver

Pete"
" When You're a Long, Long Wa:y from Home."

President Dramatic Club ( 4) ; Chairman Cap and Gown
Committee ( 4); Secretary Aquinas Club ( 4) ; Class
Football (3, 4); Class Track ( 4); Civil Service
(3 , 4); Class Dramatics (3 , 4) .

It isn't true that this son of the wild and woolly,
like young Lochinvar, came out of the West on a fiery
steed, and assailed Mt. St. James, fanning a six-shooter,
sombrero flapping, "chaps" streaming, spurs jingling,
and otherwise registering "Buffalo Bill." But he
certainly did bring with him the breeziness, the enthusiasm and independence of the Golden West, and as
much of Denver as he could pack inside of a "diamond hitch" and a suit-case. Whatever "Frank"
thinks, he feels; and whatever he feels, he wants to say, and say it so that all may hear,
in terms of sage-brush and cactus.
He put the same "pep," too, into his football, and played a plucky game in
the backfield of the class. team. As a Thespian, "Frank" earned an excellent reputation,
not only on the Hill, but on the bill-boards downtown. As "Experience" in our Junior
play, and "Charlie Dean" in that immortal sketch, "Seventy-five to Twenty-five," he
showed himself to be possessed of real footlight talent, and the success of the college play,
"1-lenry IV, " was due, in a large measure, not only to his splendid acting but his tireless
energy and efficient generalship. It is men like him who make success possible, and his
enthusiasm, and capacity for detail were the yeast that took the cak., or rather that made
the cake take.
We have it only on hearsay evidence that "Frankie" rides, but we have seen him
perform dismounted, and he can certainly canter. In the famous indoor sport, "Catch as
·cas' can," he is unreservedly "there." And apropos of his social activities, we have often
\
1,vondered who sent those flowers over the "foot's." May your path ever be strewn with
roses, "Frank," and may there always be someone to throw bouquets at you.
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J.

Manchester, N. H.

HARRY KEAN

"Harry"
"When I Dream of New Hampshire."
Property Man (I) ; Varsity Hockey Squad (I) ; Class Football (3, 4); Class Dramatics (3, 4); Prom Committee ( 4);
Staff Photographer PURPLE PATCHER; Captain
Company B , R. 0. T. C.

Harry came to us immediately from Prep; mediately and reducibly from Manchester. He is a relic
of the Prep, we say, and relics, you know, are always
prized. This youth belongs to that class of the male
species which is essentially quiet and unassuming.
Nothing seems to worry Harry, no thing seems to cause
any great commotion in his tranquil nature, for he takes
everything calmly and is a perpetual glee-absorber.
Whenever there was "anything doing" among the boys,
if it was for the glory of '1 7, this same enthusiast
was always at hand, sayrng nothing, smiling much, his whole sturdy frame and sporting
spirit ready for excitement.
J. Harry gave us an excellent exhibition of the manly game, when he fought five
rounds with lightning-jab "Chick" Carmody. His summer at Plattsburg surely served
him well in that grilling bout, for he stood up with the strength and bravery of a finished
soldier. But Harry is not a perennial brute by any means. The young welterweight
simply adores the gentle art of "shuffling along," and whenever Terpsichore entertained in
Worcester, Harry would invariably pay his respects to the Muse. At the Soirees held
in Beaven Hall during Senior year and in the "Gym" during our lower class days, Harry
always was the one who put the lights out when the affair was over.
Harry's ho::>by outside of class is photography. The fact of his appointment to the
PATCHER Board as "Staff Photographer" is sufficient proof of his ability with the silver
bromide, and if you care to investigate further, we refer you to the pages of this book,
·w here his work is prominent.
We will miss Harry after graduation; miss his pleasant smile and amiable disposition, his generous good-fellowship, and his big, loyal heart.
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ANDREW B. KELLY
"Andy"

"Champ"

New York, N. Y.
"A. B."

"Cap"

"Take Me Back To New York Town."
Advisory Senate A A. ( 4); Class Track (I, 2, 3, 4); Varsity
Track (I, 2, 3, 4); Captain ( 4); Class Dramatics (3, 4);
Prom Committee ( 4); First Lieuteant Track Squad,
R. 0. T. C.

The very poetry of motion when on the boards or
on the cinders, "Andy" is. a born runner. Rumor
hath it that every policeman who attempted to break
up a game of ball around the neighborhood of Hudson Street, New York, lost twenty pounds in the attempt, but if the "Champ' s" speed was really developed in this way, it speaks volumes for the endurance
of the New York gendarme. Were you down on
Fitton Field the day that "Andy's" victories in the
hundred, and two-twenty at Springfield were announced to the throngs at the Yale game of 191 6? Then you know how popular is this
cfo:ciple of the "winged foot." But do not think for a minute that Andy himself ever
touted or capitalized his athletic fame. Perhaps the greatest cause of his popularity is
his very modesty, for no one would ever guess from his demeanor that he is the first national
champion and world's record holder who ever breasted the tape with the H. C.
The "Champ" sings and is an orator of note in addition, as we found when we
tendered him that reception in Junior year. As "Tony" in our Senior play, he "cleaned"
up more than the stage, and his humorous interpretation took the house by storm. Scholastic
talents he has, too, and once he surprised us with an excellent verse in the Purple, "The
Lure of the Cinders," which was widely quoted and recopied.
"Andy" did not have to make an entree into society in Worcester. He jU3t flashed
that winning smile, and they all £miled back. A pretty sure way to catch cold was to go
downtown with "Cap" any pleasant day, for you might as well keep your hat in your hand.
Ever the very spirit of loyalty to '1 7, and to Alma Mater, generous to a fault, impetuous
but dependable, the idol of track devotees, our "Champ," we know, is bound to keep in
the limelight, and everyone of us will just sit back and smile and say, "I told you so."
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ROBERT

A

Cherry Valley, Mass.

KENARY

"Bob"
"In the Valle~ of Bro~en H carts."

Varsity Baseball Squad (1, 2, 3, 4).

There was a time when "Bob" could look down
upon us as underclassmen, and rightly so, for he was
braving . the gales of Scholastic pursuits a year in advance of Seventeen, a full-fledged, out and out, star
member of our ill-starred forerunners, Sixteen. But
"Bob" was destined for a better, nobler class, consequently, forced by sickness to retire for a year, "the
boy" greeted us on the opening day in Junior year
with an outstretched hand and a Douglas Fairbanks
smile, that immediately stamped him as a "Seventeener" in good standing.
Whenever the "day coys" are gathered together
m their exclusive and magnificent apartments on Beaven Heights, and the good goddess
Nicotine is being honored by ample incense, and "Dumphonian" philoiophy is being aired
and flaunted, and "Joe" Donohue is smiling,-why, they say that all kinds of deep discussions anse. If it is a question of track records, "Boland and Dunphy Inc." do the
evangelizing. "Prince" Dolan is the natural promulgator of theatrical matters. "Cal"
and "Si" enlighten the audience on current topics. But if it is a question of baseball, or
some technicality connected with the great game, there is only one individual recognized
as having ex cathedra authority in his decision, and that is one Robert A. Ken~ry, Esq.
"Bob" has never been known as one of that queer narrow type who can only see
the world over a reading lamp, and its people through a screen of books. No, he is not
a "grind," but his is a character of the Henry Clews' variety :-when he invests in a subject of study, he invariably makes it pay a dividend of eighty or ninety per cent.
We would like to have you always with us, "Bob," but we are sure that whether
you drop your net off the shores of the "South Sea Isle," or in the modest Blackstone,
you will make a mighty haul.
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w.

CLIFFORD KLENK

"Cliff"

"Cliffieu"

New York, N. Y.
"Charlotte"

"Francis X."

"Every Little Mol!ement Has a Meaning of Its Own."
Dramatics (I, 2, 4); Speaker at Governor Walsh's Reception
(I) ; Inter-Class Debate (I) ; Censor Philomathic (2) ;
Banquet Committee (I); Intercollegiate Debate (2);
President Freshman Literary Society; Class
Dramatics ( 4).

The prodigal, despite his short desertion, is doubly
appreciated on his return and "Cliff" was no exception
to the rule. To find him in our midst once more on
September last was a surprise which brought unmitigated joy.
In Freshman year, "Cliff's" powers of eloquence
soon marked him, out and earned for him the distinction of rendering the tribute of 191 7 to the newly
elected Governor, of the Class of '93. In the cast
of characters of the three productions, which have been staged during his sojourn here,
his name has always occupied a prominent position and his rendition of the part has
invariably met with due encomium.
"Cliff" has not only been a favorite behind the footlights, but much more so in the
daily elbow rubbmg with his fellovv classmates and companions. His controversies with
the "Mex," on topics psychological and otherwise, have been a source of unending amusement to the innocent bystanders.
The spirit of the classics permeates the very atmosphere through which he passes,
for "Will" salutes his peers with an "Ave," and injects "multum latinum" into the conversation of the day. What more testimony could be asked as to his intrepidity as a
student than the fact that he alone constituted the enrollment of the Spanish class, whence
all but he and Father Heredia had fled?
Whether he will occupy the foremost place among America's tragedians, or uphold
the nation's cause as a statesman or soldier, it would be difficult to determine. If there
be no contradiction we hope that he will accomplish all three.
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Allentown, R. I.

EDGAR J. LAFRENIERE
"Bede"

"Ed"

"The Sunshine of Your Smile."
Class Football (3, 4); Class Day Committee ( 4); Class
Dramatics (3) .

We have forgotten whether or not "Bede" ever
expressed any opinion on the divine right of kings,
( though we are sure he did if he had one) , l: ut
it is quite certain that "Bede" firmly believes in
the divine right of '1 7. To him, '1 7 can do no
wrong, and we surmise that in paraphrase of Stephen
Decatur's famous words, he would be first to propose the toast :-"Our class-may she always be
right, but our class, right or wrong." "Bede" came
with "Joe," "Jim," "Dan," "George," "Leo" and
all the rest of the Providence section, and to them and
to him, there is no state in the Union like little "Rhody." "Bede's" "gang" slowly
dwindled from one cause or another, but "Bede" himself increased if anything, from mostly
one cause, and none of us mourned quite as sincerely as this jovial wag, when the South
VI orcester bakery became a pool-room. From some mysterious source or other, "Bede"
always had some "eats" on hand, and at one time in our Junior year, we recall, he was
fairly embarrassed by the profusion of good things, and went around dispensing chicken
sandwiches with a smile that almost engulfed those innocent (?) eyes. No, it wasn't his
birthday, but she thought it :-vas.
Always bubbling over; with laughter and good spirits, "Bede's" levity frequently
endangered diplomatic relations in the classroom, for a joke was a joke to him, no matter
on whom. But let no one gather from this that he was not a good student. Let there be
a circle in Philosophy and "Bede" would calmly, though somewhat blushingly, "wade right
through it for a thousand," and in the Chemistry lab (R. I. P.), he would juggle testtubes and measure out reagents with all the assurance of Avogadro.
Large-hearted, open-handed, sunny, "Bede" can't fail to melt all the opposition in his
trail, and Allentown will be proud of him.
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WALTER L. LEAHY
"Walt"

Worcester, Mass.
"Dag"

"Th e C oo d Old Da'))s Bacq H ome."
Picture Committee; Treasurer Day Scholars S odality.

The blonded youth before you traces his calm and
unblemished career back to prep days at Holy Cross.
It was towards the second term of our Freshman year
that he came up f,rom the lower ranks and chartered a
seat in Freshman E. From that moment it was fair
weather for "Walt." Never a word of complaint,
never a sigh of regret escaped his lips.
Walter would not be called a Socrates nor an Aristotle, and yet in the classroom he handled many a philosophic question with an ease that would have startled
both. If he held a certain view you may be sure that
he enunciated it; and if he objected to some psychological conundrum, in the discussion that followed you
may rest assured that he offered sound arguments to uphold his view.
It was not his brilliancy of intellect, however, that won for him the admiration and
respect of all. Rather was it his exactness and efficiency. Through all sorts of weather
-----and most of us will admit that Worcester has some real wicked periods-the flaxentopped Walter invariably appeared at the scene of action, sometimes a trifle ruffled and
bedewed, but always on time. And just now we might remark that "Walt" put the same
tireless energy in his attendance at the meetings of the Day Scholars' Sociality.
When the Class of 191 7 will be gathered together again to tell of their experiences
in the world, we expect to see "Walt" at the reunion, for we know he will have a great
story to relate, the story of his conquests.
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WILLIAM L. LEBLING
"Bill"

"Count"

Greensburg, Pa.
"Leb"

"Will"

"Down Where the W urtsburger Flows."
Class Treasurer (I) ; Treasurer Freshman Literary Society (I) ;
Promoter League Sacred Heart (I, 2); Head Promoter
(3, 4); Class President (2); Chairman Banquet Committee (2) ; Assistant Manager F oo'.b all (3) ;
Manager Football ( 4); A A. Advisory
Senate ( 4); Prom Reception Committee
(4); Adjutant, R. 0. T. C.

Said a certain represen tative of Worcester Tech,
after a parley with our ambassadors: "That manager
of yours is one regular fellow." Anl so say we all
of us. Coming to Holy Cross from the smoky Keystone section, unheralded and without prearrangement,
the "Count," by his initiati ve, his efficiency, his ho:aesty, so won his way into the inmost circles of the A.
A., that he became practically indispensable. "Leb"
is one of the men who almost cause the scribe to give up in despair, for there is so much •i:o
be said about him, that this short page, even with the most painstaking coaxing of the pen,
cannot do him justice. When you find a man who "stands high" with the faculty, the
A. A., and the student body, at the same time, you may safely stamp him as a leader
among his fellows, and such a man is "Bill."
To the class, too, he gave the same loyal service whenever he w.:1s called upon, and
the same smooth-running efficiency was apparent when he staged that highly successful
dinner in our Sophomore year.
Impartial and democratic, certainly no tetter man could
have been found that same year to fill the vacancy of class president, left open by the withdrawal of the popular "Marty" Hunt, and "Bill" took up that difficult task with the same
calm dexterity.
It's hard to tell what to prophesy for "Bill," except success, and that is easy, for he
is one of those favored sons of Fortune who turn to gold what they take up; but be his
worldly career only like his college career, and '1 7 will have even greater reason to be
proud of him.
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EDWARD H. LINNEHAN
"Eddie"

Pittsfield, Mass.
"Abie"

"Chuck Me Dis Rose."-Adapted.

Banquet Committee (3); Civil Service (I, 2, 3, 4); Class
Dramatics (3, 4); Class Football ( 4).

Patient, persistent plodding is going to win a place
in the world for "Eddie," just as it has done for him
here at Holy Cross. From the time that we first met
him, we have known him as an earnest, endeavoring,
serious student. While the poor, procrastinating herd
would sit in council over the evils of examinations,
"Ed" could be found, hard at his books, whipping
himself into shape for the impending test.
Those who know "Abie"-and everyone doescan say that he is not only a superb scholar, but a
clever entertainer as well. For the past few years,
all of us have listened with pleasure to his faultless
"Yiddish Dialect," both on the stage and off. In fact, whether it was in the glare of the
footlights, or in the sombre shadows of some fellow-classmate's room, we have ever and
anon enjoyed his originality.
It would seem that "Ed" has the happy faculty of adapting himself to all circumstances, and to this we can attribute his popularity. It is not often that one finds a man
who is just as good a companion when "out with the boys" as he is in class.
So it is very trite to say that when the Fates write the Roll of Honor in the Temple
of Fame, we shall not be at all amazed to find "Eddie" mentioned among the very "topnotchers." Let us rather say that we shall be extremely disappointed and chagrined if
we find any condition to the contrary, for if the Fates are impartial and unswerving, they
will be forced to give ''Eddie'' a reception supreme and a welcome hearty.
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EUGENE S. LOUGHLIN
"Eugie"

"Pleb"

Greenwich, Conn.
"Gene"

..It's Not Your Nationality, It's Simply You."
Art Editor

B. J. F. Committee on Arrangements (4).

PURPLE PATCHER;

We met "Gene" for the first time one day in early
Freshman, when, after having severed his relations
with the the "Prep" lads, he eagerly took passage on
that part of the Good Ship commanded by Mr. Ayd,
S. J. Frank Kelly was there on that day ; Gearin
and Lawlor and "Duke" Dillon and Fred Smith and
all that motley, yet glorious, medley were there. Some
merely winked an approval, others smiled, but everyone manifested a welcome hearty, and a satisfaction
supreme, for we all liked this new, royally robed, nonchalant mate answering to the name, "Gene."
"Eugie" blossomed forth in the way of Athletics
at least a year before we knew him. Human testimony has it that "we preps" formed a
baseball team. Now, a certain "Chuck" McAdams, of wide repute and brawny stature,
was considered by all (including "Chuck" himself) as the logical man to do the receiving.
Just after the initial call for candidates, however, "young Loughlin" made his appearance
and signified by much ease of bearing and a faultless throwing his willingness to be first
string catcher, whereupon the immortal "Chuck" 'resigned.
Always did "Gene" perform his duties, and just now we recall that he also found
ample time and opportunity to demonstrate the truth of that all-embracing proposition:
"Man is a social being."
Added to this, the "fat boy" is exceedingly clever with the pen or brush, as th~ decorations of many a placard atout the Halls and on the pages of the PATCHER give evidence.
In fact, "E. S. L." had charge of the entire art department of the PATCHER.
Well, "Eugie," the ninety-one hands that grip yours in the farewell clasp, all tell
more eloquently than we can of the friends you have made, of the sadness of farewell that
is ours, and of the strength of our hope for another meeting.
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JOSEPH

E.

Hamilton, R. I.

MAGNANT

"Joe"
"Coax Me."

Smoker Committee ( 4); Class Football (I , 2, 3, 4) ; Track
(4); Dramatics (4).

A quiet, dignified, unassuming fellow is "Joe."
We say quiet, but somehow or other, this muscular
youth from "Little Rhody" won our friendship, warm
and true, from the very beginning of our Freshman
year. There is something "Joe" po.,se.,ses which makes
one cherish him from the outset; whether it is his winning smile, or gentle manner, his pleasing ability to
adapt himself to the temperament of all, or his eagerness to accommodate others, we are at a loss to say.
We have it on good authority, howe1er, that of all
the faces in the Class Football picture, "Joe's"
charming visage was selected by a young lady ( name
withheld), of such a discriminatory town as Gotham, as the hero boy. Do you wonder,
then, that we all fell for "Joe" at first sight, and have since prized him as one of our finest?
"Joe" is a "good fellow;" he is also a good student. Very few, indeed, have that
keen interest in study and firm application which "Joe" manifested during his four years'
course. With him, it was constant study, from the times of the Ars Poetica, through the
dreaded Ethics. No, we do not stop here. "Joe" was also very fond of athletics, and
although he never tried for a position on the Varsity football team, yet when the class
needed the services of a staunch lineman, "Joe" was "Jerry on the spot." For four years
he played on the class team, and was instrumental in winning the championships which
'! 7 held for three consecutive years.
From what "Joe" tells us, we believe the professions do not interest him. His field
of endeavor seems to point to foreign lands, there to conquer in business. We say
"conquer" because defeat will never settle on this bundle of "brawn and brain," while
there is still a sign of immanent motion in his manly make-up.
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ROBERT

H.

MAHONEY

Norwich, Conn.

"Bob"
"And When I Walk I Always Walk With Billy"

College Orchestra (I, 2); Associate Editor Purple (2, 3, 4) ;
Consultor B. V. M. ( 4); Promoter League Sacred
Heart ( 4) ; Winner Flaherty G old Medal
(3); Asst. Prefect B. V. M. ( 4).

In Freshman year, this serious gentleman of brilliant
intellect and almost clerical demeanor, dominated the
dorm "Gang," and if they strayed from the straight
and narrow path, it was not for lack of "serious purpose" on his part. They say that one morning, the
prefect, opening the door of his office, happened to
glance at the clock down the "Jungle Trail," and
found that it had stopped. But just then, with measured tread, came Robert H. down the corridor, and
His Highness was reassured. He knew then that it
was exactly five minutes of seven. Even "John," the philosophical canine, could have
told the time by "Bob."
This classmate of ours is, without doubt, as studious a man as was ever stamped with
the guarantee-trade-mark of "' 17," and counted his marks, not upward from sixty, but
downward from a hundred. Philosophy is his natural element, and he has the mark of
the real student, for he loves his books. From time to time, throughout our stormy course,
in sundry periodicals of note appeared learned treatises on the evils of the day, on ethical
problems, "and so following," bearing the signature of "Robert H. Mahoney," and those
who know tell us they were good. Serious as always was the trend of his thought, nevevertheless, he could appreciate good joke3 and tell them.
Convinced that man is a many-sided animal, "Bob" surprised us in Senior year by
blossoming forth into an ardent supporter of things social. His dexterous bow and fiddle
had often furnished us with rhythmic, swaying tones, but now "Bob" takes a turn himself
in gliding across the polished hard-wood. The "Village Gossip" told us that "Bob" is
going to take up research work at a large university next year. Of course, this is only
gossip, but we know that no matter what be his calling, we shall hear great things of him.
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JOHN J. MANNING
"Jeff"

Fall River, Mass.
"Jeffru".

"Poor Flutter Bye" (Adapted)
Captain Company A, R. 0. T. C.

Our "Jeffru" was with us when we started. He
has been with us ever since, and we would like to have
him with us always. Deeply has he travelled into the •
realms of popularity, and yet his greatest accomplishments have been in the classroom. Do not imagine
that he is quite as stern as he fooks, for it has been said
that no one really knows "Jeff's" normal facial expression, because his countenance is always beaming wi ~h
laughter and smiles, such as seem to come from the
very joy of living.
He is up to the minute in every respect, and in fact
a few minutes ahead of most of us, when it comes to
doing to-day what we ordinarily put until to-morrow.
A man of rare common sense, "Jeff's" judgment is sought often, for his opinio,1s
are always sound, and his knowledge of su 1)jects in general ranges everywhere, from how
the point of a pin is polished, to the date of the highest tide on the Yang Tse Kiang.
"Jeff's" Thespian ability was made known to us when he played "Handsome Harry,
the Headless Hero," ar.1d rescued "Delicious Dolly Dimple" from the toils of "her" persecutor. He played the part to death, and pitched his audience, or rather his spectators,
into the seventh heaven of facial cachin~ations, called laughter. Some time after that
wonderful night, we found Russo's "Summa" done into English by this same "Headless
Hero." Some boy, is our "Jeff!"
We are glad to have had "Jeff'' with us, and will be sorry to lose him, but we know
that what we lose the world will gain, and for his profit to the world, the world will return
to him his just reward,-the laurel wreath of success.
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FRANCIS

J.

MARA
"Frank"

Worcester, Mass.
"Eagle"

"It's Nice to Cet Up in the Morning, But-"
Smoker Committee ( 4).

"Frank" is another member of the class who believes in the old adage, "Better late than never," for
almost daily does he receive a reprimand from the
solicitous gentleman in the Prefect's office who firmly
believes that his is the duty of caring for the welfare
of his brother citizens. However, "Frank" is a sincere student and has never found any especial difficulty
in keeping apace with his class, which only serves to
prove the truth of the adage by which he has been
guided.
"Frank" was a charter member of that notorious
society, the "Most Companionable Order of Trunks,"
now long defunct, which held its daily meetings behind
the stern, gray walls of Alumni castle. Besides this, "Frank" is a hard and earnest
,vorker for things of the Class. Indeed, a great part of the success of the Senior smokers
and of the Freshman reception was due to his untiring efforts.
One thing more which has made "Frank" famous is his ability as a bowler. It was
on that eventful night at the Crystal Alleys, when the relative merits of the "Dunphonian"
and "Dinger" schools of Philosophy were weighed by knocking down the pins, it was then,
indeed, that our "Frank" displayed his ability. He could justly have scorned the opposing camp for its inferiority, but generous even to his bitter enemies, sportsmanlike, he
contented himself with establishing a few new records.
After receiving the long strived for and well earned "sheep-skin," Frank plans to
join the ranks of the pedagogues. That you may fare better than the best, "Frank," is
the sincere wish of Seventeen.
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PHILIP

F.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.

McANIFF

"Phil"

"Filby"

"Filbin"

"Mac"

"The Cirl I Left Behind.'"
Class Track (I, 2, 3, 4); Class Football ( 4); Promoter League
Sacred Heart ( 4) ; Prom Committee ( 4).

We next present for your approval one of Pennsylvania's favorite sons, extricated from the wild and
wooly regions of coal. In dealing with his life, we are
brought to realize what a pity it is that the great biographer Boswell had to waste his talents writing up a
very common personage like Johnson, when there are
men alive with the broad range of activities such as
"Phil's."
During his first two years in our midst, "Mac" led
a quiet existence, at peace with all men, shining in class,
and separating his profs from enough testimonials to
paper his room. But when young Lochinvar came out
of the west, "Phil's" life became nothing if not exciting. Perhaps one of the most memorable events of our Senior year took place on a sunny morning in November; when room
18 caught fire, during the absence of its occupants. Excitement reigned supreme, but
the only solution of the mysterious fire was that "Frank" and "Mac" were too good a
match for one another.
As a high jumper, "Filby" has won many a crown of laurels for himself and the
class. He is such a clever dancer that they say he even gave tips to the Castles.
Popular!-well, he fits like a glove with the fellows; and with the ladies!-why,
he only acts natural, devoting to them merely a passing interest, but somehow or other
they ~ll seem to be enthusiastic when his name is mentioned. Oh, you, "Filby"!
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]AMES

A.

Susquehanna, Pa.

McCARTHY

"Jim"

"Susqui"

"Mac"

"Hoo~er"

"'Way Down Home."

Class Track (1,2); Class Foo:ball (I, 2); Consultor B. V.M.
(2); Promoter League Sacred Heart (3, 4); Dramatics ( 4) ; Associate E ditor PURPLE PATCHER; Class Day Committ::c (4).

r

Scotch? Nay, gentle stranger, for though his complexion may bear the hue of the bonnie highland sunset, and though he may be called "Mac," his name
is not MacIntosh. He is just plain, pleasant "Mac."
Though "Jim" is not of the type which is so
commonly before the public eye, because of aggressive
self-praise, he is frequently to be found expounding his
theories and opinions on the varied topics of the day.
h was this love of discussion which first brought "Susqui" to our notice as a public speaker. Early in his
course, he l:roke through as a debater of some note, and an entertaining orator, and has
been actively en~aged along these lines ever since. He has not confined his activity to
this field. however. but has seen fit to make himself heard in the garb of a Thespian. Let
him don the buskin or the sock and you will find that he is absolutely at home in either.
But lel it not be thought for a moment that "Jim" spends all of his time on the platform and the boards, for he is among the top-notchers when it comes to the books.
Throughout hi$ entire stay at Holy Cross, he has given the knockout blow to all diffi~
culties of classroom and stood by as the proud victor and watched them "take the count."
Yet with all this, "Mac" has held his place in the social ring and has found time to
l:-'-' on hand when things were booming. In other words, he is one of the type that is bound
to make friends,- not only make friends, but hold them as well,-and will force his way
to the top, for you "can't keep a good man down."
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]AMES

A.

McCARTHY

"Jim"

"James Worcester"

Worcester, Mass.
"Mac"

"Ancl the Cr ee n Crass Cren, All Around."

Banquet Speaker (2); Con suitor Day Scholars Sodality ( 4);
Dramatics (2) .

Besides the ordinary worries and cares which are
common to the lot of all of us, "Worcester" McCarthy
has an added duty :- he must uphold the honor of
Worcester. The reason for this is that Worcester
serves to distinguish him from his namesake and '' initial-sake" - if we ma y coin a word, as we are told
philosophers are permitted to do,- and so, "Jim" reasons, if Worcester distinguishes him, he ought also to
distinguish Worcester. This he proceeded to do in
vanous ways. He has established a reputation for
himself as a student who delves deeply into all class
matter, and who acquires a thorough knowledge of
whatever he undertakes.
"Jim" is a fellow who is quiet and serious in his ways, and who has earned the respect of all who know him, by his unassuming ability and generous nature. However, we
tear that in some ways, many of his classmates have misjudged "Jim." As he is a native of
\X/ orcester, he maintains his residence under the parental roof, so that many of us did not
see him in his leisure hours. For one thing, while we realized his accomplishments as an
actor and orator, we never knew that he was wont to fill Worcester's parlors and assemblies with the charms of that same voice vibrating in musical harmony. · For another thing,
we cannot but suspect anyone who has so many "cousins" endowed with the charms of
feminine youth and beauty, and we must say that few young ladies are gifted with such an
a tlentive and considerate "cousin" as "Jim."
But even if "Jim" does forsake the garb of seriousness and study on occasions, he
is none the less respected for it, and wherever his lot is cast, if ability, earnestness and
gentlemanliness count, "Jim" will win.
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l

]AMES

F.

Peoria, Ill.

MCELW EE

"Jimmy Johnson"

"Mac"

"Mr. Peoria"

"It's A lwa:ys Fair Weather, When Good Fellow s Get
Together."

It was a long time since we had studied geography
and perhaps, after all, it is not even marked on a fairly
large map, but "Peoria" struck us somehow in the beginning as being more appropriate than the overworked,
short-handle "Mac," and so we called the man after
the town, which shows that history can contradict, as
well as repeat itself. However, the novelty of such
a distant neighbor soon wore off and we came to know
"Jimmy" himself.
The open-hearted socialibility and affability of the
true Westerner are not found wanting in his "make-up"
- no, beg pardon! There is no "make-up" in "Jimmy"; he is real and straight out. He succeeded in making himself more at home in W orcester- and vicinity-than those who had come only a fraction of the distance. From
the utmost confines of Grafton to the nethermost portions of Cherry Valley, he is as absolutely accepted as the most popular native son.
As a stu_d ent- we need say nothing, for the testimony is hanging, framed in the
fro nt-hall at this moment. An automobile's intricacies may mystify some, but not one
who has mastered the theory and practice of Mechanics; perhaps, to the unchemistried
nasal organs of the British Tommie, rhe fumes of poison gas are unendurable, but "Jim"
could treat them as the morning mists and walk unmasked through the thickest vapors of
bromine after his wide experience in "Analyt."
"Jimmy" never went out after his H. C. monogram, for which we are very glad,
otherwise the Senior football team would not have been able to present the same strong
line which helped to win that championship and all that went with it.
"Brighten the corner where you are" was "Peoria's" gospel before "Billy" Sunday
even had a reputation. If "As you sow, so must you reap," then " Jim" has a huge
harvest of happiness ahead, and besides the heartiest wishes of every man of us.
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ARCHIBALD

F.

McGRATH

"Archie"

"Arch"

Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Mac"

"Tho se W ere th e C ood Old Days."

Class Basketball (2, 3, 4); Class F oolball (2, 3, 4); Manager
Track ( 4); Assistant Manager (3); Vice-President B.
J. F. (3); Prom Reception Committee (4); Treasurer
New England Intercollegiate A. A. ( 4).

You often read stories of college life in which the
hero is a seemingly impossible chap, handsome and
athletic, who surpasses the Saturday Evening Post in
popularity, and who leads a life of thrilling scrapes,
but always comes up smiling. A few such live in
real life, and the "Brooklyn Kid" is one.
"Arch" made his first bow to the world in Boston,
and the world has been bowing back ever since. Early
in life, he showed signs of the same brilliant brainwork
which has carried him so successfully through all his
classics, in leaving New England and moving to Brooklyn.
If the baskets in the "gym" could speak, they would proclaim him to be one of the
best players who have ever disported down there. If the goal-posts had tongues, they
would probably let the world know that class teams have rarely had a l:etter pig-skin
chaser than our hero. And, too, if we could only understand the language of the cinders,
down on the track, we would, doubtless, hear them say :- "That boy, McGrath, has
surely carved for himself a permanent niche in the Hall of Fame as the most successful
M a nager of Track ever on the Hill-top."
"Arch" is one of the ·few reasons why we dread Commencement time, for his genuine
fourteen carat friendship has won us all to him like a brother. We rest well assured that
Dame Fortune, like all the rest of her sex, will fall and fall hard for "Archie," whether
he is posing for Arrow collars, master of the Jardin de Danse, or " Cap" McGrath of the
Overseas Steamship Line.
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DANIEL J. McLINDEN
"Dan" "Danny"

Providence, R. I.
"Babbie" "Mac"

"Th ere's a Lillie Bit of Bad in Every Coad Little Boy."

Class F oo'. ball (2) ; Assistant L brar ian ( 4); Civil Service
(2, 3, 4); Manager C lass A thlc:ics ( 4).

If we were called upon to select "Dan's" "chiefest"
attraction, it would doubtless be his easy-going good
nature and frie ndliness. "Moods"? He hasn't any.
Just as Denver "Pete" would tell you that the West
has no weather, only climate, so we could say of
"Dan"- "He hasn't moods, just disposition." We
seem to recall that it was mainly in Sophomore year
that "Babbie" l::egan to promenade the "Rialto."
Oh no !- not that, for he has a theory, borrowed
from the wisdom of his roommate of that year, that
'' nothing kills you socially like being seen on M a in
Street too often." Doubtless that means alone, and
rn that sense, the above pair, that year, were by no means "dead" socially. And then
" Dan, " ha·ving had his little fling, seemed to settle down and "bang 'em for a thousand."
(W e mean the books this time.) If you want to hear all about the "greatest city in the
country, boy!", and I: e offered "a basket of apples right from my farm," just go up to
R oom 17 , and listen to "Dan," safe under the wing of "Birdie," his haven of refuge.
Of course, there are rumors of a "pretty special" trip to New York, and certain weekends in Boston, but this young man is a real "Billiken," when it comes to keeping his
counsel.
Do not think th at "Dan's" stature is any indication of his abilities. As "Birdie"
would say :-"Believe me, l::o, the kid is there !" Suddealy galvanized into an excellent
executive by his new responsibility, "Dan" made a fine football manager, and for one
clay, at least, had his share of acclaim, when he lugged over from Alumni Hall the spoils
of "that game." Steady, dependable, enthusiastic, cheery, "Dan" has carved for himself a sure place in the hearts of Seventeen; and in the greater game to come, as he did
before, we predict that he'll "bring home the bacon."
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JoHN J.

Lowell, Mass.

McNAMARA

"Mac"

"Jack"

"Nora"

"Match" ·

"It May B e So, But I D on't Kn oDJ , It S ounds So V ery Queer."
Class F oolball (2, 3) ; Vice-President Athletic Association (3).

Next on the program is a popular farce, entitled
"Mile-a-minute" McNamara ; the orchestra will please
2.ccompany with "He's a jolly good fellow."
The "six-cylinder kid" hails from Lowell, but is
none the less handsome and clever. When still a
mere youth, he wisely took passage on the good ship
Seventeen, and started the ·long voyage to Commencement, in the Annex; and since you can't keep tho:;e
Annex boys down, it goes without saying, "Jack" has
made good.
Through all four years, "Mac" has l::een travelling
on "high," and has broken all speed limits and records
m studies, popularity, and society. He is one of that extremely rare species which goes
i11to an examination, avowing complete ignorance of the matter, and comes out with a
mere 99. (But with all his faults, we love him still.)
"Mac" is good in most any line, but when it comes to conversation, he makes them
a ll look tongue-tied like the Sphinx. At repartee he is the past grand master, and in battles
o f wit he generally scores a K. 0. With that Ciceronian smoothness of diction, and
abundance of words which characterize his ~peech, he could prevail upon a Yiddish pawnbroker to exchange his fake teeth for hickory nuts.
Since it is very easy to te pleasant to pleasant people, everybody likes "Mac," and
with that wonderfully carefree and good-natured disposition of his, it takes him about te-n
minutes to make a life-long friend of a total stranger. Yes, "Mac" is all right; if you don't
believe it, ask him.
It's about time the Chamber of Commerce at Lowell "became wise to the fact" that
the worthy gentleman after whom their town is named is a hopeless "has-been," and if
they want to keep their city apace with the times, they had better change its name to that
of our well-groomed, world-famous, sure-fire success, McNamara.
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EDWARD

J.

Haverhill, Mass.

MORAN

"Ed"
"The L os t C hord ."
Commencement Day Committee; Class Poet ( 4).

How well we remember the day that our classical
"Ed's" modulated voice spoke, in accents low, his
greetings to the "boys of '1 7." It was then we beheld
a chap of a type and calibre that few of us have the
opportunity of meeting. No, it was not "Ed's" tall
and imposing stature, nor his smooth and baby-like
skin, that impressed us, but it was, rather, the ease
of his bearing, his disposition, peculiarly pleasing, that
won our hearts.
"Ed" was the student of '1 7. He loves his books,
read Shakespeare for recreation, and talked philosophy
like a "Locke" or "Kant," though always a stern disciple of Scholastic doctrine.
Sad, indeed, was the day when he bade farewell to his singing renown, and his fancy
flew to the realms of a Sothern or Mantell, when he threatened to become a Shapespearean
actor. "To be or not to be," that was his downfall, and "Ed" submitted to the irony
of fate.
A game of whist or a piece of "Will" Ryan's gingerbread were equally near and .
dear to the heart of this accomplished chap, which pastimes, ever and anon, gave "Ed"
and "Will" an opportunity to tete a tete before plunging into the tedious volumes of astronomical and philosophical treatises.
Much might be said of "Ed," whose modest demeanor and ever readiness to assist
a pal, won for him lasting friends. Haverhill may well be proud of her representative;
Seventeen shall always love and laud him. We wish you success, "Ed"; truly you
deserve it.
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JOHN

F.

Lowell, Mass.

MORAN

" Jack"
" A H ot Tim e In th e Old Tow n Tonight."
Banquet Committee (3); Advisory Board ( 4) .

Whenever a crowd of "good fellows" are gathered, wherever joy is at its height and the atmo:iphere
is charged and crackling with keen wit, there, in the
very thickest of it, will " Jack" be found, exchanging
puns with "Co Sb," juggling jokes with "J oba," and
"butting butts" with "Bud." For two years the amphitheatre of "Jack's" loquacious, risible and o~her
lung-dusting activities was " Gibby" and "Mekah's"
hostelry in Alumni, and since the dissolution, regretted
as it ever shall be, of this propitious partnership in
June of Junior year, "Jack" has had his semi-headquarters in "Cain and Cook's Caboose," with more
than an occasional visit to "J. Cobb's" sanctum, but "Jack," like many of our best modern
families, was seldom "At Home."
The name "Moran" was engraved on two of the seven gold medals which the elite
scholars of our num ber were awarded last C ommencement, and you may rightly conclude
that our John not only got, but earned more than his share. In Freshman and Sophomore,
he was a sure and steady student; in Junior and Senior he has been scintillating, and no
speculation of the four final speakers can logically exclude "Jack."
On the cinders, he never seared the sideboards of the track with sizzling speed; baseball found in him a goodly-memoried historian of big league facts, and a keen judge of
abilities, but he never pitched a no-hit game; the brisk Saturdays of Autumn found him
\V rapped in a "Bal" in the bleachers instead of among the blanketed figures on the sideline benches,- well, to tell the truth, the physical was not neglected, but submerged by
the metaphysical and moral in him.
Sometime after June, somewhere in America, we hope to have occasionally an opportunity of laughing with "Jack" again, swapping stories as of yore, and generally give the
universe a cold and conversational 0. 0. ; over F alernian cups, may we mutually rejoice
at being able to enjoy, on the strength of "Jack's" prosperity, those things of which the
pagan Horace first described the delights.
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HARRY

J.

Milford, Mass.

MORRILL

''Harry''
"[ Lo'Ve Them Sh ort and Small; Cod Bless Them A ll."

Smoker Committee ( 4) ; Class F oolball ( 4) ; Class Dramatics

(3).

"A man of few words" has become a much abused
phrase. Sometimes the person in question earns the
distinction, because he is too egotistic to favor the
common throng with his gems of wisdom. Other
times he deserves the epithet, because he is also a man
of few thoughts; but neither of these conditions applies to Harry's case. Harry is a man of few words,
it is true, but a man of many thoughts.
Never does he worry about anything, except the
task of arising at 6.45 A. M. In truth, in all his
occupations, he steadfastly refuses to be disturbed, and
is never eager to push himself or attract attention.
N evertheiess, he is universally popular and respected, and has made an exceptional record
as a student. Many of us wonder how he does it. Harry himself probably could not or
would not say, but the fact is, he takes hold of every day's work and does it well. He
follows the golden rule that is probably an infallible method for succeeding.
Harry is not at all lacking in versatility. Always prominent and interested in college
activities, he starred especially as a sturdy linesman for Seventeen's football squad.
Speaking socially, he has not wasted his college course. He was one of the most
efficient prodigies of Mrs. Greene's dancing class, and in fact an ardent and accomplished devotee of the graceful art. Harry always showed a marked preference to dance
with short girls, but it is safe to say that none of them touched his heart- they couldn't
reach it, because Harry stands well over six feet.
Lest we forget, we may well remark here to the world at large, that the Class of
'1 7 owes Harry a heavy debt. We shudder to think of it, but it must be confessed that,
were it not for Harry, many of us would have made life's journey under the severe handicap of having never heard of Milford and its products. Milford, you will gather, is a
town of destiny. Whenever we think of Milford, we think of Harry, and if we live to
Le as old as Methuselah, we will never forget Milford .
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ARTHUR

J.

MULHOLLAND

"Mul"

"Art"

Brookline, Mass.
"Ashur"

"Fiddle U p, Fiddl e Up, On Y our Old Violin."

President B. J. F. (4); Dramatics (4); Chairman Inter-Society
D ebate ( 4); Class Debating T earn ( 4).

For three years that East wind, which unmercifully
assails the sides of Packachoag, had blown all sorts
of discomforts at us and chills through us; always,
however, it failed to produce the proverbial good,
until there was wafted into our midst a man from the
shores of Boston Harbor, who decided to affix the title
of A B. H. C., '1 7 to his name.
Fram the very first week, "Art" was one of "the
class," and a loyal supporter of everything within the
Purple pale. In the stadium or on the rostrum, "Mui"
has always eagerly followed the co::itests of his "fratres
in libres," and the less exalted disporters of the Royal
Hue, with joy in their success and sorrowing in their losses. But especially on the rostrum
has his interest centered and his manifest enthusiasm in its affairs earned for him the Presidency of the college's oldest and best debating society; nor did the B. J. F. have cause to
regret its choice, rather, on the contrary there never was concluded a more successful epoch
in the annals of the society, and the outlook for the future was never brighter than when
"Art" laid down his gavel in May for the final time.
Arthur was "on the jump" at the mention of a Hop. As to his talent with a violin,
get the testimony of any aspiring student of the terpsichorean art, who developed from a
stuttering one-stepper into a graceful waltzer to the strains of "Art's" symphonic fiddle at
the Stag Soirees. When conversation has waned in many a Worcester parlor, the day has
been saved by "Mul's" waxed bow.
We are averse to betraying confidences, but you have probably guessed from his interest in the Adamson Bill that "Art" has an inclination toward the railroad business. If it be
so, then "Mul" owes each one of Seventeen a permanent pass to Boston, that we may
ma.ke up for the three years of genuine good-fellowship and loyalty of which he has
deprived us.
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CORNELIUS

"Murph"

E.

Malden, Mass.

MURPHY

"Connie"

"Corneh"

"Cornwall"

"The Minstrel Bo'))."

Class Football (I, 2, 3, 4); Class Track ( 1, 2, 3, 4) ; Freshman Baseball T earn; Class Dramatics (3 , 4); Class Secretary ( 4); Harmony Four (3 , 4); Promoter League
Sacred Heart (I, 2, 3, 4); Associate Editor
PURPLE PATCHER.

Aladdin had his lamp, Aaron had his miraculous
cane, Rome had her Cicero, Holy Cross had her Barry
and Carrigan, but Seventeen has Cornelius E., late of
Malden, Mass., prince among his associate:; and alway:,
"chuck full of pep."
"Connie" never smile3; he always laughs, and his
is not one of those puny falsetto imitations, but a big,
round, hearty volcanic explosion that seems to begin
somewhere around his shoe-strings, gathers momentum, •
and ends,-no, it doesn't end at all. In fact, he has offered one successful and continuous
outburst of glee from the very first day that we felt his "savage" grip, and learned that
he "just blew in from Boston on the four-ten caw." E\.er since that day, he seemed dominated with the fixed purpose of laughing louder and longer, and easier, than any man
that ever entered Holy Cross.
We do not know of anything which "Murph" does not do well. Baseball? The
Freshman team on which he starred has gone down in history at Holy Cross. Trackw ork? Well, he contented himself with finishing second only to "Champ" Kelly, in the
sprints, and during the year supplied his roommate with watch-fobs, gathered during the
S ummer in local meets. Football? It was stated by a Junior that the wiry quarterback
was a "sine qua non" for all our class victories. Music? His full tenor saved the "Harmony Four". on many occasions. In fact, he is the soloist of Seventeen. Scholarship,
public speaking, boxing,- but why enumerate? Consult any Seventeener.
"Murph" is a "regular" of the first magnitude and a live-wire that will flash brilliantly wherever he settles. Seventeen's thanks and well-wishes go with you, "Connie."
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SIMON

P.

Worcester, Mass.

NOONAN

''Si''
"Da')} Dreams Vi~ions of Bliss."
Class Day Committee.

For the past four years "Si" has been tramping
daily up the Hill of Packachoag and down again.
When we first heard the salute: " 'Lo Si," we turned
sharply about, seeking to behold a country lad of wild
cherry complexion and thorny manner; but we were
thoroughly deceiv~d for it was not "Cy" but' "Si,"
the real "Si" Noonan, a chunky, sedate, polished appearing city chap, modest of bearing, and keen of eye,
with an especially high and intellectual forehead.
In his four years' stay with us, we have found "Si"
to be somewhat of a reticent chap, speaking only when
the occasion demanded, yet possessing beneath his
sober exterior a plenteous reserve of keen wit and a deep appreciation of the humorous.
Seldom has "Si" been known to allow anything to disturb his peace of mind. It is
said that in his youth, while the more frivolous indulged in such rollicking pastimes as
"jump-rope," "Si" preferred to sit and think, and the loager he sat, the more he thought,
a nd if it was some weighty problem he was turning over in his mind, we feel certain that
he found its solution, for this quiet lad has always given us the impre r;sion that whatever
he undertakes he always concludes.
Occasionally, however, "Si" l:ecomes frisky, and rouses to action the "Champ" of
N orth Brookfield. It is then that the Rooms of the Day Roamers take on the aspect of
a cubist painting of harmony.
Yes, now that we consider it, bright memories will always be associated with that
significant council chamber and locker room of the "Day Boys," and if some loyal clansman and bard should ever write an Iliad of the valorous scenes that were enacted there
in 191 7, you may be sure that "Si" will not be the least prominent hero of the story.
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Somerville, Mass.

JOHN J. NORTON
"Johnnie"

"Jack"

"Cap"

"Haec"

"George

Fritters"
"Taqe Me Out To th e Ball Came."

Varsity Baseball ( I , 2, 3, 4) ; Captain (2, 4) ; Class Football
( 4); Reception Committee of Senior Prom; Promoter
League of Sacred H eart (I, 2, 3, 4); Advisory Board
Holy Cross A. A. (2, 4).

You will find him in magazines and novels, this
ideal college hero, who is captain and shortstop of the
Varsity Baseball T earn, who is universally admired
and emulated, who never .flunks an exam, and who is
withal so modest that from his own demeanor you
could scarcely guess that he was more than an ordinary college man. You really come face to face with
this ideal story type when you meet "Johnnie" Norton, our own little "Cap" and partner supreme.
To the stranger, "Johnnie" is probably best known as a stellar diamond performer.
Those who have seen him play will not forget his shoe-string catches and lightning throws.
Those who ha\- e not had this pleasure know his calibre from the fact that he captained
the Varsity while yet in Sophomore, and repeated in Senior. But to us, "Johnnie" is not
merely a phenomenal baseball artist. Brilliant athletic prowess always wins admirers, but
lack of conceit makes friends, and conceit is as foreign to "Cap's" nature as the Shannon
River is to Jerusalem.
"Fritter' s" triumphs have not been staged solely on the diamond. In the memorable
gridiron contest between the Seniors and Juniors, on November 1 , when things looked
blackest for the hopes of ' 1 7, "Johnnie" stepped into the midst of the fatigued warriors
and kicked a 3-0 victory for the Seniors from the forty-yard line at a sharp angle. Thereupon the Seniors in a body, bedecked with flowers and satiated with choice viands, that
afternoon, attended the performance of "The Blue Paradise." All this came as a result
of "Haec's" toe, and the Juniors' generosity, mentioned in the order of cause and effect.
"Johnnie's" friends are all those who know him; their number is many and their
mettle true; and whether "Johnnie" will lead a baseball life, or otherwise, they know that
in the game of life he will always play in the "big leagues. "
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]AMES

R.

Pittsfield, Mass.

O'BRIEN

"Jim"

"J as"

"Jimmie"

"If Y ou Want T o C o T o Pills-field , Jus t C ome Along With
Me."
Chairman Picture Committee ( 4) ; Civil Service (2, 3, 4) ;
Business Board PURPLE PATCHER; Class
Dramatics (3 , 4).

"Jim" at the bat ! The one and only original
"Sunny Jim," whose name has become a household
word throughout the United States, and the rest of
New England! The boy always makes a hit and has
been batting for a thousand ever since he struck the
hill-top.
He is a man of blighted happiness; at least every
day begins unhappily for him,- he has to get up out
of bed. Howe ver, once up , he prove3 himself to be
a regular three-ringed circus with several side-show attachments. He is clever from his feet up. He dances so well that he makes the ladies
vow that they could die, waltzing with him. He could talk a native of the Equator into
buying a furlined coat in July, so adroit a conversationalist is he.
His pet hobbies are devouring all the highbrow magazines he can get hold of; telling
droll yarns al:: out his own Wendell, and depicting the happy days when he can put up a
i;ign at each end of Broadway marked "Private property."
"Jim" has always worked hard for Seventeen and marked success has always met
his efforts, especially in arranging Berkshire-Holy Cross Dances and in taking charge of
the Picture Committee. T here is not a more popular fellow than "Jim" in the class, so
you see the "kid is aces."
We feel that we are depriving the public of a great treat in not singing at full length
the Odyssey of his scrapes and escapades. But we could describe them no more adequately than a plumber could the Parthenon.
However, borrowing his own favorite expression, we can truly say that "Jim" is a
"thoroughbred," so don't be surprised if, in after years, when he has reached the full
ha rvest of success, the Hill of Pleasant Springs should be called Mt. St. James O'Brien.
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JOHN C. O'BRIEN
"Dod"

"Cobb"

Gouverneur, N. Y.
"Jack"

"Silver"

"Here Com es My Daddy Now."

Class Dramatics (3, 4) ; Class F oo'.ball ( 4); Freshman Baseball; Varsity Bas::ball Squad (2, 3) ; Harmony Four
(3 , 4) ; Secretary Scientific Society (3);
Class Basketball ( 4).

His name in full is John Chrysostom O'Brien. The
middle name, suggestive of some classical orator,
amounts to nothing except that our John C. is 'i:he
living symbol of the finest classic type. A temperament calm and unruffled, a form massive yet almost
divine in its bearing, a forehead white and noble, a
pair of luminaries as blue and wistful as the Adirondack skies in Summer, his well-poised head just topped
off by a dash of silver gray locks, all combined make
our "Dad" the most distinctive, the most revered, the
most lovable a nd kindly "Dad" in all of Seventeen's category.
To chronicle "Cobb' s" activities and successes would require a separate volume.
We could begin by summing up his record as a twirler on the most successful Freshman
team that Holy Cross has ever seen. \Ve could tell how he captained our class football
team in Senior, how he kept our opponents at bay with his forty -yard forward passes.
A gain, we could write a short story of how "Dad" won the basketball championship for
us by caging two brilliant baskets in an extra ten-minute period. Or, ascending to the
ultra-sublime, we could romp through many pages describing his notoriety as the "bassoprofundo" of the "Harmony Four," which aggregation he cherished as faithfully as
" Cliffie" clings to his Latin vernacula r.
o give all these topics their due would require
in "black and white" the fluency of a MacN amara at his best. We prefer to offer a·
g limpse of John himself as we have known him.
"Cobb's" motto seems to have always been:- "Give every man thy ear, but few
Lby voice; take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment." In fact, the big-hearted
[ad has often been censured by his more bellicose admirers for being so slow to resent
unjust attacks, but the stoical reply would be something to the effect that on graduation
day, he wished to have not a man with whom he could not grip hands and bid a friend!y
good-bye. Rightly or wrongly, "Dad," you have attained your purpose, for Seventeen
is now and always will he the haven of your warmest and most sincere friends.

1
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JOSEPH

H.

Colchester, Conn.

O'BRIEN

"Obie"

"Joe"

"Battler"

"Obediah"

"He's My Ragtim e Fightin g Man."- (Adapted.)
Banquet Committee ( 4).

Like a meteor from the starry vault, the flaxe:ahaired youth from "Colli Castra" burst into our midst;
his stay with us has been equally meteoric, brightening
many of our tragic moments as he always brightened
his own.
"Obie" is an eloquent debater; he is a "distinctively
individual" student. We have proof of both propositions. His prowess as a debater? Why, 'tis perfectly evident. In all of Seventeen, past and pre3ent,
he has no peer as a diplomat in disciplinary difficulties.
Yet, do not mistake our meaning and conclude that
"Joe" was lax in true principles of manly straightforwardness. Nay, nay; this boy was always direct, and to the point. Rather was he a
clever duellist, than a strategic defender. Again, recall those many scenes in the classroom when his pent-up emotions were wont to break forth, "to startle and way-lay," as
he slowly and clearly enunciated his oSjections, and unflinchingly upheld his views.
We said that "Joe" is a student, "distinctly individual," and we meant it, every
word. Philosophy and Greek are his specialties.
"Battler" is, moreover, well acquainted with the implements of Queensbury warfare.
t ·f is not the ambition to challenge the prestige of the "Annex' s lightweight champion," or
lo endanger the life of any companion "in libris" by an ungoverned swing of his mighty
right, but with natural modesty and mercy, to be known as a gentleman pugilist. Often,
liowever, he has emerged from his wonted retirement to give the patrons of "Dillon's
Arena" a clever exhibition, but always has he remained a gentleman pugilist.
Yes, this blue-eyed seraph is pure gold, asking no compromise when there should
be none, and yet always willing and striving for the best interests of his friends. "Obie,"
we simply cannot be anxious about your future .
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THOMAS F. O'BRIEN
"Tom"
0

Worcester, Mass.
"Obie"

'Any Old P ort in th e Storm, Lads:•

Banquet Committee (I); Day Scholars' Banquet Committee
(4); Assistant Marshal Day Scholars' Parade (4);
Prom Committee (4).

September of 191 3 proved to be an eventful month
in "Tom's" life, for then it was that he cast his lot
with this year's crop of Classical Bachelors. Daily
since then he has wended his way from hill to hill,
not with the weary tread of Gray's ploughman, but
with all the twentieth century velocity that the W orcester Consolidated gives for a "jit"; for "Tom"- in
case you have been looking at his photograph, instead
of his address- is a local boy.
Wall Street has its Bears, but, rendering to W orcester the things that are Worcester's, we are compelled to inform you that the Little Town has its Lions-the social brand, of course. Witness "Tom"!
"Such an arr:malistic individual"! you say.
Far from it; "Obie"
has always taken high standing in his classes, and though too modest to tell you so, could
you peer over the shoulder of the registrar- without being dazzled by the aureate g)ow
of that worthy's curly locks- you would notice as he turned over one of the pages in the
"O" section, a list of marks as high as the thermometer on the Fourth of July. That's
" T om" again.
His specialty is science, and a conscientious scientist he is. Every noon-hour the
" d ay-dodgers" are warned of the germs which lurk in "Hamburg," but despite "Obie's"
ministrations, all his listeners persist in refusing to starve. "Joe" Whalen avows that
every time "Tom" is awakened from his slum'. .: ers, next summer, by a swishing mosquito,
the microscope will come from the shelf immediately, and "Tom" will investigate whether
the insect is a mono- or a biplane type- or howsoever biologists consider a poor innocent
' 'skeeter.''
Steadfastness of sure intent, and a cheerful nature, are sufficient to insure what we all
wish "Tom," a long life, a useful and a merry one.
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THOMAS

E.

O'CONNELL

"Tom"

"Dixie"

Washington, D. C.
"Prexie"

••1 L ove th e Name of Dixie."

Toastmaster Class Banquet (2); Class President (3, 4); Associate Editor PURPLE PATCHER (4); Cheer Leader (4);
Purple Staff ( 4); Chairman Committee on Debates
B. J. F. (3) ; Chairman Rules Committee (4) .

There is no Boswell in our midst and so there 1s
no one who can give you -an adequate idea of our
Class President,- poet, musician, playwright, and
panacea for all ills. In one of his famous parodies,
"Tom" has it that "You've got to be a member of
old '1 7, if you want to go to heaven when you die."
However fallacious this may be, it certainly is true
that you've got to be a member of old '1 7, if you
want to know the charm of manner, the wealth of
ability, the inexhaustible good fellowship that comprise the personality of "Tom" O'Connell.
In our Junior year, "Tom" was chosen Class President, and from that day to this,
the Class of ' 17 has turned its hand to nothing that was not successful. The spirit of '1 7
is the pride of its mem':: ers and the envy of the whole college, because the spirit of '1 7 is
the spirit of its leader, "Tom" O'Connell.
Above all, "Tom" is modest. His popularity is no secret, because when the Class
of '1 7 met to elect its president for Senior, the highest honor a student can attain, "Tom"
w as unanimously elected, without an opponent or a dissenting vote. As a student "Tom"
~tr,.nds among the first. His athletic endeavors have been confined principally to tr~ck.
Despite the considerable bulk with which nature has endowed him, "Tom" took part in
class track meets, and here again he was among the first from start to finish, i. e., he
started among the first and finished among the first of the next event on the program.
We shall all miss "Tom," and miss him much because we loved him much. No
matter where his future lot is cast, if the place is inhabited, he will have fri•e nds, but he
\Arill never have truer friends than the ninety members of the Class of ' 17.
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WILLIAM

L.

O'CONNELL

Worcester, Mass.

"Bill"
0

'Where th e Ri\J er Shann on Flows."
Class- Day C ommittee ( 4).

"Bill" lives but a stone's throw from the college,
yet his sympathies have always been strongly with the
"day-dodgers." Of course, he has never expressed his
sentiments on the relative merits of those who live, bed
and board, on the hill, and of those who daily wend
their way to their respective homes. No, this "dayboy" never expressed his opinio:.1 on that question because he was not asked to do so. In fact, "Bill," as
far as we know, never offered a solution for any open
questions unless requested, in which event, the more
loquacious would invariably be silenced, for the quiet
lad had many sound judgments, though he expressed
but few.
A side from the fact that this O'Connell insists upon that interpretation of English
phonetics and pronunciation peculiar to the local lads, he might well be compared, in his
eloquence of speech , to the great O'Connell. Whenever "Bill" ascended the rostrum, he
ha d something to say and always he said it in a manner pleasing, and in style eloquent
and convincing. His compositions seemed to have that finished gloss wh:ch comes onl y
fro m tireless energy and painstaking care in their formation .
In everything that "Bill" undertook, he always manifested an unflinching determination to succeed, and a seriousness of purpose that characterizes the man of power. Indeed,
the Class has yet to see the hour when "Bill," called upon to recite, will answer: "Unprepared." If there be a duty involved, look to this O'Connell for having his lamp trimmed
a nd burning.
We never heard "Bill" complain either of the past, present or future. We never
heard him speak an unkind word about anyone. We never saw him commit or sanction
a n uncharitable act. These are credentials which cannot but win a place for him in the
world, just as they have won a seat for him in our hearts.
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ARTHUR B. O'NEILL
"Art"

Cherry Valley, Mass.
"Cap"

"Why Did Y ou Ma~ e M e L ove Yo u?"
Senior Librarian for Day Scholars.

Arthur is one of the few remaining, history making
"preps," who made Holy Cross famous. Graduating
from prep, he spent two years at Boston College, but,
home associations being stro:iger, he returned to the
hill. Arthur comes from the neighboring town of
Cherry Valley, and daily, he has made the long trip
from that peaceful "burg/ ' "Cap," as he is familiarly
called, is noted for two things :-first, his ability as
a.n athlete, and secondly his close association wi lh his
famous "Missouri Meerschaum." "Cap" has received
several bids for that pipe from town authorities who
plan on turning it into an incinerating plant, but all
of these he has steadfastly refused. He is a ".bear"
for excitement, as "Bill" Boland can testify, for almost daily, "Bill" gets his punishment.
In and about town, he is famed both as a baseball player and as a second "Lew Dockstader." No minstrel show in Cherry Valley is ever considered as compke unless Arthur
is on the end shaking the "tambo" or rattling the "bones."
"Art" has also proved himself to be a keen student and has stood near the head of
the Class during his two years with us. "Cap" has always made it a point to catch the
" School-marms' Special" to Auburn every morning, and although he does not know it, he
is being mentioned as school superintendent in Auburn. Judging from the favorable comments, he will receive their hearty and undivided support. "Cap" is very reticent when
the ladies are mentioned, but considering his Sunday night trips to another part of the
town, we are led to believe that he is not altogether immune to the poisoned dart of the
"little fellow."
"Art" has acted during the year as librar;an for the day boys, and he has judiciously
fulfilled the duties of this office. No doubt remains in the minds of his fellow classmates
that he will have unbounded success in the ranks of the pedagogues, which profession he
intends to follow after graduation.
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CYRIL F. O'NEIL

Akron, Ohio
"Cy"

"He's a J olly Good F ellow."

Varsity Track Squad (I , 2); Class Football (2, 3, 4) ; Manager Class Athletics (3) ; Civil Service (I, 2) ;
Moguls and Murads ( 4) ; Business
Manager PURPL E PATCHER.

You have heard that old one about "the man worth
while is the man with the smile," etc., etc. If there
is any truth in it, this O'Neil chap must be tremendously worth while in something, just what, we would
not care to state here; but aye, here's the rub: "Cy's"
perpetuity of smiling has already resulted in the formation of four (no , five), ugly, deep, concave wrinkles.
Ah! mirth, here is thy sting!
For four years "Cy's" slogan has been: "Seventeen, nunc et semper," and it might not be amiss to say
that Seventeen is just a little pleased to have mothered such inbred loyalty. He gave us
his best in football and track, and the boy is a bang-up tackle, even with a broken nose.
As a continual grind with the books, "Cy" sleeps l:eautifully, and oh, so calmly and
perennially! Also, he has an average of 95 % for good dinner and theatre parties.
However, his favorite pastime is an argument. He will argue anything, anything
at all in the sphere of human activity, from automobile tires to the Kaiser, and often, like
Goldsmith's village schoo~master, "tho' vanquished, he could argue still"; yet O'Neil
mcJintains he has never lost an argument.
If his lady-friends knew the awful Gethsemane he has before every date with them,
they would just love Cyril to death. Here is some of it :-one hair-cut, one shave, one
massage, one shower bath (medium), nails manicured, hair combed and brushed (ten
different times), eyebrows lined-up, deciding on the proper shirt and cravat. Enough!
"Cy's" business sagacity as Business Manager of the PATCHER, is undergoing the
ac id test, and from present indications it will show some really clever ability.
A straight-forward, out and out man, gifted with keen, sound judgment, worlds of
confidence and a big generous heart, we wish him well with all our heart.
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ALBERT

G.

PowoERL Y

Randolph, Mass.

"Al"
"/ Would Rather Sleep Than Eat."
Cap and Gown Committee ( 4).

"Velvet Joe" never saw the day when he was comparable to Prince Albert of Randolph, the youthful
prodigy of Morpheus. Coming to Holy Cross with
a pristine lack of all faults of forwardness and conceit, "Al" fitted into that class of fellows who know
their capabilities and are satisfied, without believing
that it "pays to advertise." For four long years he
roomed with "Jeff," and they were a wonder fully unassuming pair. As a matter of fact, the only way to
write about " 'Al,' the childlike," is to place him in
an atmosphere that is perpetually bright, humorous,
intellectual, and conducive to soft, lulling comfort.
Yes, "Al" can enjoy repose as heartily as anyone
we know. His is a passive interest in all sports that necessitate physical exertion of the
strenuous variety. Instead of aggressively forcing his robust frame to the captaincy of the
Varsity eleven, his retiring nature was content to watch and praise. This lad, you know,
is about six feet long from the ground to his raven black hair, and though much longer
than that from the bed up, is true blue, every inch of him.
Whatever may be said of "Al's" physical inertia, nothing of this same material can
be predicated truly and seriously of his mentality. Indeed, he goes to the opposite extreme in intellectual activity, for he has proved himself to be ·an able student and a real
lover of knowledge. Those of us who have chanced to interview "Al" at length, know
full well that he has stored up for himself an amazing accumulation of facts, philosophic
and otherwise, which he can dispense with an equally amaz;ng fluency of speech.
For "Al" we can see a professor's chair at some large university which has long
been seeking that rare type o~ pedagogue, with smooth and startless nerves, and keen and
accurate judgment. If our wishes avail him aught, he will come early to a realization of
his fondest dreams.
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HAROLD

J.

Somerset, Mass.

REGAN

"Har"

"Harry"

"Harrison"

"Cood -H)) e Boys."

Vice-President Pasteur Chemical Society (2); Class D ebating
T earn (2) ; S ecretary B. J. F. (3) ; Promoter L. S. H.
(3, 4); Banquet Committee (3); Secretary L. S. H.
( 4); Intercollegiate Debating T earn ( 4);
Senior Advisory Senate ( 4); Chairman
Commencement Committee ( 4) .

Close students of Massachusetts geography may
have been startled, when, some three or four years
ago, a new town, entitled Somerset, began to appear
on the map. The cause of its sudden appearance, we
blush with pride at presenting it to the world, is no11e
other than the owner of the handsome manly face
which we see above, Mr. Harold J. Regan, Democrat, gentleman and scholar.
It has teen said that a good face is a letter of recommendation; well, then, a good,
sterling, optimistic character must be an earnest of success. Consequently, from the first
d ay that Harold entered Room 4, Annex, he was destined to be a sure-fire success.
His first appearance in the public gaze at the institution took place when we beheld
him chasing up to the stage for prizes and, be it remarked, this phenom has taken much
~ilver and gold off the market in his days of triumph, and many books out of circulation.
As a debater, Harold has been a member of two interclass, and one intercollegiate,
teams, starring as a peerless colleague for His Excellency, George I, wielder of arguments.
When it comes to quoting batting averages and telling funny anecdotes, "Harry"
could get a job in the big leagues or Keith's, and as a stenographer, he writes shorthand,
more beautiful and unintelligible than that on a Chinese laundry slip.
Many writers have wasted much time and paper, trying to define the real gentleman,
a nd true friend. To us, Harold J. Regan has proved to be a living definition of both;
and we advise anybody who desires to follow up his successes in life, to study the editorial
columns of America's leading metropolitan dailies.
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GEORGE F. ROESCH, ]R.
"George"

"]edge"

New York, N. Y.
"Buck'.'.

"H e's a College Boy."

Class Football (2, 4); Varsity Football Squad (3); Class
Track (I, 2, 3, 4); Class Dramatics (3, 4); Assistant
Librar:an (3, 4); Captain Intercollegiate Debate ( 4);
Inter-class Debates (I); Captain (2, 3, 4);
Senior Advisory Board ( 4); Ode of Welcome to Governor Walsh (2) ; Ode of
Welcome to Bishop Beaven (3);
Purple Staff (2, 3, 4); Editorin-Chief Purple · ( 4);
Captain Co. D,
Reserve Officers' Training Corps ( 4); A ssistant Editor
PURPLE PATCHER.

To know George, one must live with him, listen
to him, watch him and then necessarily admire him,otherwise the casual observer would think that he is
an ordinarily great man, which he is not. He is unique in his greatness.
For if he were not the Editor-in-Chief of the Purple, Assistant Editor of the PURPLE
PATCHER, a master of English, a wielder of arguments, capable of withstanding Socrates
"to the face," an athlete of unusual ability, giving great evidences of natural prowess in
football, track, riding and marksmanship,-if, we repeat, he were none of these, he would
still be the "distinctively individual," "the original and only genuine'' George Roesch.
Though the laurels of public success had never rested upon his brow, if his path had
been more in the shadowed woods of a quiet and narrower'acquaintance, he would still be
the same sterling character, · with an honor as chaste as gold, and a friend who gripped like
steel. This is the man we hail, the man we honor, the man we could wish to have with us
always as old 191 7 pushes down the causeway of the years, and leaves behind as one of
its most pleasant memories the close companionship of George, the King.
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•

GEORGE J. RONAN
"Georgie"

Buffalo,

N. Y.

"Savage"

"We Lov e You Mo st of All."
Class Football (3, 4); Class Basketball (3 , 4) ; Prom
Committee ( 4).

Junior year teemed with pleasant surprises of various individuating notes. At its very outset, occurred
the most delightfully gripping and unique surprise of
the year, when we were introduced to the tall, lithe,
mercurial, new member of Seventeen. Here was a
total stranger to us, and yet, "one of the ones," because in him we noted from his every word and action,
that certain, open-hearted spirit of a true Se-,enteener.
Naturally we extended a welcome plus, to this rational
supposit labelled Ronan.
As a fierce, plunging back on the Class eleven, and
a basketball player of supreme quality, George quickly
\von a place in the local coveted calcium. Had he Varsity aspirations, in football, Holy
Cross would have boasted undoubtedly of one more stellar pigskin artist.
We gather from reliable sources, "that the chap is magnificent in a parlor." His
" chawming" smile, his six feet linear figure, his attitude of perfect confidence in self, why,
'tis a combination of sufficient force to cause the acme of fair hearts to vibrate. George
a nd his " Jerry" are prone to reticence as regards pink-tea achievements, lut oft have they
surreptitiously glided forth to destinations unknown.
Possessed of an aggressive manner, perfectly blended with the gl ad hand of generous
good-fellowship, commanding a mind that reasons clearly and keenly, having the courage
of his convictions to the extent of "airing" them in any atmosphere, we know this man will
play the game of men in a manly way.
After being accustomed to the live-wire currents of optimism and genuineness from
our human dynamo, why "Ronie," old man, with just a wee, little tinge of sorrow, do
we say "Auf Wiedersehen."
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EDWARD

J.

"Ed"

Hinsdale, Mass.

RUSSELL

"Bud". "Russ"

"Little Nap"

"Very Coocl Eddie."

Civil Service (I, 2, 3, 4); Banquet Speaker (2); Assistant
Manager of Baseball (3) ; Manager ( 4) ; Secretary Athletic Association (3); President (4); Advisory Board
A. A. (4); Prom Comm;ttee (4); Vice-President
Pasteur Chemical Society (2); Class
Dramatics (3, 4).

"Some team, 'J as'!" These words from the petite,
ccmely, effervescent "Russ," the chap that gave Sevent~en much of her prestige. Well is it said that small
parcels oft disclose rare gifts.
"Ed" was not a giant, but O my! With his cleverness, wit and capacity for work, his candle flared over
us all. There was never a moment, when carefree and
immune from restraint, the rythmic cadences of "Bud's'·'
rippling laughter ceased to echo from the suite on the South-Side. In fact, the trim, littl ~
manager has been a regular scintillating spark jumping from place to place, but always
reappearing to brighten up things when days were dull. Seventeen and "Buddy" worked
hand in hand. "Ask 'Dad,' he knows," for silvered "Pop" never lacked a solicitous pal,
a kindly word or a stalwart backer, where "Ed" was concerned.
Seventeen's closing year saw "Bud" managing the cleverest nine since the days of
"Jack" Barry. Fortune favors a hard worker; that was the secret of "Eddie's" success.
He labored untiringly, never reluctant lo donate his time and efforts to "Jesse" or the boys.
The prize goes to you, "Little Nap." Your success is assured. If there is a
straightaway in the business world, the commercial cinders from "Russ's" heels will undoubtedly shower all his opponents. "Ed" will cross the tape. a leader and a record
breaker, and Seventeen will be there to give him a "Hoiah" and to sing the old songs and
laugh with him once again.
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PAUL

G.

RYAN

"Paul"

Leominster, Mass.
"Garret"

"What D o Y ou Want lo Mak e Th ose £')) s al Me F or?"

Class Football (2) ; Promoter League Sacred Heart (I) ; Class
Day Committee ( 4) ; C ensor Philomathic (I) ;
Secretary Philomathic (2).

Not a leaf stirred on Mount St. James when Paul
entered the confines of Holy Cross. We say this, because Paul for the first few weeks of Freshman year
was as quiet, inconspicuous and unknown as the latest
dreadnaught of the Swiss navy. But once Paul got
started,- W ow! there was nothing to stop him. His
popularity began in the Annex about a week after his
matriculation. Somebody "got hip" that Paul had
the latest thing in overcoats, and of course we all
wanted to see the brand; we all did, and we all tried
the coat. With this, Paul immediately burst into the
limelight and he has been in it ever since.
There are many fields of intellectual endeavor at Holy Cross. Paul did not only
belong to every one of them, but also was a member in good standing in every one of them.
Many a time an aspiring candidate for office would feel the pangs of intuitive defeat,
when Paul was nominated for the same position. Be it known that on every single occasion that Paul "ran" for office he was elected. If this is not an acid test of popularity,
we would like to know what is.
In Ethics we learned that "man is naturally social." We can find no better exemplification of this axiom than "Garret." No dance was ever danced, no hop ever hopped
and no soiree ever soireed that Paul did not attend. Did you ever see him do the "Highland Fling"? It is his specialty and he can execute it equally well in any environment,
or at any time, although he prefers St. Patrick's Day as the time best conducive for it.
And so, we could go on, writing pages on Paul's career at Holy Cross, but we
expect him to be listed in the "Who's This in America" soon, where his qualities will
be more artistically detailed. Our account of him may l::e summed up thus :- a good
fellow, a faithful student, a willing entertainer, a true friend.
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WILLIAM J. RYAN
"Bill"

Hinsdale, Mass.
"Bill Jennings"

"Can't You Bring Back th e Olden Lov e Days?"

Senior Librarian; Prefect B. V. M. Sodality ( 4).

Back in "the dim, dead days beyond recall," when
Seventeen was divided into sections which each passing year has coalesced, "Bill" was the most popular
man and "beau ideal" of "D." Today, "Bill" knows
no man in all this classic crew, whom he cannot grasp
by the hand and look straight in the eye.
As a scholar, he has no peer among us for application, and the reward has been that "Bill" constantly
maintained a class standing, to which many aspire and
few attain. The general knowledge of "Bill's" librarial tendencies earned for him the control of the Senior
library; but despite the fact that he now has one of
his own, "Bill" still pays frequent visits to the South Worcester and El~ Street institutions, and we suspect him strongly of a side interest,--the same on~ Adam had.
In these days of high-priced "movie stars" of masculine beauty and brawn, we
were often puzzled to think that "Bill" had never sought the captious eye of a Griffith
or an Ince, for combined with a capital crop of golden maize, the bulging forehead of a
Plato , and the physical facial charm of filmdom's stellar delight, is a mass:vely proporticmed frame, upholstered with muscles defying the strength of Samson, and taught and
tuned to the subtlety of "Jew-jitsy," which "Bill" took in a correspondence course from
the Holy Land. With this scion of the Berkshires, ice-skating is no passing fad, for
" Bill" glides as gracefully and fancifully over a glazed pond, as ever Vernon Castle
checkered across the polished surface of a ball-room. Not Vernon alone, of course.nor "Bill" alone.
How long it will be before we look longingly back from the prospective future to
those days that have been, is not ours to know, but the first strong tug of old memories
will owe no little of its tension to our recollection of "B ill." To his future, we turn with
hope- a hope that is bright with faith.
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C.

FRANCIS X. SHEA
"Frank"

Everett, Mass.
"Soc"

"Hearts and Flow ers."
Promoter L. S. H. (3, 4); Class Tennis (3, 4); Assistant
Manager Tennis (3); Secretary Mendel Biological
Society ( 4) ; Commen cement Committee.

Frank has the distinction of being the sole representative of Everett in Holy Cross. It is not the only
distinction he has, by any means, but it is the only
one his modesty permits him to claim as his own. Perhaps you have not heard of Everett, but you must
have heard of Boston, which is one of the suburbs, and
so "Soc's" pride of his nat:ve sod stands vindicated.
We are often told that the greater part of any education we may have received in our college course is education by friction, and it is by constant contact with
such men as "Frank" that this education is acquired. "Frank" is primarily an accompiished and succe3sful student: not orily a student of the prescribed subjects, but a man
with a broad knowledge of every topic ~f interest.
"Frank" enjoys the reputation of being one of the best tennis players in college and
was elected assistant manager of the Varsity team in Junior year. Perhaps it is in this
sport that " Frank" has developed his clever foot-work because he is an accomplished
dancer and never hesitates to sacrifice his beauty sleep to attend the more select affairs.
It must be said in passing, although it is a secret, that "Frank's" charms have not been
"wasted on the desert air."
When all is said, however, it is not as a heart-breaker, student or athlete that we
will rememter "Frank" in after years. We will remember him as a through and through
gen tleman , the soul of honor and one of the foends who make life worth while.
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WALTER

F.

SULLIVAN

East Pepperell, Mass.

u

"Sul"

"Sully"

"Walt"

"Pep"

"In th e Gloaming, Oh M}} Darlin ]."
Class Football (2, 3) ; Banquet Commille:! ( 1) ; Promoter
League Sacred Heart ( 1) ; Class Baseball ( 1) .

Long and lanky, good-natured and care-free; four
little words, but they cont?-in a whole world of meaning and it suffices to know "Pep" to realize that they
all apply to him in the fullest extent of their meaning.
Long and lanky, we say! Yes, and his heart is just
as big as he is long, just as tender as he is lanky. To
say it all in a breath, "Sul" is a winner.
Who has ever seen "Sully" without that Gold-dust
smile? Who has ever seen him succumb to an attack
of the blues? Good humor is as natural to him, as
the Shamrock is dear to the heaft of an Irishman.
· l hey say that laughter is catching, and really we believe it, for to know "Sul" is lo laugh
with him.
Walter has never taken very much interest _in strenuous athletics, though had he preferred the speed of the cinder path to his favorite lengthy "hikes," his attenuated limbs
might have scissored a few records that "Andy" has left unshattered. Classics and the
sciences were forced to bow down before his attack, and it was without much resistance
that Philosophy and the higher lights of the classroom, capitulated to his persistent onslaughts.
"Nobody loves a fat man," but the lithe youths more than balance the ledger;consider the "Heartcrushing-Hank," the "Lovelorn-Luther," and our "Pre-eminently}· opular-Pep."
"Walt" with his jovial good-nature and natural a 1: ility, will, we belie ve, simply go
through life continually making h~s presence prized wherever he may happen to stray. It
is safe to venture that he will always make friends and friends spell success. "Opportunity is as tall as a man," is an echo of some sage, and "Sul" stands well over two yards
aloft in his stocking-feet. · What say?
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WALT ER

P.

Rochester, N. Y.

TALASKA

"Walt"

"Pole"

"Tal"

"Will My Soul Pass Through Old Ireland?"
President Pasteur Chemical Society (2); Prom Committee ( 4).

As neat a bundle of polished manhood as ever
sported a cravat or tilted a Stetson is our friend, the
"Pole." Whether he traces back his lineage directly
to some royal Polish family of a classic age, we have
never inquired. In fact, no other recommendatio:i is
needed than "Walt" himself, to know he is a real,
unadulterated "blueblood," a "thoroughbred" in his
very walk, in his talk and in his deeds.
"Walt" has no hobby, except that of being reliable
to everybody. Indeed, we believe that he makes this
hif "be all and e:1d all," for whenever a class list was
being consulted to speculate on the probable supporters for some "regular" function, the "Pole" was always considered as a "sure one." No
line was ever drawn through his name to signify that "Walt" was a slacker; no class roll
was ever called to which he did not respond with a hearty "aye."
For a long time "Walt" seemed convinced that he "was not born to be sacrificed
upon the altars of feminine fickleness," and was content to make his bi-weekly jaunts with
"Bill" and "F renchie" to ports unknown. However, we always felt somehow or other,
that this lad had qualifications and attractions which he did not care to demonstrate to us,
and so we were not entirely puzzled when we caught him now and then, in his own dignified manner, burning up things in a social way.
In our future recollections, whether they be occasioned by the loneliness of some
midnight watch, or brought to mind by some chance meeting of old friends, we shall always
linger on the memory of our manly pal, the "Pole."
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LANSING

K.

Inlet, N. Y.

TIFFANY

"Kirch"

"Lanse"

"Tiff"

"Chip"

"Who se Pretty Baby Are You Now?"
Promoter League Sacred Heart ( I , 2, 3, 4) ; Varsity Tennis
(3, 4); Captain and Manager ( 4); Class Basket~all
(3, 4); Class Football (3, 4); Winner Championship Tennis Tournament (3) ; Captain
Class Tennis (3 , 4); Class Dramatics (3 , 4).

Picture to yourself a lithe, sinewy, supple bundle
of fibers, cheeks as red as the reddest Oregonian apple,
(mdeed, many of our non-male friends have beheld
them, ever and anon, with envious eyes), hair of
Auburn tint, surmounting a forehead indicat'i'Ve of intellectual attainments, fl.ashing, deep brown eyes- we
pause for fear our meagre ability will scarce do him
justice,- and, behold, there is revealed to you the
Lansing, the Kirch, the Tiffany of 'I 7, tennis player
rnpreme, basketballer, baseballer, dancer and lady-charmer.
"Kirch" enjoys the distinct:on, unique in the annals of College Athletics, of being
manager, captain and coach of our "tennissers." We might extol his tennis achievements
" ad infinitum," but so versatile an individual has other accomplishments, which must needs
IJe praised.
As for dancing, we have it on good authority that "Chip" has "London Tapped"
on many doors, one-stepped merrily on two legs, and fox-trotted with an ease of bearing,
that won him the unqualified admiration of "Normalites," Casinites" and "Hischoolites."
In class, "Tiff" is so consistent in getting good marks that one never worries about
his success. The boys all aver that he is "right smart," and this brief statement is an apt
characterization of his class-room ability.
The name fiffany, as everyone is aware, is known from shore to shore, as representative of unsurpassed jewelry, and our "Tiff" has his own line of brilliant attainments, to
which the world must give a prominent setting.
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THOMAS J. ToDARELLI
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
"Tod" "Toddy" "Tom"
"In th e Valle)) of th e J-1 udson:·
Dramatics (I); Class F oo:ball (I, 2); Class D ramatics (2, 3,
4) ; Class Basketball (3, 4) ; Class D ebating T earn (2);
Varsity Football Squad (3, 4); Harmony Four (3, 4) ;
Cap and Gown Committee ( 4); Vice-President
A qui1. '.\.S Club ( 4) : S taff Stenographer
PURPLE PATCHER.

The curtain rises, the lights are dimmed; in the
calcium splendor our husky, broad-shouldered "Tod"
stands revealed. We have "Jacks" and "Joes" and
"Jobas," but only one "Tod." Strange to say, however, it is one of the most heralded names in Seventeen
o~ elsewhere. When football, basketball, baseball or
weight-throwing is announced, here shines our star.
Clever? Why boast of his prowess ?
Act:•ons speak
louder than words. What wo uld the "Harmony
What would the gym say if speech were one of its prop-

Four " do without its baritone?
erties?
Worcester is large; Spencer is far away; Grafton is not near, yet "Toddy's" name
and fame are near and dear to the heart of many a darling lass dwelling within these
cherished domains.
Seventeen will never forget "Tom's'' wonderful work as guard on our victorious
q uintet of basket shooters. Being too modest to assume credit, it nevertheless was showered upon him. .Seventeen was never ungrateful.
Besides , " T od" was a scholar. Seldom do we meet with such a combination of
talents, but so we found 1-r:m, always a topnotcher, and seeking new fields to conquer.
Yes, "Toddy" has done much. There is yet a deal of latent power_behind the
deep, brown, liquid eyes of our Southern-blooded brother, that will bring him success and
renown.
You could be a dancing tutor, "Toddy," but we are anticipating greater things.
Carry the banner of ' l 7 with you, for on it we seem to read , "In hoc signo vinces."
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]AM ES L. TRAVIS
"Jim"

Waterbury, Conn.
"Jimmy"

"ft"s a L ong, Lon g Way lo Tipperary.""
Class F oo:ball (I, 2) ; Varsity Foo.ball Squad (I, 2, 3) ;
Team (4); Chairman B. J. F. Committee on D ebates (4) ;
Non-professional D ebate (3); Banquet Speaker (3);
Banquet Committee (3); Class Track (I, 2, 3, 4).

''T" is pretty far down on the alphabetical list, but
" Travers" is high up on the list of honored names in
the roll of " ' 17," and that we have used up so much
o f our complimentary vocabulary is a pity, for "Jim"
deserves a large share of it. Ever a hard, earnest
worker, sincerity and pen:everance are the trade-marks
of Jim's handiwork, and characte1·~ze all his efforts.
Whether in class or on the gridiron, on the rostrum · or
along the corridor, Jim put his best into whatever he
did, and the results were always a credit to him.
T o the undergraduate he was perhaps best known as a football player, and surely
he earned his reputation for dependency. Four grilling seasons found "Jim'' ever faithful, and when he graduated from the ranks of the heroic subs and made the "big trips"
in 191 6, ending by being awarded his letters, not a man in the class but was almost as
glad as if he had won them himself.
If "Jim" were the only factory whistle in Waterbury, home industries would
certainly be crippled, for he never "blows." Slow to express himself, but clear thinking,
is this son of Connecticut, and the few words that he does say in class are well worth
listening to. Upon occasion, he has treated us to a pleasing flow of oratory, and those
deep, rolling accents and well-modulated tones brought forth many an admiring comment
lrom the powers that be. Did "Jim" ever come ~nto your room and borrow a book?
T hen you know what he reads, and it is said that by a man's books you may well judge
him. Frivolous, trashy , "clever stories" had no attract:on for him. Time spent in not
learning something is time wasted, and this manly, grave classmate of ours is out to win.
If intent be portent as well, we know he will, and the good- fellowship, sincerity and per~everance of his college days will be his best asset.
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]AMES B. WHALEN

Manchester, N. H.

"Bohan"

"Jim"

"Pom-Pom."'

Promoter League Sacred Heart (I, 2, 3, 4); Class Dramatics
(3, 4); Vice-President Scientific Society (3); Secretary
( 4) ; Prom Committee ( 4).

"Ready ! Action ! Camera ! "
It was easy for "Bohan." He is always "ready,"
that is to say, agreeable; the "action" he perfectly
· ignored as usual, and the click of the camera was mus;c
to his ears in the sense that it ended the work of posing,
and to "Porn-Porn" that was everything, for he is
genuinely, hopelessly anti-work.
The mo·st striking characteristic about "Porn-Porn"
lo a stranger, is his clever appearance; he always looks like five minutes after a cold plunge,
a dean shave, and a grooming from "Jeeves." To those who know him, the entire
outfit, the whole "Bohan," intrinsic and extrinsic, is striking. He is a real blood, mentally , morally and soc·ially.
·fhe boy has seen two years Prep service, and the four collegiate. Serving all this
time, "Bohan ," at the eleventh hour previous to an exam, would invariably tie himself
up in a Morris chair with a plentitude of cigarettes at hand, and in an amazingly short
lime would throw the books away with an appropriate remark or so, and the next morning
wo uld crush the "stu ff" for eighty-five or n-:nety. This does not augur unpropitiously
for his future.
James B. places dancing and a toothache in the same category. Not without
reason, either: he took a prim female to the Junior Hop , and she did not walk for a
month. According to "Bohan," she was hopeless; her dainty little pumps were usually
between his and the floor.
A tip-top, regal chap ~s Whalen, with the most wonderful disposition we have encountered, a real pride to Seventeen. We say good-bye with regret and wish him a
plush-lined path in life.
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JOSEPH

F.

Worcester, Mass.

WHALEN

"Joe"
"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling."
Banquet Committee (2) ; Glee Club ( 1, 2) ; Assistant Prefect
Day Scholars Sodality (3) ; Prefect ( 4) ; Associate
Editor PURPLE PATCHER.

From the Prep department we recc:•v ed this brighteyed, busy, bustling youth of the type that has helped
to make Worcester synonomous with prosperity.
Good-natured, prepossessing, clever and industrious
are a few of the adjectives which come to the mind
upon meeting him. We who have known him for
four years are ready to avow that the first impression .
he produces is unconditionally materially true and formally correct, for we name him as one of the most
energetic and esteemed members of the class.
"Joe" reminds one of a Daniel O'Connell, a sort
of power to be reckoned with, a man to whom duty call s and receives a ready answer;
.::nd an altruist who can scorn self-interest in quest of the common good, whether the community in question be the College, Class or K . of C. In fact, "Joe's" interest, praise,
appeal and general enthusiasm led many skept~cal recruits to brave the perils of the third
degree.
It is more difficult, comparatively speaking, to know a "day boy" as thoroughly as
the resident students, but "Joe" is an exception, for many times, when Ounphonian
metaphysics was occupying the whole-hearted attention of the locker-room contingent,
the seraphic-eyed Whalen was couched in Suite 4 -5, first floor Beaven, gleefully engaged
in absorbing the worldly wisdom of Bergen and "Mac." However, "Joe" is and always
was a loyal supporter and prime mover in everything that promised the furtherance of the
"day-dodgers' " glory.
That "Joe" will be a fitting representative of the "Hill College" we are all convinced ; and whether the trenches of F ranee or the quiet schoolroom will be his field of
action, we wish him the spoils of the victor.
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HENRY

E.

Lynn, Mass.

WINSTON

"Heinie"

"Harry"

"Hank"

"An Island In An Ocean of Cirls."

Dramatics (I) ; Treasurer Philomathic (I) ; Lecturer P. C. S.
(2); Assistant Librarian (2); Registrar (3); Chief Librarian (4); Non-professional Debating Team (3); Secretary St. John Berchman 's Society (2) ; President
( 4) ; Assistant Master of Ceremonies (3) ;
Master of Ceremonies ( 4); Business
Board PURPLE PATCHER; Rules
Committee B. J. F. (4); Class
Track (I, 2, 3, 4);
Cass F oolball ( 4); Class Dramatics (3, 4); Civil
Service (I, 2, 3, 4).

A true rnn of New England, with cheeks all aglow,
eyes beaming wonderingly, of manner quite distinct,
uttered a friendly " 'Lo, Boys" one fair September
afternoon ~ome few years ago; and truly, he has been
re1gnmg m the hearts of his fellow-classmen and in the hearts of the fairest of Worcester
ever smce , has "Hank." But, let it be sa·id to his credit, "Heinie" has not contented
himself with the conquering of hearts, but has turned his attention to other fields of
activity as well.
Historical evidence shows that "Harry" is an old-time star. Visit his room, where
about the walls are tastefully displayed many ribbons won in past encounters, and in truth,
are flaunted newspaper clippings and pictures depicting "young Winston in the high jump."
As commander-in-chief of an efficient corps of Librarians, "Heinie" has advised and doled
out our reading matter in such pleasing variety that we have never once, during the past
year, been afflicted with that chronic mental malady, literary indigestion.
It really reems that almost all branches of endeavor found "Hank" interested in
their promotion. It would indeed be absolute folly to attempt to forecast a future for a
man of such diven:e talents as Henry; and having been so feeble an historian, we fear to
prove an even more inept prophet, and thus, gentle and fair reader, do injustice
to "Heinie's" career, and your judgment of him.
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GERARD

M.

"Zim"

ZIMMERMAN

"Jerry"

"Zimbo"

Buffalo, N. Y.
"He·: nie"

"A u! Wieders ehen."
Varsity Football ( 1, 2, 3, 4); Class Basketball (I , 2, 3, 4);
Captain ( 4); Prom Reception Committee ( 4).

Enter: the well-groomed, gilded scion, with a perfectly-at-ease poise, with an open admiration for anything real and thoroughbred, the steady student, the
::parkling, epigrammatic, conversationalist, and the gentleman to the finger tips.
Now permit us the honor- 'tis "Zim," the popular
Buffalonian, an out and out Seventeener, a man ever
alert for the smallest opening to score with a tw:nkling
"Zimi:: tic" remark, and an object of wonder in the
feminine world.
Here is one of those fortunate chaps, who without
any apparent effort or desire, after meeting a lady
(young or old, clever or stupid, blooming or ghastly-doesn't make any difference- )
can, at just the proper moment, weave in the smile, look sort of boyish, Chesterfield it
wonderfully, and talk glibly, with the rernlt that he "gets 'em ": in five minutes, they are
virtually on a leash, chained to him; and strangely, this result is a matter of absolute indifference to him.
"Zim" is an athlete, every inch from his St. Vincent feet to his undulating coiffure,
and between the two points, the boy is reinforced with a luxuriant, plenteous crop of inches.
In hi s Junior and Senior years, by wonderful work as Varsity tackle, he became recognized
as one of the greatest that Holy Cross has ever had.
As center on our basketball team for four years, he has shown h:m :elf to be a "keystone de luxe," and under his captaincy, this year's team romped home a w:nner by several
lengths.
"Heinie" has always been one of the big men of the class, not only phys:cally, but
morally, and in Senior he bloi:somed out still more, by establishing a chronological basis
for all class activities.
Here is a real, hearty, "good-luck," "Zim," for you are a pure gold, ace-high
product of a pure gold, ace-high class.
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Wqe illampus Q!lnrk
Sometimes a grin, sometimes a frown,
Wears the face of the campus clock,
As the twinkling lights of Worcester town
Smile up at the campus clock:
And the laggards quail at the stern, cold gaze,
Relentless and sure as the march of days
On the face of the campus clock.

-G. F.

ROESCH .

®tltcrrs of tqr ~nly Q.trnss J\tqlrtir J\ssndattnn
Hllfi-1917
Moderator .
Graduate Manager
President
Vice-President.
Sccretar}}
Treasurer

REV. FRANCIS

J.
J.

THOMAS
EDWARD
JoHN

J.

X. A

FAHERTY,
RUSSELL,

McNAMARA,

JoHN J. McPADDEN,
)OHN W. MAHONEY,

BYRNE, S.J.

'08
'17
'1 7
'18
'18

ADVISORY SENATE
PR ES ID E NT AND SECRETARY OF ATHLETI C ASSOCIATION

Manager of Football
Captain of Football
Man ager of Baseball
Captain of Baseball
Manager of Track .
Captain of Track .
Manager and Captain of Tennis .

WILLIAM

L.

LEBLING,

RAYMOND F. LYNCH,
EDWARD
]OHN

J.

J.

RUSSELL,

NORTON,

'1 7

'18

'17

'17

ARCHIBALD F. McGRATH,

'17

'17
TIFFANY, '17

ANDREW B. KELLY,
LANSING K.

COACHES

Football .
Baseball
Tracie

LUKE

J.

KELLEY, Notre Dame,

]ESSE

C.

BURKETT

BART. F. SULLIVAN
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VI EWS OF PRINCETON GAM E

BOWDOIN-HOLY CROSS GAME
Foley Going Around Bowdoin 's End for a Touchdown

1J1nntbnll

T

HE season of nineteen hundred and sixteen dawned with prospects full of promise
and hope. For the first time in the history of Holy Cross, one of the "Big Four"
was to be seen in action on the Fitton Gridiron. New and l:etter teams were to be
found on the schedule and the material was apparently good.
It was on September the twenty-third that the Connecticut Aggies, a new team on
the schedule, opened the season and took away a seven to nothing defeat. However, this
little skirmish was only a slight indication of what was yet to come. With Princeton
coming the following Saturday, a hard season was staring us omioously in the face. After
a grilling week, filled to the brim with stiff workouts and severe training, the greatest event
in the life of Worcester Athletics took place. Though outweighed and up against a
stalwart football machine, the eleven put up a wonderful game, fighting all of the way,
so that when the final whistle blew, although defeated, we had won an honorable defeat.
Then came Bates and we sent her glumly away as we happily added another game
to our winning column. On the plains of old West Point, we were neatly defeated on
Saturday next, and for the first time gloom settled in the Purple camp.
Sanford's machine of hardy warriors was tackled, and after plucky, persistent fighting throughout four full periods, we were able to say, "Well done," for the score stood,
Rutgers 14, Holy Cross 6. Now to Portland we went and when we returned we brought
with us a scalp which had previously belonged to Bowdoin. But, alas, we only got home
in time to be most severely "steam rollered" by Fordham.
The Varsity Seconds easily trounced Worcester Tech in due form, and now we
were r~ady for the season's worst, for Boston College had been planning long and strenuously. Thanksgiving was a sorry sort of a day, the weather was the worst possible and
the game had to be postponed until Saturday, two days later. After "watchful waiting"
throughout these two days-oh, how long they were !-the event was at hand. Our team
got away to a bad start and in consequence had to overcome a lead of fourteen points.•
With characteristic spirit, the now determined eleven ripped and tore that Boston College
team until the score was tied. Then--at the critical moment Boston College booted the
pigskin over the bar for the three points that won the game. And,-we came away from
Boston a sadder and wiser lot of H. C. men, aching for the season of 191 7 when there
will be a different story told.
Reckoning from the scores for the season we cannot admit immediate success, but
observing the strides towards future greatness which were taken during the fall of 191 6,
we must say that the season was far more splendid and far better than those of many
preceding years.

l
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1J1not hall IDrihutrn
GERARD M. ZIMMERMAN
When the curtain rang down on the football season
of 191 6 and it came to the selection of intercollege and
intersectional teams, all were unanimous in placing
"Zim" on the All-Jesuit College Team of the East.
Having been a wearer of the football "H. C." for only
two years, his rise in the "world of the pigskin" has been
really phenomenal. Constantly working untiringly and
unflinchingly, he came to the top so that no matter how
good the opponent pitted opposite him, that man never
withdrew from the fray without knowing that he had
hammered hard and been hammered twice as hard. The
fall of 191 7 will see Coach Cavanaugh at a loss to find
a man to fill the gap which "Zim's" graduation will leave
in the line.

JOSEPH F. CAIN
In football "J obah" had a career which was much
like a "flash in the pan." Having made his mark in his
Sophomore, he retired on his laurels only venturing forth
in the fall of each year to coach the class football team,
and- of course, you know that he turned out some decidedly select aggrega tions.
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EDWARD P. COOK

It was not wholly "Doc's" own fault that he did not
make his football "H. C." before his Senior year, for it
seems to have been his ill-fortune to be se ·verely injured
the previous fall when he was lacking but a few minutes
of the required periods necessary to gain the coveted insignia. But being more or less like the ever-persistent
cork which cannot be kept under water, he was back in
harness in 191 6 and attained the much desired monogram-and deservedly , too.

JAMES L. TRAVIS
For four long seasons "Jim" was a familiar fi gure 0 :.1
Fitton Field, but he always seemed to be just a little lack-•
ing when it came to the awarding of the football "letters."
But he fought the game to the finish and now he has won,
for he has the proud privilege of being a football "H. C."
man. It is the old, old story of trying and trying again ,
and then--trying once more, and then- success.
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TIMOTHY J. DALEY
Capability of using his opportunities, or in other words,
ability to pick a hole in his opponent's line, together with
"head work" and physical endurance which allowed him
to stand up under a tremendous amount of pounding and
punishment, have been the reasons for "Tim's" football
success at Holy Cross. His is a character which knows
no such word as "quit." He is a plodder who hates the
color with an orange or yellow hue. It has been said, and
undouStedly quite truthfully at that, "Tim" c,::rnnot exist
in the same vicinity with an individual having a saffron
tinted temperament.

JOHN G. O'CONNOR
One of the mo3t consistent tackles that ever bolstered
up a Purple line and a tower of strength against the most
savage plungers of Carlisle, West Point, Harvard, Cornell, and many others, for three years "Jack" passed
through each season unscathed and unruffled. To the
sorrow of all lovers of a clean sportsman, "Jack" was so
severely injured in the Connecticut Aggies' game that he
was forced to retire from school for the remainder of the
year. Our well-wishes are with him.
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OR the first time in the history of our memorable
sojourn at Holy Cross, we have seen the baseball season begun with true vim and gusto.
Coming unpretentiously and quietly, though not unheralded and unknown, Coach Jesse Burkett has
whipped into excellent form a nine with almost a completely new infield. After returning from one of the
most successful Southern Training Trips in yearshaving won six games and lost but one- Pennsylvania
was met in the opening game of the year in W orcester. The contest was hard played for eleven innings
until Penn. was able to score the run that won the
game, 3 -2.
Two years ago we saw "Johnnie" Nor ton, then a
mere Sophomore, work his hardest with a mediocre
team, but his efforts to captain a victorious nine were
vain and fruitless. This year it will not be so, for
whose efforts can be in vain when the material falls
not to mere mediocrity but rather rises to a standard
par excellence?
The work of the new men promises to be sensational. Already Duggan at second and Santoro at
third have uncorked some stunts of the stellar variety,
while "Mallo" Maloney is displaying exceptionally
attractive fielding at first. The pitching staff has been
creditably augmented by the addition of Ryan, a local
EDW A RD J. RussELL
youngster with a lot of speed and good control. Gill
Pres ident of the A. A .
and Donnellan. in better form than ever, are on the
mound again this season, while "Jim" Spillane is the regular backstop with Daniels for
emergency duty. " r-\ick" Bowen, "Tip" O'Neil and "Wiggie" are pulling the high
ones out of the air ah che time, and Captain Norton is-well, he is just acting natural as
he continues to display his old-time skill.
When a team hits the ball as the present nine is hitting it, and when there is unity of
action with co-ordination and co-operation such as there is now, the best opponents will
scarcely give the winning column "a lean and hungry look." It is heartily regretted that
the schedule has been so grossly wrecked by the cancellations due to the temporary abandonment of Athletics in a large number of the schools and universities because of the
unfortunate state of the nation. However, a record of ten victories out of the twelve games
that have been played as we go to print is not by any means an unsuccessful season.
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®ur Wrihutr to Qtaptaiu 3Jot,u Norion
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OUR years ago "Johnnie" Norton enlisted in our ranks .
His baseball ability being much heralded and well known,
John lived on his reputation, as far as we were concerned, until
the following spring. It is doubtless a fact that others spent more
time thinking about his record as a shortstop than he did himself,
for being the modest, retiring type of fellow, he is one who oi1ly
remembers the achievements of others and forgets his own. Well,
when it came time to distribute the places on the diamond, John
was assigned to the third sack. Here he lived up to all expectations, displaying a brand of baseball tha t seemed second nature
with him.
The following year saw his appointment to the Captaincy,
though at that time he was a mere Sophomore. With cha racteristic ardor and spirit, he took up the task of leading successfully,
what gave early evidence of being a more or less colorless nine.
Doing his utmost and playing as good a personal game as at any
time in his college career, he was forced to pilot a merely me:liocre team throughout the season.
Last season he was shifted to the shortstop position, where he
is even more natural and "at home" than at third, if it is po3sible
to be "at home" and "more at home." Once more he gave his
best efforts to the Purple, but a team cannot be a winner with too
many weak spots and that seemed to be the difficulty in nineteen
hundred and sixteen. Beginning with an array of much touted
material, the nine gave excellent promise, but in due time it began
to lose often and steadily with the obvious result that it was perhaps the worst failure in years.
Realizing that individual players cannot make a real team, but that it takes unity
of will and intellect together with co-ordinated effort and ability, Captain Norton- for
he is again Captain- is now joining his endeavors with those of Coach Jesse Burkett in
bringing about the desired result. And unquestionably "Johnnie" is going to have the
real satisfaction of leading one of the neatest and fastest teams that Holy Cross has had
m many, many years.
Though Seventeen has not given a large number of baseball men to the team, she
has more than compensated for the lack in number by increased ability and prowess, for
Norton stands in class that has been attained by few on the Hill of Pleasant Springs"Jack" Barry and himself. Long after Nineteen Hundred and Seventeen has faded into
the distance will the name Norton be a by-word in baseball c;:ircles at Holy Cross as well
as in the centers of the National Pastime in New England.
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OUR R ECORD-B R EAKING RELAY TEAM
DOYLE,

'18

D UNPHY,

'17

MAHO NEY ,

'18

CAPT. KELLY

'17

Winners over the B. A. A. Team in the Coast Ar tillery Corps Games, Boston, January 27th.
Their time was 2 minutes, 28 2-5 seconds for 1280 yards,- a new world's record.

IDraik
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ROM the first crack of the starter's pistol until the last snapping of the tape at the
finish of the nineteen hundred and seventeen indoor season, the Purple T rackmen
were up on their toes. It was at the Coast Artillery Games in Boston that the
speedy quartet, Captain Kelly, Dunphy, Mahoney and Doyle, performed the first spectacular work of the winter. Covering the distance of 1280 yards in 2 minutes, 28 2-5
seconds, they hung up a new world's record in this event and incidentally showed their
heels to the B. A. A. Relay, a team comprising the best in the country.
At the Boston Athletic Association Games on February third, the Boston College
Four was most decisively trounced, being left almost a lap behind at the finish.
Meeting Harvard at the Hartford Naval Militia Meet in Hartford, Conn., we were
nosed out by a yard after forcing her to do her best from start to finish.
And now the big event of the East was at hand, the New England Indoor Championships were to be run on March third. Here was our opportunity to show just what
our individuals were worth. And we did; for when the last tape was broken and all the
smoke had clear~d, we had three New England Championships neatly tucked away.
Foley had won the sixty, Doyle the three hundred and Burke the six hundred yard dash.
Running against Harvard once more, together with Princeton, Cornell and Penn at
the Meadowbrook Athletic Association Games, our relay placed second, with Harvard
first, Princeton third and Cornell and Penn trailing behind.
A week later Captain Kelly, competing in a field of the best to be found anywhere,
sprinted away with the three hundred yard event at the National Championships, when he
se~ a new world's record by covering the distance in 31 2-5 seconds. And thus the
curtain was fittingly rung down at the end of a perfect indoor track season.
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Photo b}} Paul Th ompso n
"Andy" Kelly Finishing First in a F ast 220 Yards
at the Brooklyn Games, August, 1916.

Holder World's Indoor R ecord , 300 yards, 31 2-5
National Indoor Champion , 300 yards.
New England Intercollegiate Champion, IO0-yard
New E ngland Intercollegiate Champion, 220-yard
Captain of World's Record Relay T earn for 1280

seconds.
Dash, 9 4-5 seconds.
Dash, 21 2-5 seconds.
yards, indoors.

Some runners are born and others are made, and it seems an undoubted fact that
Captain "Andy" Kelly classifies with the former. "Andy" joined the 191 7 ranks four
years ago, with plenty of innate ability and a good amount of experience, so that it was
only a matter of a few short months until he began to loom up as a "comer" in New
England track circles. "Andy" can certainly do his bit when it comes to the quarter, as
was evidenced during the past winter when he ran anchor man on the fastest relay team
that Holy Cross has had in many, many years. They never come too fast and fierce for
him; as some one has said of him, "the faster they come the better he likes them; the
greater their reputations, the easier he trims them."
In Freshman year, "Abie" ran lead-off man on the Relay that took the measure of
Georgetown, Dartmouth and Worcester Tech. Besides this, he won handicap events too
numerous to chronicle in this account.
During his Sophomore season, he again ran lead-off man on the Relay T earn. This
team defeated M. I. T. and Boston College and only stopped with these because of inability to secure other opponents. That year he won the SO-yard dash at the New
England A. A. U. Championships. He was one of the quartet composing the Relay
which, running at the Penn Relay Carnival, showed its heels to some of the best college
fours in the United States. In the dual meets of the spring he was always to be relied
upon to walk away with the 100 and 220-yard dashes.
Junior year saw him a member of the Relay T earn which forced Boston College to
take the count. At the New England A . A. U. Championships in Boston, he ran away
with the 60 and the 300-yard dashes and later won the 300-yard National Championship.
His quartet was again a victor at the Penn Relay Carnival. He set up two new records
for New England when he sprinted home in the 100 in 9 4-5 seconds, and in the 220 in
21 2-5 seconds at the New England lntercollegiates at Springfield.
During the past year, besides captaining the team, he has run as anchor man on the
World's Champion Relay T earn, which set the B. A. A. behind, to say nothing of
Boston College, Princeton, Cornell and Penn. He easily won the 300-yard event at the
National Championship Games when he lowered the world's record from 32 1-5 to
31 2-5 seconds.
All in all "Andy" is one of the fleetest in the running game. If you are incredulous,
just watch him in action on the cinders, convince yourself and-incidentally, see one of the
prettiest races you have ever seen.
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wrack (if rihutrs
JOHN

J.
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For four years, Jack has been a wearer of the Track
"H. C." His specialty has been the long-winded events
such as the mile and two-mile races. But from this one
cannot judge that he is what might be called "a longwinded fellow.'' Quite the contrary, never pushing himself forward when the occasion does not call for it, Jack
has had not only a successful track record, but has also
made many and sincere friends at Holy Cross. He is
quite as good a quarter-miler as there is to be found anywhere, and consequently has been a member of the Relay
T earn three out of his four collegiate track seasons. He
attained the apex of his career when he helped to defeat
the B. A. A. Four at the Coast Artillery Corps Games
in Boston, when a new world's record was made for the
1280-yard relay race.

WILLIAM P. BOLAND
Bill has had his little fling at the cinders, too. It
was early in his college career that he first won the
coveted track insignia. Though he gave much promise
of doing bigger and better things later, for some mysterious reason he suddenly gave up all track activities
and thus one of the best prospects which Coach Sullivan has had in some time was lost to the Purple flying
squad. Only on a few special occasions since then
have we had the pleasure of seeing Boland in action.
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THE 1916 TRACK AND FIELD MEN
Brawley
MacDonnell
Boland

Laflin
Dunphy
Gagnon

Asst. Mgr, McGrath
Capt.-Elect Kelly
Connolly

Mgr. Griffin
Capt. Higgins
Mahoney

Coach Sullivan
Reilly
Doyle

Grad. Mgr. Faherty
Foley
Harney

Mooney

L. McCarthy
\V. McCarthy
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F the various athletic activities at Holy Cross, we must call attention to tennis, which
though a minor sport has made rapid strides during our four years' sojourn on
Mount St. James.
Immediately after we had settled down to our first year of college life, the annual
fall tournament began and the winner of this was our classmate, Archie White. In
Sophomore year the championship fell to a Senior, Bernard Smyth. "Barney" and his
brother, Ed, were the shining lights of the following spring tennis season, and in doubles
formed an almost invincible pair. The other members of the team were P. Pronovost,
Andrew Quinn and Hugh Ewing.
Coming back in the fall of '1 5, we found four new courts waiting and ready for
trial. Twelve courts now being at the disposal of the students, the tennis prospects were
greatly brightened and the tournament was eagerly awaited. The honors once more came
back to "Seventeen," when in the final round Lansing K. Tiffany defeated the veteran
Pierre Pronovost in straight sets.
As soon as the weather permitted, spring practice began, and trials were held for
positions on the team, resulting as follows: Tiff any, Killeen, McManus, Pronovost, Gates
and Quinn. This team opened the season on May 5, by defeating the Worcester Tennis
Club, 5-4. The season's schedule comprised games with Tufts, Brown, Springfield
Y. M. C. A. and the Worcester Country Club and was much in advance of that of the
previous year.
In the fall of '16 Lansing K. Tiffany, Inlet, N. Y., was elected captain and manager of the team and extensive plans were begun for the coming season. Arrangements
were upset, however, by the declaration of war causing many colleges to cancel all athletic
activities. Despite this fact, the call for candidates was issued, and Tiff any, F. McManus,
Killeen, and N. Fitzgerald were picked for the team. The first match against Massachusetts Institute of Technology, May 5, was cancelled on account 'Df snow and rain. On
May 9 Brown was tied, 3-3, and in Springfield on May 16 the Y. M. C. A College
was also tied, 3-3. Remaining games are: May 26, Springfield Y. M. C. A. at
Worcester; May 28, Brown at Providence; May 30, M. I. T. at Worcester. Under the
coaching of Fr. Cronin, S.J., the work of the team has improved steadily, and we can
cheerfully look forward to the culmination of the most successful tennis seasons Holy Cross
has ever had.
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TENNIS TEAM
Killeen

Fitzgerald
Captain Tiffany

McManus

Wrnnis Wributr
LANSING K. TIFF ANY
Much praise is due to "Kirk" for his excellent work
in raising tennis at Holy Cross to the high standard it
has lately attained. Some of us will recall that tbere was
a time when Alma Mater could boast of four courts
only. But that was back in 1913, when the history of
"the noisy game" was an unwritten story on the Hill of
Pleasant Springs. Due to the enthusiasm of men like
"Tiff," who seems to hJ.ve amused himself in the cradle
with a racket while most of us wielded a rattle, the game
made rapid strides, eight more courts were laid out and
"Tiff" ruled the day. Since then he has captained and
managed a good squad, won several fall tournament3
and has gone down in tennis history as a charter member
of the white-lined courts.
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HE memory of many a Holy Cross production still lives, and unlike the glory of
famous football stars, th·e glory of our dramatic stars still casts its encircling shadows.
The memory of "The Twelfth Night," "Hamlet," "King Lear," and many
others, enacted some twenty years ago, still hold their places in pleasant memories.
Shakespeare has indeed found some fitting representatives to portray his immortal art
in the annals of Holy Cross Dramatics, and the play of "Henry IV," staged this year,
proved no exception to the rule. It was one of the greatest successes yet attempted. The
finesse of production, the mastery of conception and the great display of ability, has won
for Holy Cross the greatest of praise. The current opinion was indeed most favorable,
and in comparison with productions of former years, it fully upheld the traditions.
In this year's production the important parts were entrusted to the ability of '1 7 men.
Throughout the last four years the members of 191 7 have taken an active interest in
College Dramatics, and in every production have well represented the college. This year
John F. Dolan, Clifford W. Klenk, Frank J. Horan and James H. McCarthy distinguished themselves in a most becoming manner, and the success of the play is largely due
to their efforts. The Dramatic Society itself was under the leadership of 191 7, having
Frank J. Horan as President and John F. Dolan as Vice-President. Judging from the
plays of the past, and from those of recent years, up to the last production, the success of
Holy Cross in Dramatics cannot be doubted. May the day soon dawn when she will
assume her proper place on the enviable pinnacle of success, and the worthy monument of
fame, as the leading college in dramatic art.
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SEVENTEEN IN SCENE FROM HENRY IV
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ECOURSE from the crowding cares of the curriculum is enioyably sought at the
regular weekly meetings of the Philomathic, Fitton or B. J. F. Debating Societies .
. Herein are discussed timely questions, political, economic, and social. First the
question under debate is treated pro and con by four members who have become thoroughly
conversant with the matter and unearthed the vital points at issue; then follows an open
discussion from the floor, which is always keenly taken up. In this manner the student
who has not the time or is not disposed to follow the meaty journalistic treatises in the
daily papers may acquire a succinct and pithy knowledge of current topics and world
issues which will make him the keystone member of the "cracker-barrel" circle, or more
than an intelligent listener at any polemic political conversation.
During the days of Freshman and Sophomore, when Seventeen could boast a corpulent enrollment, the Philomathic attained record membership and a high standard of
discussion through our loyal support. Many terms of past success point the way to a
brighter future for this oratorical organization, and in intercollegiate debating the Philomathic has always maintained a standard which many victories uphold, and no shameful
defeat has ever marred. The Fitton is a new society, having its charter for o:ily 'i:wo
years, but its vigorous activity during that period augurs many score more seasons of lusty
life.
The B. J. F., which is the oldest society of any sort in the college, takes its name
from the initials of former Bishop Benedict Joseph Fenwick. Membership is open to the
Senior and Junior classes. A new constitution was drawn up in 1914, and the society
has expanded considerably since. During the first term last year the membership was one
hundred and twenty. Internal interests and difficulty in obtaining opponents have combined to keep the B. J. F. in the background of intercollegiate activity, but some ground
was made up when the Dual Debate was held with the crack Fulton teams of Boston
College last winter, resulting in an even break, which we trust will not stand long. With
larger upper classes being ushered in each passing year, the B. J. F. is certain to expand
and prosper and make its one-time and long-time members rejoice in its success, and abet
its every activity.
OFFICERS OF

B.

J.

F.

S eco nd T erm

First T erm

J. T.

DILLON

A. j.

POT HIER

w.

CONNELL

A.H.
C.

GAGNON

O'NEIL

President
Vice-President
S ec retary
Treasurer
C ensor
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"VIDES UT ALTA STET NIVE"

Jloly Qlronn Ntgqt
When a Holy Cross man yearns for the ecstatic
thrill of quondam college days, when he seeks to
unify his happy memories thereof, when he would feel
again the swelling of the heart as he pledges loyalty
to the Purple, his reveries turn to a certain Holy Cross
Night, for a Holy Cross Night is the epitome of all
that is best in college life. Then do the men of Holy
Cross,-faculty, alumni and students,-gather in
good fellowship to pay homage to the Alma Mater
who has always and will always cherish them.
The night is a longed-for night. Freshmen eagerly
await it cecause of its promise of a rollicking, Gargantuan banquet and an evening of cheer; but to the
upper classmen it is an evening tinged with a feeling
of sorrow, for to them it is the closing of another chapter in their college life. · In their breasts there surges
a passionate longing to make the Freshmen true Holy
Cross men and to renew their vows of fidelity to the
Purple.
The Senior, deep down in his heart, dreads the
coming of Holy Cross Night, and when, in the newlyJoHN M . H1cc1 Ns
acquired dignity of cap and gown, he rises to sing his
Chief Marshal
class song, is it so wondrously strange that his voice
is not altogether steady, that his program becomes a
trifle blurred? This is his last Holy Cross Night, for even though he return in later life,
the absence of his former classmates will but intensify that misery of parting which he
dimly senses now.
Marshal John M. Higgins very nearly dispelled our sorrows altogether last November; no more successful Holy Cross Night has ever been known. But this is injustice! It
is insidious detraction! Verily, the Holy Cross Night of Seventeen was the most glorious
in the annals of the college and not to be compared with any other. The credit is due to
Marshal Jack and his untiring assistants.
The Freshmen were not disappointed, for the banquet was truly Homeric; there
was no lack of good cheer, and Marshal Higgins' play, "Seventy-five to Twenty-five," was
a delightfully entertaining climax to the night of nights.
Everyone that took part in the preparations and program of our Holy Cross Night
deserves high praise and may be assured that he has gained the undying gratitude of
Seventeen.
··
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PROGRAMME
HOLY

CROSS

NIGHT

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER FOURTEENTH, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN

OVERTURE-Attaque des Ulans
College Orchestra

Bohm

INTRODUCTION

John M. Higgins, '17

ADDRESS

William J. Cahill, Jr., '07
SENIOR CLASS SONG
(Air:

"Somewhere a Voice i,, Callir. ~")
AVE ATQUE VALE!

Vale, nu,.-:, lux praeclara
Mater virorum tu;
Cras abeundi nati
Semper attende nos.
-Norbert J. Henzel, '17

Ave, amata mater
lam salutamus no~;
Aethera, pontus, terra
Laudent ubique te.
ADDRESS

Rev. William A. Keefe, '99

ADDRESS

Thomas W. Wickham, M.D., '09

Gillet

SELECTION-"Entr' acte Gavotte
College Orchestra

Hon. David I. Walsh, '93

ADDRESS
Ex-Governor of Massachusetts

SELECTION-"The Bells of Shandon"
College Glee Club
Rev. George S. L. Connor, '07

ADDRESS. ·

"SEVENTY-FIVE TO TWENTY-FIVE"
( One-Act Farce)

Deane

FINALE-"Royal Purple"
College Orchestra
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I met a grad of long ago
And he stopped and collared me ;
He spoke of things I did not know
So I listened thoughtfully.

"Farther and farther every day
We sailed on time's high sea,
But a leader was wanted for the fray
For storms loomed on the lee.

' 'I'll hold you with a wondrous tale;
There was a ship," quoth he,
And into Time's dim, distant vale
He bore his memory.

"We hunted the ship for a Captain
And a captain was found in the hunt,
And the Hunt began in a Martin
So the Captain was Martin Hunt.

"The name of the ship was 'Seventeen'
And her crew of princely boys
Soon won my heart, for they were keen
And loved life's finer joys.

"But Marty slipped in the stormy blast
Into the ocean deep,
Yet as long as memory or man shall last
A place in our hearts he will keep.

''The ship was cheered, the harbor cleared,
Merrily did we drop;
The sea of time soon fully bleared
Old High School's lighthouse top.

"Many went down in the fearful storm
For the ship had lost her head,
And seemed as a monstrous, ghostly. form
A s on through time we sped.
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THE RIME OF THE GOOD SHIP SEVENTEEN-Continued

" 'Porky' and Maurice had stood on board
Battling with might and main
Against the sea that howled and roared,
But both gave up in vain.

"A wireless call- the call 'C. U.'Buzzed and sounded loud,
And when it reached our waning crew
We lost another crowd.

••Lebling as pilot now guided the ship
But soon gave up his ward;
For he had been rightly given the tip
To care for the strong-armed squad.

''The Mid-Year's-like a submarineAnd orals of U-Boat kind
Bore down upon old 'Seventeen'
And left but few behind.

"Now a bunch of the boys went fishing
Mahan, Costello and Greg
To seek for their own life's finest thingY our indulgence for them we beg.

"For two long years we'd travelled on
Like Rumler from coast to coast
And another Captain the crown did don
Whose leadership we toast.

"R. Alan and 'Bishop' soon left us then

"O'Connell the Captain, of Irish stock,
A leader like Brian Boru,
Who brought us safe to Commencement's
dock
And stuck with us through and through.

On other ships to sail ;
And 'Mac' and 'Mul'-the minstrel men
Went over the side in the gale.
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THE RIME ·oF THE GOOD SHIP SEVENTEEN-Continued
"But now again we were alone,
Alone on a wide, wide sea ;
Out in a strange philosophic zone
To explain every 'Q: E. D.'

"Seniors, September, aboard again,
But time did not abide,
And we sped along, a hundred strong
On through our last long ride.

" 'God save thee, "Seventeen,"
From the fates that afflict thee so.'
(This from the Prof. of Junior C)
A friend we were glad to know.

"Time flew along with happy days
Never again to return.
0 Time, thou poet of saddest lays,
Thou makest men sadly learn.

"Now, all in a grouped and basic sky
The thunder of Analyt boomed
Till many thought that we must die
Ere hope in the distance loomed.

"A toilsome lot was thine, brave ship,
A gallant task was thine
To laugh at the lash of the stormy whip
And sail such a briny brine.

"Day after day, early and late,
We worked, with steady motion.
Then glorious as a ship of state
We sailed by this commotion.

"You're drifting o'er the harbor bar
On a silver night in June,
And on the bay is the evening star
And the shimmer of the moon.

"One after one the weeks rolled by
And then came welcome June
To make each one a Senior high,
And this came none too soon.

"Farewell, farewell, but this I tell,"
Said the gray-haired grad of yore
As he turned to go and a teardrop fell" I long for that ship once more.''
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ONE TIME CLASSMATES AND THEIR HAPPY THOUGHTS
CREATED FOR THE OCCASION OR STOLEN BY US
FROM FRESHMAN MEMORY BOOKS
FROM SECTION A
JAMES M. BARRY: Old friends are hard to leave.
JOHN A COSTELLO: A thought from the ruins of ancient Greece, "Know thyself."
JOHN W. CURLEY: An erratic disciple of the erratic Bernard Shaw says:
"Good luck!"
GREGORY 0. DUFFY: Keep a smile on your lips even when you are alone.
LEO J. GILLE RAN wishes the class good luck.
WALTER B. LOYD: The heartiest handshake to each new grad, and the warmest
greeting to each old classmate of glorious '1 7.
JOSEPH E. McMANUS: To former classmates success and conquests new. The
spirit of Freshman days was a most favorable omen.
ARTHUR M. MICHAUD: Success to '1 7. This is my happy thought.
WILLIAM T. MORIARTY: Holy Cross and the class of '17 are the best co-ordinates that ever existed.
J. JOSEPH MUSSELMAN: All success in whatever may be your vocation in the
days to come.
GEORGE T. STARS: Holy Cross-May she live "ad multos annos."
FROM SECTION B
EDGAR C. BOURDON: When this name you see, remember your pal at old H. C.
JOSEPH H. CLAFFEY: A funny proposition is life.
JAMES P. DYER: "Sans amour adieu fortune."
DENNIS W. HORGAN: Be good or at least be careful.
FRANCIS M. McPARTLAND:
Some of you have forgotten me,
But never let the day be
And I some of you;
When I forget all of you,
And all of you, me.
JOHN A. MONAHAN: It is not pleasant to be unpleasant to pleasant people, even
though it is unpleasant to be pleasant to unpleasant people.
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ONE TIME CLASSMATES AND THEIR HAPPY THOUGHTS-Continued
t.. ~LEMENT E. O'LEARY: "Let the great world sw:ng forever down the ringing
groves of change." Let it speed to Seventeen's success.
JOSEPH P. QUINLAN:
Just for one year we were many,
And for one year more we were less.
Though there's many more remaining,
I'm one of the number that left.
FRANCIS J. ROGERS:
Coax a happy thought from Haggerty, the Pug,
I spent most of my days in the jug;
Now the saddest thought that's in my mind,
Is the many good fellows I've left behind.
FROM SECTION C
fhis book recalls the deeds and names
Of friends I knew on Mt. St. James.
LEO A. FAR RELL: From the confines of Alleghany, good luck!
RAYMOND B. GODDARD:
There was an old pirate, Buzz Kidder,
Who shipped on the "Seventeen" a skidder.
With "Joba" as mate and conditions his fate,
Who wants to marry Buzz's widder.
PAUL C. GRANEY: They couldn't get along With or without '17.
MARTIN A. HUNT: That magnificent spirit of good fellowship and unadulterated
democracy has welded our hearts with bonds that no human power can sever.
JOS~PH A. MAHAN : "Forget not thy friends in thy mind and be not unmindful
of them in thy riches.' '
C HARLES N. McADAMS: "And the days shall be all poetry,
And sorrow but a name."
1-UCHARD H. MOONEY: From the woods of Maine, congratulations to Seventeen.
RAYMOND F. MULCAHY: The happy days and nights in the Annex are not
forgotten.
"Fond memory brings the light
0 f other days around me."
HENRY

J.

CHAMPAGNE:
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ONE TIME CLASSMATES AND THEIR HAPPY THOUGHTS-Continued
MAURICE A QUIRK:

"Mecca" of Joy!
FROM SECTION D

\VILLIAM J. HAR TY : When you desire loyal friends, my lads, come South.
LEO A. McLEAN: "Would you possess what i-s and shun what seems?
Believe and cling to nothing but your dreams."
My dreams will always be of Seventeen.
FORRE..ST S. DONAHUE: All in all, happy days are not hard ones to recall:
that's why most of us remember Seventeen so easily.
IOSEPH A. GIBBONS: Untold success to all of Seventeen.
MATHEW J. LAWLOR: "Dig again the wells which the Philistines have filled."
Go to it, Seventeen!
T HOMAS H. McQUADE: "Gus" Moran expresses my happy thought.
AUGUSTINE J. MORAN: A bright and prosperous future to all of Seventeen,
past and present.
R. ALAN QUINN: Never let your studies interfere with your college work.
THOMAS F. SMITH: I am the Wild Man from Maine, yet I shall always remember the foends of my short college days.
PAUL D, CARRIGG: "Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And never brought to mind."
ALOYSIUS J. DONAHUE: He said, "You shall come forth,"-but I came fifth
and lost the race.
LEO J. DUFORT: "The city seated on a hill cannot be hid."
DANIEL J. FEENEY: The cream of them all, good old Seventeen!
VINCENT J. GEOGHAN: Here's to the old Annex!
fRANK A. GRADY: Let worry follow the Blackstone.
GEORGE W. KILLORAN: Good luck, Seventeen.
RALPH D . McLAUGHLIN: Be willing to be told something that you already know.
JOHN A. McNUL TY: Don't speak of tough luck to me; once I was sent to studyhall with ten dollars in my pocket.
JOSEPH B. O'CONNELL: Best wishes to all the boys of Seventeen.
JAMES A O'REILLY: To my old friends on the hill: Good luck and lots of it.
ROBERT F. SULLIVAN: My thoughts are always happy when I recall old Freshman days and nights on the Annex. Prosit, Seventeen.
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UR record in Class Football was indeed a glorious one, having won the college
championship in Sophomore, Junior and Senior. The loss which we suffered in
, Freshman was purely a psychological one and was not due to inferior brawn.
The trouble was that we were Freshmen and we knew it, so that we were a bit embarrassed when we lined up against the upper classmen.
Perhaps no interclass game has ever proved so interesting as that Senior-Junior game
staged on the Varsity gridiron in the fall of nineteen hundred and sixteen. There was a
healthy spirit of rivalry between the two classes and no one save ourselves will ever appreciate just what that game meant to us. As the game progressed it became clearly evident
that neither side had any decided advantage over the other. Several times both teams had
been able to work the ball up the field until it was in the very shadow of the enemy's
goal posts, but there was either not enough strength left to push the pigskin over, or a stone
wall loomed up in place of the previous paper-like defence. Almost at the last moment
of play, coaches "Joe" Bergen and "Joba" Cain held a little consultation and decided
to send "Johnnie" Norton of baseball fame into the fray as a drop-kicker. Did "Johnnie"
come through? Well, he did, and as the ball cleared the bar Senior enthusiasm ran
rampant, while the Juniors took defeat silently, though somewhat dejectedly, like the good
sports that they are.
The team played creditably throughout the entire four years, and it is next to impossible to single out for special mention any individu.als, though it must be admitted that
the name of Norton will persist in forming on our lips. Thus it is that all the members of
the entire squad must share alike the pride and appreciation of the Class of Seventeen,
which feels that every member has done his best in giving us the winning team that we
have had.
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CLASS OF 1917 FOOTBALL TEAM

QUasn iSankdball
O less famous than our Football Team for its grit, prowess and efficiency was our
basketball team. This great indoor game calls forth much interest at Holy Cross
and the contests are always closely and bitterly fought. Again Freshman year
saw us go down to defeat before the Senior team. But we did not let the College Championship slip away without putting up a good battle for it.
In Sophomore we asserted ourselves more boldly and at the end of the season we
found that our efforts had not been in vain, for the team "brought home the desired bacon,"
and we carried back with us to Alumni Hall the College Championship.
As Juniors we did our very best but were somewhat worsted by nineteen hundred and
eighteen and in consequence had to forego the glory of victory and gulp down defeat.
It was as Seniors, however, that our five reached its zenith and played really sensational ball. With such men as Captain Zimmerman, McGrath, Delaney, Ronan and
the memorable John O'Brien comprising the team, we finished the season a good first.
Referee Hehir simply could not resist the impulse to select the greater portion of the All
Interclass T earn of the school from the Senior quintet. To pass by and neglect to mention
the creditable, hard and consistent playing of T odarelli, Cain and Tiffany would be to
commit an mJustice. We give them their just praise, for when called upon to render
service, they were never found wanting.
All in all, the class has had some very brilliant representatives in its several teams.
Of the winning, dashing, fearless type, our men have served to create a sportsmanlike
rivalry and a sound spirit in Class Athletics at Holy Cross.

N

1917 BASKETBALL TEAM IN SOPHOMORE YEAR

SENIOR BASKETBALL TEAM

Q!lann 111ramatirn
' 'GENTLEMEN, BE SEA TED!"

With these clearly enunciated words from
the lips of Joe Gibbons, all dolled up in evening clothes, began the Junior
Minstrels and the dramatic career of 'I 7. We started a little late, perhaps,
but we got there with bells ringing.
It was on the spur of the moment that we arranged the aforementioned minstrel show,
but it could not have "gone across" better if we had a month's rehearsing. The end men,
Jimmie O'Brien, Nick Bates, Joe Cain and Jack McPadden, had Al Jolson and Lew
Dockstader looking like a leading man in Poliz Stock Company. Their old chestnuts
with the songs and parodies of our Junior Beauty Chorus got away large.
An original sketch fashioned after "Experience," closed the night's entertainment.
All the characters from Henri Bayle as "Youth," to Abie Linnehan as "Arakel ThJmpson," acted their parts splendidly, and everyone ( except Timmey) fell hard for the clever
ventriloquist act of Joe Dillon and Fabe Dunphy, not to overlook the fine gymnastic and
vocal work of the Quartet. With due modesty we mention the verdict of several of the
.faculty, that it was the cleverest performance ever staged in Fenwick Hall.
At our Junior Banquet, Messrs. Bayle, Bates and Manning presented a wordless
drama entitled, "The Perils of Pearline." It dealt with the eternal triangle, and Henri
as Mrs. Pearline had Theda Bara tied to a post.
.
On Holy Cross Night in our Senior year, our Belasco and Frohman got together
and worked up a racy little sketch entitled, "Seventy-five to Twenty-five." The all-star
cast included Cliff Klenk, Abie Kelly, Ed Linnehan and a coterie of lesser lights. The
action centered about a missing watch, and a powerful sermon was preached against
pawning such valuables, especially when fathers are liable to step in and ask the time
o' day. The play held the boards for two nights.
Hallowe'en saw the bare walls of the Senior class-room transformed, by the genius
of Bill Duffy, into a veritable fairyland of corn-stacks and autumn leaves, jack-o'-lanterns
and witches on brooms to welcome the Freshmen to the Hill of Pleasant Springs ( and
awful winters). Again we staged a ·minstrel show, which turned out as successfully as
the first Senior paper in Evidences.
But for Art, with a capital A, by far the best performance we have yet given was
that of "Retribution," from the pen of a fellow "Seventeener" at Fordham, and presented on Rector's Day. The acting of McCarthy, Klenk and Dolan was masterly, and
they were supported so well that several performances in other cities were arranged for
the production. Due to the call to arms and farms, rehearsals of "Beau Brummel" were
discontinued and a great treat denied us thereby for Commencement Week. However,
in -its few attempts at donning the "Mask and Wig," old Seventeen has won many laurels,
and though we une.J.rthed no one whom Barrymore or Warfield might fear as a rival,, at
least we take consolation in what Joe Dillon says, "All bad actors are not on the stage."
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INETEEN-SEVE NTEEN has caused numerous thrills in various lines of activity. She has do::i.e it often, overdone it more often and underdone it too often.
Yet amidst all her primitive revolutions and hand-to-hand victorious encounterings
of apparently insurmountable difficulties, the old class has been a unit of the "Come-onboys-the-great-blue-sky-is-the-limit" type of sociability and a solid phalanx of rollicking ,
sparkling, royal good fellowship.
The Senior Banquet in embryonic form under the adroitly capable leadership of
"Canteen" Collins had infinite possibilities; in reality it will not be, owing to the back to
Mother Nature movement. The former three class banquets were masterpieces of the
get-together variety, going down in Holy Cross class banquet history as extremely superior
models of twin six calibre with a perfect purr and every cylinder hitting.
Seventeeners have staged millions of those little informal things, you know, with a
punch in every scene, each one a thrill, a laugh in every line, but ask "Dad," he knows.
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SOCIAL SE VENTEEN- - C ontinued
For universal efficiency, however, perfection in technique, and ingenuity in execution,
all hats must doff to the "Piedmont Go."
Tea dances, Junior and Senior hops, etc., had a goodly quota. How the boys have
blossomed out and augmented their calling lists in the last two years! Indeed, some of
those more persevering chaps will undoubtedly soon indulge in a swan song of serious
consequence.
The pied "pipers" and the Escalating Club finished in wonderful shape, fighting
right to the tape, physically fit and, by the way, we might remark here that the Human
Fly is a marvelous bird.
We shall often recall these happy events and whether our next gathering be soon
or late, near or afar, la rge or small , always will there be a volume of old stories to
recall with a round of laughs over the ways of Society as Seventeen knew it and viewed it.

TH E Soc IAL C AN I NE
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NE of the most noteworthy events of our Senior year, especially from a day scholar's point of view, was the inauguration of the first annual Holy Cross Night
parade and banquet of the Day Scholars.
After the entertainment in Fenwick Hall, the "Day Boys," one hundred and thirty
strong, assembled at College Square. Headed by a band and blazing their way with
red-lights they marched down town some few parasangs under the leadership of Joe
"Dinger" Donohue, and halted at the Putnam & Thurston "Chuck Emporium."
The banquet hall was decorated for the occasion in royal purple and in all parts
of the hall purple banners were tastefully and gaily displayed. During the banquet Holy
Cross spirit mounted skyward.
The guests of the evening were many old and young members of the alumni, who,
during their college course, were day-l: oys,- pilots who having sailed out on the sea of
life put back to port to warn the inexperienced of the many rocks and shoals ahead of them.
Altogether it was an occasion of good cheer and enjoyment, a time when care was
forgotten and replaced by a feeling of loyalty and love for Holy Cross.
To the committee of arrangements, Joe Donohue, Jack Dolan and Tom O'Brien,
and to Jack Holland, who was toastmaster, much credit is due for the success of the affair.
Our hope is that the day-boys of succeeding years will make this an annual affair.

0
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F the many names by which our "Most Harmonious Four" have been called, none
will be mentioned here. It is sufficient to refer to the aggregation as the "Quartette" and in a hundred minds or more there will spring to view more than a hundred
imaginings phantasmic of the effect of song, fascinating and otherwise, especially of our
songs by our quartette.
There were four of them (not surprising), "O'Bie" and "Toddie" and "Connie"
and "Nobbie," and goodly men they were and singers, too. Whether demanding "one
keg of beer for the four of us," bewailing the baby's lack of shoes, wishing "a farmer's
life for me," crooning lullabies, wooing imaginary ( why was it always thus?) maidens
with Italy's real songs of love and poetry, or narrating the superior virtues of the "Bullfrog
in the pool," ever did they fulfill the desire for an entertainment, not by pre-established
harmony, but by a co-ordination and subordination of pure tenor, substantial bass, full
baritone and melody complement, chameleoned as fortune called or occasion seemed to
warrant,-a feast fit for kings or rulers anywhere. We liked them.
Even as were some far off minstrels
"Whiters away of dreary hours
In Highland Fens · or castle towers,"
so were you, Our Four,
Not wearers of the cap and bells,
Yet entertainers full as true,
Ever with your minstrel swells
Lighten hearts with wrong askew
Or trouble-tossed; and from distress
Opening gates to happiness.
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FRESHMAN
HERE was quicksilver in the veins of every member of the Class of "17, and the
same metal proved conspicuously evident during our entire career at Holy Cross.
One of our first duties as a class was to elect a mentor to guide us along the untrod
ways of Freshman. The choice of the class for president was Martin Hunt, whose fiery
eloquence, and enthusiasm, inherited from O'Connell and Burke, made him our true and
indefatigable champion.

T

To show that, the family of 191 7 manifested human nature as it is in fact, not seldom
did riotous class-meetings occur in Fenwick Hall. Our class, too, imposed a strict sense
of responsibility upon its ordained leaders, as the invitation to Harry Lorenz to produce
the minutes at one of our rather interesting pow-wows made evident.
Early in the year we entered upon the customary retreat, and after three days we
emerged from our sackcloth and ashes deeply impressed by the words of our director,
Father Quinn, S.]. All the while, however, rumors persisted that the orchards of fair
Auburn were losing their attractive fruitage. During the Freshman year, especially, Auburn continued to be an attraction for the Freshman lover of rural ease and re tirement, and
Spears proved to be the Mecca of many pilgrimages.
After Thanksgiving, Seventeen men sipped the cup of conviviality at Worcester's
best, the Bancroft, Joseph A. Gibbons ably presiding as toastmaster. During a considerable portion of the year our president was obliged to absent himself from our midst due
to illness, and a great part of the year's responsibility fell upon the shoulders of the vicepresident, Robert F. Sullivan.
Two of the feature mirth-makers of Freshman were Joseph A. Mulvey and John
A. McNulty, who on several occasions delighted their hearers with comic dialogues. On
Tuesday, February 24, the Dramatic Society presented "In the Fool's Bauble," and
Seventeen was admirably represented in the cast by W. Clifford Klenk, Leo J. Giller an,
John J. Cunneen, Clement E. O'Leary, Raymond B. Goddard and John J. Haggerty.
With the advent of spring, the class orators budded forth in eloquence and the debating team, composed of Clement E. O'Leary, George F. Roesch, William A. Foran
and Clifford W. Klenk, had little difficulty in vanquishing their Sophomore opponents.
The unforgetable incident of our Freshman year was the humiliation of Harvard's
mighty baseball nine on June 10th at the hands of "Timmie" Daly.
All in all, our pleb year was a splendid success, and augured ample promise of a
thoroughly successful career.
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CLASS HISTORY- Continued
SOPHOMORE
The morn of September 14th saw the return of the gallant Seventeen, and "the harp
that once through Alumni Hall" was again the choice of the class for presidential honors.
The school machinery was quickly set in order and the rules were repeated as ceremoniously as possible for the delight of the assembled students. From the famous "Preamble"
to the final remarks, attentive ears listened to the multitude of ways in which the venerable
rules could be broken. "Safety First" was one of the watchwords of the year.
The memory of the track meet with Worcester Tech, in which Joe Dillon somehow
or other (but not saying how) blazed the trail with flying colors, was an event not to be
forgotten. As the year rolled on the "deus ex mechanics" showered his hostile darts upon
the class, and the college budget assumed an equatorial bulge. Little wonder, too, that
big dividends were paid on "Big Bens" in 1914-15 judging from the enormous output
shipped by the Prefect of Discipline, in which the Sophomore Class played the part of
the Wall Street "Bears."
Worse than the Ides of March was the fateful second of February. The faculty
decided to sever relations with our officers, and the onslaught of the midyears compelled
our class officers, Hunt, Cook and Dougherty, to relinquish the toga of office. The trend
of events whetted the Seventeen ·spirit, and the Sophomore basketball team played a stellar
series, thereby winning the championship.
The Sophomore Banquet was held at the Bay State, with Bill Lebling capably
guiding the destinies of the class. Tom O'Connell assumed the role of toastmaster, and
his flow of wit contributed largely to the success of the evening. During the post prandial
part of the pro J ram, the Prefect of Studies took occasion to pay a deserved tribute to one
of the best lo- ed fellows of the class, "the man with a man's heart," Martin Hunt.
On the 18th of March, the Patronal feast of Father Rector was celebrated. The
famous "Brutus and Cassius" scene was resurrected by Clem O'Leary and James (Worcester) McCarthy, and presented in a modern drawing-room. But times have changed.
The year left us fewer in num 1: er but united in effort more strongly than ever.
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CLASS HISTORY- Continued
JUNIOR
As the "Tertiary Class," we resumed study, this time speculating o 1er some of the
profound problems of philosophy.
Early in the fall the tennis tournament was held, and Lansing K. Tiff any won the
championship of the college. Chemistry gave a multitude of us something to think over
for a few hours a week. We learned, too, that "there are some things that even a Junior
at Holy Cross can't do, and H 2 S is incapable of effecting concrete."
The foo tball game proved intensely interesting this year, and Seventeen retained the
championship. It was during this time that we experienced the saddest hours of our
college career in the death of Father Heaney and Father Rousseau. Seventeen never had
two better friends, who were tried and true, never two men who were more greatly revered
and their memory is deeply engraven upon the heart of each and every man. We shal!
ever l::e mindful of the two men who were loyal, true and generous in every dealing.
After the death of Father Heaney in January, Father Mullen, S.J., assumed the
twofold role of Prefect of Study and Discipline. In the latter office he wa assisted by
Mr. Egan, S.J.
We noted with regret the defeat of Governor David I. Walsh, '93, for re-election.
During the previous two years the receptions given to Alma Mater's "favorite son" were
indeed inspiring events.
The march of events kept on as usual, interrupted now and then by moments of
excitement as on the day when our Professor of History demonstrated that there were other
sanctions besides "five pages of Wilmer's."
April Fool's Day d awned upon a class mourning for a departed member, with "Doc"
Cook preaching McNamara's post mortem. Soon after we had the pleasure of listening
to W. Bourke Cochran, America's foremost orator, in a most interesting lecture.
Little need be said of the splendid work of the quartette, ever ready on all occasions
to deliver the popular airs in their own inimitable way.
The great event of the year transpired on April 14th, when the class produced the
commendable play let, "College Spirit," written and staged by Tom O'Connell.
Th~ Junior Hop, occurring on May 2nd, proved to l:e a success in every way.
Thirty-five couples participated. The class banquet was the best ever, the evening's program being thoroughly novel and amusing.
"The Perils of Pearline" was depicted in three reels and a stagger, and appropriate
prizes were awarded to members of the class. Nothing could better suit Powderly or
McNamara than the tokens presented to them. By this time "Inertia" had become a
memory, for his college days were over. However, the portrait on the banquet menu
served to perpetuate the doggy memory.
At last came the dreaded orals, but the storm was succe3sfully weathered, and we
left school dreaming of the Senior estate which was to be the crowning glory in our
college career.
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CLASS HISTORY-Continued
SENIOR
Beaven Hall! The sight of our new home thrilled us; the "old" bays were all
back to greet us, and well-wishes for a successful year were heartily exchanged. Incidentally we found some strangers in camp, but the matriculants gave Seventeen little
worry after a single night of preliminaries in which McGrath's Ku Klux figured prominently.
One of the best events of the early fall was the football game, with the Juniors'
heavy team. Johnny Norton's silver toe floated the championship to Seventeen. The
first social event of the season was the smoker tendered to the Freshmen. It proved that
although the traditions of Beaven Hall had been set aside, the feeling toward the Freshmen was one of brotherly affection. The Senior Minstrels furnished a wealth of jest and
song, and a genuine evening of good fellowship was enjoyed.
During the year the class lost one of its foremost fighters in the person of Jack
O'Connor, whose sacrifice on the gridiron caused him to give up his year's work. Frank
Kelly, too, departed "on other ships to sail," and Seventeen mourned the loss of these two
regal chaps.
Holy Cross Night proved a tremendous success under the marshalship of John M .
Higgins. Jack succeeded in arranging an excellent list of speakers, including ex-Gov.
David I. Walsh and other able orators.
In February the Dramatic Society, under the moderatorship of Fr. Coveney, S.J.,
pre3ented "Henry IV" with Horan, Dolan and Klenk in feature roles. For Rector's
Day, in March, Dolan and Klenk again appeared in the playlet, "Absolution," and James
(Susquehanna) McCarthy was also a leading character.
The Seniors were again the champions in the basketball series, the class presenting
a formidable aggression with Captain Zimmerman and his band of warriors, Delaney,
McGrath, Cain, T odarelli, Ronan and Tiffany ever on the alert. Spring came and
Johnny Norton again assumed the captaincy of the invincible baseball nine; this time he
led the best team we have seell during our career on the hilltop.
Captain A. B. Kelly, the famous "Champ" of record-breaking fame, continued his
sensational running, fracturing many New England records and adding another world's
record to his long list. Skill of the Seventeen variety has never proved lacking; after
triumphing in the interclass debates during two previous years, the Senior team, composed
of Mulholland, Duffy, Roesch and Dillon, proved victorious.
Words fail to express the sentiments of unity and good fellowship which have prevailed among the 191 7 men. But when the sound for duty came in the spring, the
country found the class ready to enter upon any line of activity that would tend tow~rd the
successful culmination of the war. Lamentable as it is that "even the best of friends must
part," it is at the same time inspiring to think of the future of the Class of 191 7. The
"quicksilver class," has completed its college course with distinction. The record of the
class shows that they have manifested a wealth of talent in the various activities of college
life. At present the "quicksilver" is being dissociated, as it were, and is being allotted in
portions to the various cities of the land.
·
Alma Mater will hear from the class as years go by, and its "quicksilver" will show
its lustre undiminished.
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DAILY DOINGS
by

DUKE DILLON
SEPTEMBER:
18. The early birds get the top floor. Joe Hannon tests the water-proof properties of
Beaven Hall.
19. Schola Brevis et Scholi Pauces.
20. Annual R. of R.
21. "Al" Powderly a bit tardy for breakfast.
22. Midshipman Frank Kelly back from furlough.
23. H. C. 7-Conn. Aggies 0.
24. Waterbury delegates arrive.
25. "Underneath the Stars" is rendered by many unaspiring and sleeping Astronomers.
28. Bill Ryan is acclaimed "Master of the Book." Chief "Whenareyougonnareturnthose?"
29. Tiger edition of the Telegram. Ave, Princeton!
30. First Half: Princeton 21 , Holy Cross 0.
Second Half: Princeton 0, Holy Cross 0.
What might have happened in the event of a third half, oh, whatstheuse?
OCTOBER:
1. "Have you written your oration yet?' 1
2. The Beaven Division of 1920 receives instructions.
5. The 8. J. F. opens with unwonted calm.
7. Bill Daly defeats Bates, 3-0.
8. The social resurrection of L- - J - - . Ask Carmody, is scit !
9. We hold a Protestant Assembly. Frank Kelly voices his sentiments.
10. "Request vs. Demand" by J. Monty Higgins sets a high mark for the Elocution
season.
11. Cries of "Man overboard" ring out on the deck of the good ship Seventeen. So
long, Kell!
12. Holy Cross has provided the manager and captain of another World's Championship Baseball T earn.
13. And also Friday. "Are you superstitious?" "Not even suspicious." "Then meet
Mr. Golden."
14. The Army Mule kicks a hole i:i us, 1 7-0.
15. Retreat commences.
16. Powderly takes a protracted lull.
19. Retreat is concluded. Holiday.
20. "Two-point" McAniff helps "Ten-point" Abey add to the glory of "Seventeen."
Sophs win the class meet.
2 1. Closed season for Purple Varsity 1s on.
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DAILY DOINGS BY DUKE DILLON-Continued
22.
23.
2 7.
29.
30.
31.

Senior squad is ·out for its initial practice.
Monty is chosen Marshal for H. C. Night.
The B. J. F. opens heart and purse.
Betting on the Senior-Junior game opens at even.
John C. will guide our gridiron destinies.
Hallowe'en Reception to 1920. The Junior minstrels repeat.
the squad to bed early.

Coach Bergen puts

NOV E MB E R:

1.
3.
4.
6.

7.
9.
I 0.
12.
14.

15.
I 6.
I 7.
18.
19.
20.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

"Johnny" Norton proves his versatility. Seniors 3 , Juniors 0. "Yeah, it was a
good song, but it wasn't worth three hundred dollars," piped James R.
Sophs and Fresh narrowly miss a general melee.
The new campus clock starts making the rounds. Rutgers conquers us at Newark.
Open window policy in Jurisprudence.
Hugh es wins on noise and light.
Wilson wins on count. Jury disagrees and Bates is acquitted temporarily of murder
in B. J. F.
Repu 1:lican cheer-leader Bates concedes a Hoiah to Wilson at breakfast.
Delaney organizes the "Bonum Tempus Ambulans F oederatio" with an enrollment
of nine.
How things have changed! There was a time when you could get "Seventy-five
to a Half." Holy Cross Night is dignified by ex-Governor Walsh and caps and
gowns.
The "Bonum Tempus Ambulans" is disfranchised for luxuriating in petrol wagons.
The first mention of weather: a dash of snow on the ground this morning.
Babson shows us how simple it is to beat the market.
We are hidden in Fordham's smoke in the afternoon and everybody is hidden m
smoke in the evening.
And there's no more joy in Beaven for the Psike paper is at hand.
The resolutions to study are given a severe test when the lights of Worcester beckon
and the "Cassinites" shuffle.
Psychology paper. Mickey saves the building by extinguishing a blaze in Horan's
and "Filby's" quarters. Both agree on a fire sale.
Sophs get a touchdown in twelfth period. Teams from 8. J. F. are selected to
meet the Fulton of Boston College.
"Al" misses everything but breakfast.
Second team defeats Tech and we hold a grand march down Main Street. Orations from City Hall rostrum.
Consult business of 24th inst.
Idem.
Ditto.
Thanksgiving recess.
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DAILY DOINGS BY DUKE DILLON-Continued
DECEMBER:

4.
5.
6.
9.

10.
11.
14.
15.
16.
18.

19.
20.
21.

22.

Thanksgiving recess ends. Quinsigamond Quaffers adjourn.
Weather forecast : cold and colder.
We grow restless over the impending Ethics test.
Ethics test: per se and per accidens. N uff Sed.
The "Whadyagets?"
"Colchester" completes a twenty-hour nap in time to take Astronomy.
Trade School, 19; 1917, 10.
B. J. F. vanquishes the Fulton D. S. of B03to:1 College in Fenwick Hall.
Higgy proves to h an Ethical prodigy.
Mushroom crop of expressmen springs up over-night.
Who's tired?
"Ben" and "Ted" la y in supplies ·for the season.
Everybody makes a false start for home when snow is sighted.
Christmas recess commences.

JANUARY:

9.

10.
1 1.
1 3.
14.
· 1s.
1 7.
18.

19.
2 0.
21 .
22.

23.
24.
26.
28.
29.

31.

Happy New Year! Everyone who is back is glad to be.
John C. pulls the first pun of the annus mirabilis, 191 7.
Varsity material returns.
Epidemic of "tea" fever.
January 11 hits Buffalo-and Zim returns.
Evidences; not the circumstantial kind.
Seventeen Social tendered by the tutoring terpsichoreans.
No such thing as "cause" and "effect." We get a late sleep for nothing at all.
Political Economy exam in dialogue form. Alibis will be strictly monologues.
"All the days are dark and dreary," sings the poet on Worcester weather.
First call for basketball with five Vets on hand. John C. gets out amidst the
baby Vamps.
Ethics returns. Some gnashing of teeth, little whaling.
"Mr. President, I move we almost decide to go," chirps Cherry.
The Victrola is won by George Roesch; another Mississippi bubble.
We learn the Standard Oil motto, "To have and to hold."
Astronomy book in hand: "Turn through the Universe."
The last of the stars.
Midyear vacation begins.

FEBRUARY:

1.
2.

Midyear vacation ends.
Evidences all in. We seem to be convicted.
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DAILY DOINGS BY DUKE DILLON-Continued

. .3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
2 7.

"A duck swims for divers reasons," so spake the Prophet and his words were considered wise in those days.
Quartette sings at Worcester Tech C. C., and "Connie" loses his night permission.
Any fun? "Ha, ha " Any girls? "Ha, ha."
Boxers' uprising.
The club in lower fourteen opens with a large attendance.
Examination in Pedagogy.
Examination in Jurisprudence. Getting to be a habit.
Moran airs his views on discipline.
Frankie Horan issues an ultimatum to "Peoria."
Are those "Black and White" jerseys souvenirs? Basketball league starts with
Seniors and Fresh leading.
Cain gets a ticket in Polecon. Only the thermometer goes below.
To sleep or get that Saturday "permish"; that's the question.
Quartette features at the Football Banquet. Coach Cavanaugh is announced.
Bohan breaks the first rule in five years. But when he doesHave you a girl? We re-"cite" at two bones per "cite."
Nineteen Seventeen appears in a flash. It's no secret; the Pre-Lenten P.roM.
Day of rest and study.
After two years' lapse the Dramatic CluS demonstrates its worth by presenting
"Henry IV."
Drastic action promised.
Coming towards the home stretch in Psike.
It must have been hard on George-a birthday in Lent.
John C. utters pun No. 5,267,924.
Spring freshets begin to course down Mt. St. James.
Senior standing descends slightly in basketball league. Miles and miles of smiles.
Rainy afternoon proves that even nature is sometimes conducive to study.
Second paper in Ethics. Something more than a "scrap of paper."

MARCH :

1.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

"Al" is congratulated by the Dean and rightly so.
Debate at Georgetown. Philomathic loses.
Obediah hears from E. Raymond, who pays back some "Bull" from last year.
Smokes are on Eddie.
Plenty of butterflies up for "A Trip Through the Orient."
Extra period brings Seniors victory in game with Twenty. Half-holiday m honor
of St. Thomas.
Triangular debate with only two sides of the question.
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DAILY DOINGS BY DUKE DILLON- Continued
1 1.
12.
13.
14.
15.
17.
19.
20.
21.
22.
2 3.
26.
29.
3 1.

Harry lands No. 208. 0 Monty!
Reception of Coach Cavanaugh and awarding of football letters.
Gridiron holiday. "Hunting in Ireland."
Seventeen grabs its second basketball championship.
"Solitaire comes from the Latin word, duo, meaning four," says Del.
St. Patrick's Day. Program in Fenwick for Fr. Rector's feast day.
Holiday.
Spring is here!
Denver Pete leads his bandits into Connecticut via Side-door.
Last Ethics paper announced. Oh! How lovely!
.
"Kill" pays us a visit. Joe almo3t reduces the class to eighty-five members on the
sharp turns around Beaven.
Someone suggests that the class tree be planted nearer to the building than previously.
George Roesch captains his third Class Debating Team. Mul and Bill also land.
Final Ethics paper-Zim is surprised and everyone is pleased. Class meeting about
poets and cups.

APRIL:

1.
2.
1 7.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
28.
30.

All Mortals Day, as Shakespeare would have it.
Vacation begins so abruptly that our minds are distracted from Evidences. Moonlight fire drill with reverse action.
Easter recess ends for Seniors.
The mayor throws the first ball, and Pennsylvania gets the last laugh. Flag-raising.
U. of P. 3-H. C. 2 (eleven innings).
Kelly pulls a tendon, but who pulled Andy? Never a word.
Amherst is swamped, 10 to 1.
Just as rare as a day in June.
Jack Barry is regaled by friends and neighbors.
First call for R. 0. T. C. Co. A puts in voluntary drill after supper, while Pvt.
"Chick" supplements the exercises· with an exhibit of wall-scaling.
Springfield succumbs, 9 - 1, on Fitton Field.
Ryan repeats and Williams is whitewashed in a fast game. Conscription passes the
House, courage hides behind the furniture.
Desultory Drill when General fails to appear.

MAY:

l.

5.

Last of Psychology written.
We dance at TECH.

Biologists discover that a cat has only one life.
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DAILY DOINGS BY DUKE DILLON-Continue~

14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
24.
30.

Four of us plan to change sleeping quarters and tempt our fate with the orals" everything happens according to the pre-arranged plan" (v. war bulletin of any
belligerent) .
Dorm Gymnastics-Adrian directing-Music by McLinden.
Hank makes his nth killing.
Who the H- was Lasalle? Pine goes too fir.
Duke Dillon reports from the farm: A. B. = Agricultural Boob.
Jurisprudence and Chemistry take their toll.
Tufts too tuff ! 2-0.

]UNE:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.
12.
13.
14.

20.

Fish today!
Niagara Falls under Holy Cross, 6-2.
Every body starts studying steadily for tomorrow's Orals.
Henzel and Linnehan lead off with a hit. Banquet and farewell to the savages(Gentle reader, we draw the veil over this evening filled with the joy of living).
Registration-Have U signed UR death warrant? Laking.
We go to press-our trousers. Casey at the bat!
Wait till Portia comes.-Take no chances, Gentlemen.
Noblesse Oblige.
Don't be a sharpshooter. Expected ! ( Oooh ! the shivers.)
"I know what pleasure is, for I have done good work. "-Robert Louis Stevenson.
Nothing to do but to bag the sheepskin.
"School-days"-Memories.
The Duke of Wellington made Luck: Horseshoes? Foran takes his home ( the
horseshoes, we mean).
Introducing another Human Fly-Big haul tonight.
And then,
For seven days and seven nights, we lived in joy,
The blissful, glorious round of pleasure sans alloy,
No more worry, no more care,
Gladsome tidings everywhere ;
Fantastic terpsichore,
And gliding evermore;
Days off, nights out,
'Tween times, knock about,
Pool balls,
Phone calls,
Deep
Sleep!
We thought that we had finished, but we have just begun to get ready to start to
commence!
Vale!
Vale!
Vale!
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TliE MAENTANUM ON FITION FIELD

Joets" Alley
This department is de'Voied to lo'Vers of fair play.

There! ore, treat us n,ith Jeindness, and aln,ays

remember, e'Ven though n,e don't n,rite n,ell, n,e sing beautifully.

SCOUTING FOR SCOFFEN or PROWLING FOR PROVENDER
(An Epicurean Epic-in Nine Courses)
BY SouPTA NuTs
GLOSSARY
Scoff en: Food, provender, Ii fe preserver.
Tiffin: Ibid, greatly parvified, quarter section of scoff en. ·
Snitching: To stool pigeon; to carry tales in a low, sneaky manner.
PROLOGUE
Look not upon the wine when it is red,
Somewhere by someone, sometime it was said;
Which, apropos of nothing in my mind
Makes quite a splendid opening verse I findAnd, though irrelevant, I must confess,
They always waste a few words more or less
In writing prologues none can understand
Before they touch the matter they've in hand.
Which, having said, I now proceed to say
A few more things in quite another way.
MENU (Which is colloquial for "you and I")
COURSE I.

(Discretionary-See opening line)

In these days of H. C. L. and L. C. H.~ (See footnote)
When two jitneys make a slim one
And two slims with one a bit,
One must really pause and ponder
Where he ought to roam and wander
And before whose open fire his two bone brier should be lit.
(This is called a centipede line, because it has too many feet. Ever abreast of the
times we introduce here for the approval of the gentle reader verse liver-of which school
we are an exponent. Which having said, En Avant-Vorwaerts-Dig.)
~ Loving comes high.

If the scoffen isn't bad

It's a zestful life to lead,
Buccaneering for a feedWith a little shade of daring
As to where one may be faring,
When he Johns a Jane to scoff en
Maybe once, or twice, or often.

Punk or junk or slim or sad
Allah, allah, bless the scoffen
That protects one from his coflinlt' s a joy no man would kill
To be dining en famille.
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,

COURSE II.

(Entree)

(Digression. For the benefit of students of history, entymology, et cetery, we here
remark that the word entree as found on modern menoos (pronounced on trJ.y) comes
from the early Anglo-Saxon, arising from the early Saxophone custom of bringing in the
scoff en on trays. Consequently, it has come to mean in conventional English or Thompsonian grammar, that which is served on a tray at the start off of a meal, hence: opening
chorus or course, as in some sections.)
John to Jim:
Jim to John:
John to Jim:
Jim to John:

Pipe the Jane.
She's rather sane.
Such lovely eyes!
A beauty prize.

John to Jim:
Jim to John:
John to Jim:
Jim to John:

Just pipe the lid.
I rather . did.
Has enough to eat I'll say.
Lead me to it any day.

COURSE III

Souo
(Digression: On most menus this course reads salad. Our word solid is a corruption of this form, meaning that John having made Jane's acquaintance is in strong,
or solid.)
Jane:
John:
Jane:

Come up to supper, John.
Oh, no, it's an imposition.
But you've no engagement on.

John:
Jane:
John:

But I'm cram full of contrition.
Never mind, just come along.
Well, I will, but it's quite wrong.

COURSE IV
Scene: A street in Rome. Interior of Jane's House.
Action: John starts sniffin for the tiffin.
COURSE V
John insists he mustn't stay.
Jane drags Johnny by the thumbs
John, poor boy, o'erpowered, succumbs.

Dinner bell rings loud and long,
John begins to sing a song ;
Jane sits down and starts to play,

COURSES VI, VII, VIII, IX
Jane's young brother's l::usy snitchin'Ma hopes John won't come up often
To consume the family scoff en.)

( Here a rapid change of scenes
\Vhile John eats all Father's beansPa is swearing in the kitchen,
EPILOGUE:

0, tempora, 0 mores.
[ 18S]

ARREST KELLY
IN PROVIDENCE
Cbarged With Attempt to Cash
for_gid Checks
MANNING'S QUICK
ACT SAVES MEN
When John J . Manning, driver ot
J-Iose 7 ot the fire department, attempt~d to nvold striking two men , who had
c:o~e tnto the path ot the big machine
on Qulnslgamond a.venue late . yesterday, · the
fire automobile crashed•

~~~irt:,~t~~e_.~r_t~~-~~~}_e; .?~
Special Exercise °!or K'eTiy

RABBI OFFICIATES.
J. Cannon and Mary J. Hnmll
fon )lade One.

ALCOHOLICS
COME TO WORCESTER
R~turu to bus!ne.s In from 24 to 48 hours, w!tb.
"t11v!ng gone .
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BERGIN KEEPS
John

Higgin"

Tell •

Police

HI•

Face

•

J;)oe • Not Rt>ll h 'Two-Step.

OUfFY Will PRESIDE
AT A. 0. H. BANQUET

HIMSELF BUSY
Takes Part in Two Fights and a
Gambling Raiq in One
Hour.
NO~SUPPORT~CHARGED

1a

Mrs. J . C. O'Bri~n is recovering after
three weeks illness with the grip.

Ol l l ON CAN PRACTISE
IN U. S. DISTRICT COURT

ZIMMERMANN HAVE
-APPROVAL TU PLOT

HNigqt"
D enve r P e te off ers this one.

W e can' t see th e joqe, but mayb e y ou can .

The purple even' melted gold,
Another day its life hath tolled ;
And midst the twilight's gentle hush,
The earth lay clothed ·in golden plush.

Dim shadows played about the ground,
Pursuing till their mate be found ;
A million sparkling dew drops vied,
A diamond's brilliance they defied.

And softly sweetly in the night,
Beneath the moon's entrancing light,
The gently swaying whispering trees,
Were kissed by perfumed zephyr breeze.

The ermine robe of heaven's floor,
The sparkling entrance of earth's door,
Resplendent in its jeweled might,
Lent splendor to the peaceful night.

And from the throbbing meadow's breast,
The brooklet's music lulled to rest,
With mystic chords, so soft and deep,
Sweet Nature in her cradled sleep.

Qlollrge mayn---(A 1!lrtroaprrt)
FIFT Y YEARS H E NCE

I wandered down
The way within the town
Where first I donned
My cap and gownBut ah! Those days have passed away
And I dim-eyed and stooped and grey,
Saw not the friends of yesterday.

I trod the street,
Lured by the hope to meet
The friends of old
And fondly greetBut ah! Those friends have, one by one
Passed on and left their duties done,
Alas! My day past theirs has run.

But when I go
To pierce the heavy haze,
Within a space or so,
Of Future days.
Once more my dear old friends I'll meet
In fancy now I hear the feet
Of dear old comrades on the street.
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The fellows I met on the Auburn Road
When I was a toy at school,
Would give me a lift, though they had a
load
And they lived the golden rule.
Ah, how I loved the dear old way
Freed from the cares of class,
On an au to truck or a load of hay,
Or a wagon we chanced to pass.

Oh, John had travelled and John had read
And he knew his geography, too,
And he'd been to Bellows Falls he said,
And he'd been to Kalamazoo.
He used to be with a minstrel troupe
That toured all through the South
From the palm-treed zones of Florida
To the Mississippi's mouth.

How we used to hike to old John Spear's
For a mug of coffee or cider.
Each sandwich of ham I see endears
That genial old provider.
And we'd sit and smoke our pipes in peace
In the warmth of old John's stove;
When the flourishing business rush would
cease
And he'd draw on his treasure trove.

And he knew an egg that was fresh all right
And he'd keep us talking there
Till the peacefully palling shades of night
Would make each quit his chair
And turn out again on the Auburn Road,
This time bent on his return
With a heart that was light in the coming
night
Toward the spot where the lights would
burn.

And the fellows we'd meet on the Auburn Road
Would give us a lift on sight.
It seemed somehow they understood
In the calm and peace of the night.
They would drop us down at College Square
With a smile at the episodeAh, how memory mellows my thoughts of the fellows
We met on the Auburn Road.
N. B.- W e never experienced the jo})s of such lib erality, but far be it from us
of th e authpr.
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to

ques tion the veracity

The following pome, offered us free of charge and copyrighted through the kindness of the Parody
Parrot'~. Club, is printed in toto, sine qua non, non compos mcntis, or as "Clif" would say: "Quis unum
genus?

"Pray, come and interpret this Latin for me,
And tell what the meaning of Patcher may be."
" 'Tis a word coined from Horace, who wrote long ago.
Its meaning: a crazy quilt woven to show
With its patches and odds and ends, pictures and names,
The drama of college life on Mt. St. James.
'Tis a tribute of love to the old college walls,
And a pcean of praise to its old classic halls,
'Tis a sly little jest at some classmate's expe·Ilsc
Meant for our laughter, but not for offence.
'Tis a spur to our mem'ry as year passes year ,
And a trip for the mind, beyond price beyond peer,
'Tis our swan song, our vale, our 'good~bye fore' er,'
To the happiest days we will know anywhere.
'Tis a symphony swelling with praise for the class,
Whose name and whose glory Fame ne'er will let pass."
(With Apologies)
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lllllitq Jler
With her I went to walkThe day was bright. All happiness was
mme.
Her hair, her face, her eyes, her talk
All were to me divine.
In her I knew Dame Nature left no flaw:
Love's golden dream with all its joys I
sawAnd ere I knew my heart was gone
With HER.

I saw her to her homeShe did not ask me in. For as we stood
Upon the porch a voice cried out:
"Where have you been?"
A foot was raised. Adown the flight
Of many stairs I flew. 'Twas papa dear,
I knew.
'Twas like the fall of ancient Rome
And as I raised my body from the loam,
I murmured, "Ne'er again will I go home
With HER.

N. B.- The humor in this can only be appreciated by close students of human nature.
ing qualities are good.

Its penetrat-

Qtnllr9r @>pirit
On a frosty afternoon,
Fully half an hour too soon,
They forsake their books to cheer
The Blue or Purple or Maroon;
And the reason of it's clear,
Read it in that swelling cheer"College Spirit."

When the half-back, known to fame,
So that he can play the game,
On the eve of the big day
Bravely burns the midnight flame,
Passes Greek and saves the dayT ell me, can't you hear them say,
"College Spirit"?

When that night they're celebrating,
And the very air's pulsating,
Cheer on cheer ;
Comes a knock, the din abating"What' s this in the bottle here?"
And the answer comes with fear"College Spirit."
The above ffit of fancy was found in a waste basket and across its face was written: "Rejected;
wanting in local color,'" which reminds us that many a promising poet has been ruined by such treatment.
Wherefore and because of this, we love to link our editorial policy with lye. Hence our motto: '"Lye
eats anything; Patcher;. prints everything."
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'llie
WINNER
of the
CUP

I

T is still the year 191 7. June-a sadly bifurcated, abbreviated, not to say decimated
June- has come and gone, and the clerk of the course is receiving the entries in the
competition for the class cup of the Class of 191 7. There will be no post-entries
allowed, and no one will be permitted to "beat the gun." The course will be more or
less a hill and dale affair, mostly more; it may lead through the furrow, it may be over
in the trenches; it may be won after a career has been made; it may be the making of a
career ; it may be won in a year, it may not be won in years-no one can say. It is a
queer course, this competition for the Cup. Each contestant must map out his own path.
The clerk of the marriage bureau has given out all the numbers. The entries are
all in; the contestants are toeing the mark. Dan Cupid is the starter. He beams proudly
on the Class of '1 7, and calls brightly:
"Ready, '17?- Marks ! Get set!
Go!-" and his little bow twangs and a
tiny arrow goes winging its way into the unknown depths of the future.
They' re off !
It is the year 1920. Why 1920, we cannot exactly say, except that we want to
be on the safe side. Well, then, let us compromise. It shall be either the year 1918, or
the year 1919, or the year 1920. You would not have us make it later? We are on a
train coming from Anywhere to Worcester. In the seat ahead of us are two dyed-in-thewool Seventeeners. (Here a large blank is left for the imagination!) There was some[ 191]

THE WINNER OF THE CUP- Continued
thing queer about the way these two met. One was already on the train, the other had
entered later. They seemed not quite so glad to see each other as Seventeeners always
were. Or rather, they did and they didn't. They looked as if neither wanted the other
to see him, and yet, once having been mutually discovered, Auld Lang Syne would not
be denied, and happiness and pleasure sparkled in the eyes of each. None the less, they
were constrained; they seemed ill at ease, wondering each at the other's errand, keeping
each something from the other. Such was not the wont of '1 7. Finally curiosity prevailed and one asked the question:
"What's bringing you back- ?"
- - - ' s mind, by some queer prank, flew back - - - year(s) and found the
"Impudent questioner- no right to know-why, of
solution in fragments like this:
course !-mental restriction fits all right!" So aloud he said:
"Why-er!-just come back to have a look-see-!"
"What say? So?" returned - - -, and the tension grew.
Worcester came at last, and - - - spoke rather
hastily.
"Got an appointment up at the Bancroft right away
See you this evening! Come and have dinner
"
His voice trailed off as he dove into the Bancroft
bus. The one left behind in front of the station
thought for a minute, and then grinned a broad grin.
Hailing a taxi, he sped off in the other direction, and
headed toward Holy Cross via Millbury Street.
Number One alighted at the Bancroft, but did not
go in. He turned quickly, hailed another machine,
and whispered to the chauffeur, who thereupon turned
down Southbridge Street to South Worcester.

The Custodian of the Cup had been dozing for
- -- year(s). Now he was wide awake. Number Two had come to claim the Cup. He was presenting his credentials, his proof, documentary and
otherwise, and had just launched into a glowing description
[ 192]

THE WINNER OF THE CUP- Continued
and teeth, say !- and hair, say !-But you ought to see him chuckle
"
when I tell him who he is. And fat, say! I tell you
When the door opened again and N um: er One popped in.
"No you don't! I've got the jump on you; look at this!" And he produced his
credentials.
The two dates tallied to a "T" ! The Custodian of the Cup scratched his head
thoughtfully and said :
"Well, we'll have to judge by merit then."
Number Two began volubly:
"Well, now, let me tell you, the stork had no more arrived
"Stork ?-Stork!" snorted Number One. "Why say, you' re out of the runnmg.
I was a 'letter-man,' you forget, and 'Junior' came by parcels-post."
With a laugh he opened his satchel and took ou t a talking machine record.
"Get me a Victrola, and then you can decide this thing!"
The Custodian after some search found a machine and set th~ record.
"Now listen!" said Number One. "This was
his very first conversation. Now I ask you .
. !"
Whir! went the record, and the "Conversation"
began.
"Club !-Glub-glub !~Club!" ("That's oatmeal he's eating," explained the proud father.)
"S'enteen! S'enteen!" ("Hear him say '17?-the
very first word he ever said!")
"Clink! Clink!"
("He's banging his spoon on the plate now!")
''Swat! Swat!"
(Don't he keep time wonderfully?") "Hoi' ! Hoi' !-("Hear that? He knows
the cheers, too!")
The Custodian gasped, and taking out his keys,
held forth a hand in congratulation :
"You win the Cup!"
Back again in "Hometown," "Junior" is trying
hard to bite his initials in the class cup of the Class of
191 7, while - - - smiles over at someone whom
we do not know (yet!), and raises his glass:
"Here's to the winner of the Cup,
May he be kind and true;
And may be bring another up
To join the Purple, too."
[ 193 ]

1ltllqrrt 1ltllt i4tur
Bates, Nicholas E. Jr.
Bayle, J . Henri
Bergen, Joseph M.
Boland, William P.
Bulger, John F.
Cain, Joseph F.
Callan, William V.
Cannon, James E.
Carmody, Raymond L.
Collins, Jerome J.
Connors, John E.
Cook, Edward P.
Curran, Joseph L.
Curtin, John W.
Daley, Timothy J.
de Grandpre, C. Gerard
Delaney, John B.
Dillon, Joseph T.
Dolan, John F.
Donohue, Joseph T.
Drohan, William E.
Duffy, William J.
Duggan, Walter E.
Dumphy, John J.
Dunphy, Fabian S.
Dunphy, John J., Jr.
Foran, William A.
F ynn, George F.
Gen::reux, Joseph L.
Hammill , Theodore F.
Hanlon, William A.
Hannon, Joseph B.
Harrison, Francis M .
Henry, Robert T.
Henzel, Norbert J.
Hickey, Francis M.
Higgins, John M.
Holland, John T.
Horan, Francis J.
Kean, J. Harry
Kelly, Andrew B.
Kenary, Robert A.
Klenk, W. Clifford
Lafreniere, Edgar J.
Leahy, Walter J.
Lebling, William L.
Linnehan, Edward H .

Beachmont Park
37 So. Washington St.
27 Commercial St.
168 Holmes Road
17 Lewis St.
I OS No. Main St.
11 Raymond Ave.
312 Lackawanna Ave.
914 Rock St.
68 Goffe St.
82 Pontoosuc Ave.
16 Porter St.
163 Margaret St.
445 So. River St.
500 Park Ave.
I SS Water St.
34 Ward St.
4 B St.
28 Meadow St.
21 Pleasant St.
341 Oakland St.
98 Broadway
24 Edgeworth St.
IO Pattison St.
104 Wilson Ave.
18 Main St.
12 Maple St.
14 Forest Park Ave.
S Magill St.
SOI Atlantic St.
67 Clyde St.
IS Alexander St.
9 Normal St.
47 Pleasant St.
SS Kendall St.
1773 Grant St.
111 Russell St.
60 Jane St.
235 W. 16th St.
22 Stoneland Road
133 Alexander St.
306 West St.
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New Rochelle, N. Y .
Rochester, N. Y.
Adams, Mass.
North Brookfield , Mass.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Greenfield, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Windsor Locks, Conn.
Springfield, Mass.
Scranton, Pa.
Fall River, Mass.
Quincy, Mass.
Hawley, Penn.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Waterbury, Conn.
Plattsburgh, N. Y.
Waterbury, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Worcester, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Whitinsville, Mass.
Fall River, Mass.
Whitinsville, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Newport, R. I.
Worcester, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Rumford, R. I.
Webster, Mass.
Hudson, Mass.
Adams, Mass. •
Waterbury, Conn.
Stamford, Conn.
Pawtucket, R. I.
Albany, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.
Wellsville, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.
Denver, Colorado
Manchester, N. H.
New York, N. Y.
Cherry Valley, Mass.
New York, N. Y.
Allenton, R. I.
Worcester, Mass.
Greensburg, Pa.
Pittsfield, Mass.

WHERE WE LIVE-Continued
Loughlin, Eugene S.
Magnant, Joseph E.
Mahoney, Robert H.
Manning, John J.
Mara, Francis J.
McAniff, Philip F.
McCarthy, James A.
McCarthy, James A.
McElwee, James F.
McGrath, Archibald F.
McLinden, Daniel J.
McNamara, John J.
Moran, Edward J.
Moran, John F.
Morrill, Harry J.
Mulholland, Arthur J.
Murphy, Cornelius E.
Noonan, Simon
Norton, John J.
O'Brien, James R.
O'Brien, John C.
O'Brien, Joseph H.
O'Brien, Thomas F.
o·connell, Thomas E.
O'Connell, William L.
O'Connor, John G.
O'Neil, Cyril F.
O'Neill, Arthur B.
Powderley, Albert G.
Regan, Harold J.
Roesch, George F ., Jr.
Ronan, George J.
Russell, Edward J.
Ryan, Paul G.
Ryan, William J.
Shea, Francis X.
Sullivan, Walter F.
Talaska, Walter P.
Tiffany, Lansing K.
T odarelli, Thomas J.
Travis, James L.
Whalen, James B.
Whalen, Joseph F.
Winston, Henry E.
Zimmerman, Gerard M.

32 Lewis St.
Falls Ave.
147 Milk St.
23 Arlington St.
419 So. River St.
213 Washington St.
19 Marion Ave.
Box 142
343 Jefferson Ave.
1259 Douglas Ave.
494 Gorham St.
92 Webster St.
37 Smith St.
31 Pearl St.
I 02 Washington St.
196 Adams St.
147 Providence St.
8 Oak Place
20 Myrtle St.
371 East Main St.
91 Providence St.
2126 First St., N. W.
10 Middle River Road
3 Wayne Terr ace
370 W. Market St.
Main St.
Union St.
High St.
109 East I 0th St.
432 Massachusetts Ave.
95 Boutelle St.
36 Reed Ave.
Nashua St.
63 W eedale Way
77 No. Bridge St.
193 So. Leonard St.
364 Bridge St.
104 Woodland St.
270 Chestnut St.
305 Pine St.
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Greenwich, Conn.
Hamilton, R. I.
Norwich, Conn.
Boston, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Susquehanna, Pa.
Worcester, Mass.
Peoria, Ill.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Providence, R. I.
Lowell, Mass.
Haverhill, Mass.
Lowell, Mass.
Milford, Mass.
Brookline, Mass.
Malden, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Somerville, Mass.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Gouverneur, N. Y.
Colchester, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.
Washington, D. C.
Worcester, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Akron, Ohio
Cherry Valley, Mass.
Randolph, Mass.
Somerset, Mass.
New York, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Hinsdale, Mass.
Leominster, Mass.
Hinsdale, Mass.
Everett, Mass.
E. Pepperell, Mass.
Rochester, N. Y.
Inlet, Hamilton Co., N. Y.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Waterbury, Conn.
Manchester, N. H.
Worcester, Mass.
Lynn, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.

POJlTRAITIST

WORCBSTE]l

l1A55.

PHOTOGRAPHER TO
THE CLASS OF
1917

ESTABLISHED 1818

~

cr@t~G~tltmen~ 1 urnisqin9

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK
T el eph one .i.lf,1u-ra,y H i ll 8800

Clothing for Every R equirement
Ready-made a nd to Measure
8 uits and Overcoats for Business, Dress or Sport
E nglish a nd Domestic Hats an d S hoes
Shirts, Crava t s, Co llars, Pajamas, Underwear, Hosiery and Gloves
Dressing Go wns, Travellers' Requisities, Leather Goods
Wais tcoats, Caps, Sweaters and Mufflers of Shetland or Angora Wool
Imported Pipes, Tobacco Pouches, Ciga r ette Cases, etc.
Liveries for all Menservants
Onr N ew 1 llustra t ed Cat cilog'tt e
Contwinfrig 1nore than One Hnndr ell Phot ograp ldc Plat es
w'ill be ~en t on 1·eqnest
BOSTON

BltOOKS BROTHERS '
New Building, convenient
to Grand Central, Subway
and to many of the leading Hotels and Clubs

NEWPORT SALCS·Of'"FICCS

SALES· Of"f"ICES

220

Tt1CNONT CO III . B on.Ii T O N SHl([T

B l L LlYt.ll

AVCNU l

COltfPLIM/JJN TS OF'

Graphic Arts Building

2 5 Foster Street

Dr. T. L. McGee
Knowles Building
Worcester

Massachusetts

COX SONS & VINING
72

MADISON

A VENUE

NEW

YORK

Academic

CAPS

HOODS

and

FOil ALL
DEGREES

GOWNS

MAKERS TO THE SENIORS OF HOLY CROSS

FINE INKS and
ADHESIVES·

Gentlemen's
Stationery
YOU CAN G E T IT
IN ITS MOST
ATTRACTIVE FORM
FROM YOUR D E ALER

For Those Who Know

HI•g g I•n S ,

IF HE CARRIES THE
LINE OF

WHITE & WYCKOFF
MFG. COMPANY
Makers of Fine Stationery
HOLYOKE, MASS.

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, Etc.

Are the Finest and Best Inks and Adhesives
Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive
and ill-smelling inks and adhesives and adopt
the H1cc1Ns INKS AND ADHESIVES. They will
be a revelation to you, they are so sweet, clean,
well put up, and withal so efficient.
Al D ealers C enerally

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.

271

Branches: Chicago, London
NINTH STREET
BROOKLYN, N.

Y.

For Your Graduation

"Society Brand" Suit
Your graduation is really an important event in your life-so by all means
crown your efforts by making a fine appearance when you come before your
relatives and friends.
Our Piping Rock Flannel Suits. in Blue, Dark Green and Grey are particularly suited for the occasion of your graduation.

WARE-PRATT CO.
SLATER

BUILDING

THEY ARE SOCIETY BRAND SUITS-DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR
YOUNG MEN AT

John B. Simard

Bay State Coal Co.
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE.
QUALITY.

THE NAME TELLS THE

THE LEHIGH VALLEY COAL COMPANY'S COAL

452 Main Street

397 South bridge Street

Student

Everything
Electrical

Lamps
$2.25
TO

$7.50

One of the Largest Selections of Electric Fixtures in New England
Go up in Barton Place.

Directly opposite City Hall.

E. W. HAM ELECTRJC CO.
W O R C E S T E R,

M ASS.

Shave or Hair Cut
On your way down street, boys, stop in and let u~
settle the all-important question for you, and we'll
guarantee to give satisfacticn at

F. G. Smith's Barber Shop

Maurice F. Reidy

"COLLEGE BARBER"

Electric Massage and Shampooing
618 SOUTHBRIDGE STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.

REAL EST A TE AND
FI RE

INSURANCE

STAT E MUTUAL BUILDING

wORCESTER,

MASS .

Compliments of

College Pharmacy
WM. L. SIMMONS, Prop.
Cor. Southbridge and Cambridge Sts.
Worcester, Mass.

Compliments of

M. J. WHITTALL

Compliments of

THE CASINO
WORCESTER'S LARGEST
DANCING ACADEMY
Compliments of

Public Dancing Every Evening

Holy Cross Purple
New Park Hotel
JOHN

F. KELLEHER, Manager

COMMERCIAL AND TOURIST
HOUSE
Catering also to College Boys
74 FRANKLIN STREET
WORCESTER, - MASSACHUSETTS

TO THE

Class of Nineteen Seventeen
In grateful appreciation of the generous support given to the Athletic Association
by the members of this class, of whom the following made their
letters in the various branches of Athletics:
FOOTBALL
BASEBALL

John J. Norton
£dward J. Russell
TENNIS

Lansing K. Tiffany

J qseph F. Cain
Edward P. Cook
Timothy J. Daley
William L. Lebling
James L. Travis
Gerard M. Zimmerman

TRACK

William P. Boland
John J. Dunphy
Andrew B. Kelly
Archibald F. McGrath

GODSPEED AND SUCCESS TO EACH AND EVERY MEMBER
OF THE CLASS OF 1917
FROM

The Holy Cross Athletic Association

OUR PURPOSE

Compliments of

To so sell each article that it will reflect only
credit upon the name of Kenney-Kennedy.
To be a little more generous in Value-Giving
than the other fellow.
To satisfy each customer so thoroughly that
he will gladly recommend our merchandise to his friends.
To refund purchase price or adjust claim as
cheerfully as to make initial sales.
To have the good will of all by deserving it.

TAIT BROS.

Kenney-Kennedy

John J. Kelly, D.M.D.

The Live Store
401 -403 MAIN STREET

WORCESTER

Compliments of

RooMs 1036-7, SLATER BUILDING
WORCESTER, MASS.

The 1ire

that doesn't needilsJuaranlee

Wben we conceived the idea of The General Tire, we had one great, -big
thought before us-,
that tire users are no longer to be satisfied with adjustments for under•
mileage; what they want is a tire that won't keep the manufacturer everlast•
ingly in debt to them for more miles than the tire was ever built to deliver.
So we d esigned a tire to put tire buy in g and sellin g on
Guaranteed for 5,000 miles so you will have the
knowled ge that you are protec t ed - but a guarantee
a sound commercial basis. We fi gured yo ur s ta ndpoint
you'll not be called upon to use. Owners everywhere
a nd resolved to ma ke you buy the second G enera l Tire
are
piling up 8 ,000, 10,000 and more mil es.
beca use yo u liked the fir s t one and not in order to
Sold a t a mod erate - a very modera te price.
make good the mileage the fir s t on e failed to d elive r
We figured the di s tributor's a nd d ealer' s s tandpoi nt
W e've proved our whole theory by building a sound
·a nd resolved to save them the cons t a nt ·
a nd so lid n ational success in a yea r' s time
expen se, shortened profits a nd worry that
We've proved 1t by the fact that the n ew
come with a d justments.
G eneral Tire d ea lers a nd di s tributors w ho
h ave t a ken ho ld of the tire have d one it no t
We figured from our own s tandpoint and
thr o u gh wonderful sa lesma nship on our
proved by calc ulation ·that adj 'u stments and
part , but because of the e nthu sias tic reco mreplaceme nts cos-t the ma nufac turer more
mendatio n o f ot her di s tribu tors to whom we
mon ey t h a n putting th e ri ght s tuff into t he
have referred t hem. Th ey a ll say" it st a nds
tire in the firs t place. O ur fi gures showed
up"they cou ldn ' t and wo uldn' t say thi s
us that we could better afford to build a
ti re for 6,500 miles a nd guarantee it for Double Protection by if users had n ' t found that it d oes s tand up.
5,000 mil es than to build, guarantee a nd Guarante e and Quality This is the kind of tire you want- viewed
The service must bt 5,000
se ll a tire on a 3,500-mile ba~is.
from every angle of economy of time,
m ilcJor more- net1cr lcss.
money a nd trouble.
T he actual mileage ;:,
That form er is just exactly what we've
greater than the suaran·
done in The G eneral Tire. D esign , fabric,
tu. The C:neral disihe G eneral costs less per guaranteed mile.
tributors and dealers are
rubber, tread, construction, trea tment, cure
Look up the G eneral D ea le r in your c ity
anxi'ous lo prokcl your
- every on e and all of these things selec ted
- ask him to tell you hones tly what he
interests. &ecause our
l i bera l gua rantee and
and done to make a s trong, lively and
thinks of the tire. Then ask the price
u n:stinttd quality protect
long-lived tire.
and be surprised .
theirs.

THEf.iEN. .~AL
Bu ilt in A kron

TIRE

The General Tire
and Rubber Co,

•

Compliments of

•

Compliments of

James M. Rogers

Martin Scully
Mayor of Waterbury

Compliments of
Compliments of

Dr. T. J. Barrett

Thon1as H. Sullivan

DENTIST
RooM 37, KNOWLES BUILDING
WORCESTER, MASS.

•

Covers for This Book Furnished by

WESBY'S BINDERY
GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING
25 FOSTER STREET

WORCESTER, MASS.

Good Bookbinding Since I 84 5

Sherin's
Clothes
Higgins & Fitzgerald
REAL ESTATE

are made for men who look beyond the
price ticket.

They're the equal of any

in fabric, tailoring and fit-and for
style, iike Kelly, they run clean away

406 ST ATE MUTUAL BUILDING
WORCESTER,

from any you can name.

MASSACHUSETTS

David E. Sherin Co.
Live Clothiers
412

MAIN

STREET

In the Heart of the City

Holy Cross College
CONDUCTED BY THE ] ESUIT

f AT HERS

PRESIDENT, REV. JOSEPH N. 0INAND, S.J.

Founded 184 3.

Oldest Catholic College in New England.

Ja111es F. Barry
Optician
204-206

PARK

BUILDING

507 MAIN STREET

Compliments of

WORCESTER,

MASSACHUSETTS

The Catholic Club
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Cottrell & Leonard
ALBANY,

N.

Y.

OFFICIAL MAKERS OF

Caps, Gowns, Hoods
To the American Colleges and Universities
from the Atlantic to the Pacific
Bulletin on Request

S-T-E-R-L-1-N-G
HACK SAW BLADES

They are an indispensable machine shop equipment.

A blade with the

word "STERLING" stamped on it, represents real value.

MANUFACT U R E D BY

Diamond Saw and Stamping Works
B U FF AL 0,

N.

Y.,

U.

S.

A.

COMPLIMENTS OF

ARAKEL THOMPSON
COLLEGE LUNCH ROOM

At the Foot of the Hill

Compliments of

" Th e Family Shoe Store"

Dr. P. W. P. Sheridan

Mark F. Cosgrove

Ex-' 07

'' The Shoe Man''
550 MAIN STREET
WORC ESTER, MASS.

FRANKLIN SQ.

DENTIST
RooM 841, SLATER BUILDING
390 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER,

-

MASS.

Telephone Park 5501

,.

PATCHER BOARD
to be sure of having good engravings,
e/f,cient and accommodating service .
prompt deliveries and fair charges,
selected

'llie

HO\VARD-WESSON Co.

COLLEGE ENGRAVERS
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Harrigan
Press
WE ARE PRINTERS TO THE FOLLOWING
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

Dartmouth, Harvard Dental School, Emerson
College of Oratory, Holy Cross College, Worcester Polytechnic Institute , Wellesley College,
Massachusetts College of Osteopathy, Rosemary, Boston College, Clark College and University, Tufts College Dental School, Boston
College High School , the High Schools of
Worcester and numerous other High Schools.

PRINTERS OF THE PATCHER

Austin and High Streets

WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS

----------

---------

--~

.

